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Location a plus for L&P Plastics and Murray

S.

as well as research and develop- Miss. The facilities produce plastic
ment.. L&P Plastics Division Presi- parts from miniature components to
dent Jim Ukena said Murray's loca- large vending machine shelving. L&P
tion was well-positioned to support is North America's largest manufacthe other facilities, housing design- turer of office chair bases, accorders as well as technical service, sales ing to its Web site.
and management staff.
The company has roots in this
L&P Plastics, a division of Leggett region. J.P. Leggett and his brother& Platt Inc., also has locations in in-law C.B. Platt were both resiWaterloo, Ontario, Canada; Carlyle
Ill.; Poplar Bluff, Mo.; and Booneville, •See Page 3A

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Multi-national Fortune 500 company IAP Plastics was attracted to
Murray's location because of its close
relation to its other operations in
Illinois, Missouri and Mississippi.
In fact,the Canadian-headquartered
company that makes furniture hardware and other plastic components
will open a center for engineering

L&P Plastics
A division of Leggett & Platt Inc.
A Fortune 500 Company that has been recognized as
one of the top 50 growth companies in the United States
— The L&P Plastics Division Manufactures 86 Million Dollars Of
Plastics Products Annually Utilizing It's State-Of-The-Art Equipment.
— Ranked 104th on Fortune's List of Most Admired Companies.
— Listed 397th on the Fortune 500 List in 2003.
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Both Calloway,
Murray districts
earn 100s in
NCLB scoring
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Students at both Murray
Independent and Calloway
County school districts scored
100 percent in district reading
and math categories on the
federal No Child Left Behind
academic assessment by meeting all targeted academic goals
for the 2005-2006 school year.
The scores, released by the
Kentucky Department of Education Friday morning, show
that Murray Middle School students tested reached 12 of 12
target goals by meeting Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP)
in the overall, reading and math
categories, while Murray High
School students reached 10 of
10 goals.
Also East, North and Southwest Calloway Elementary
schools reached 10 of 10 academic goals to score 100 percent. Although reaching all of
its goals as a district, Calloway County Middle and High
schools fell slightly short of
100 percent by reaching 12 of
13 goals.
Calloway Middle, which
scored 92.3 percent, did not
meet AYP in the overall and
math categories but did met
annual goals in reading. The
district's high school students,
who also scored 92.3 percent,
did not meet AYP in overall
and reading categories but did
meet annual goals in math.
Steve Hoskins, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, said Friday that he is
proud of all district students
for helping the district reach
100 percent of NCLB goals. .
"I am excited that the Calloway County School District
met all 13 goals, which represents a 100-percent success
rate on No Child Left Behind,"
he said. "We continue to sustain positive results in our academic programs as well as provide diverse educational opportunities for all students."
Hoskins attributed part of
the district's success to hard
work by school planning cornmittees and administrators as
they developed the district's
Comprehensive School/District
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school day as
a contributing factor.
David Dowdy, public infeirmation officer for the district,
said teachers and administrators are already implementing
programs they expect will keep
scores rising to meet future
goals.
"Only days into the new
school year, county schools
have added several new programs and technologies to support the classroom teachers,"
Dowdy said. "The A+ Curriculum computer software for
grades K-12, projection systems and electronic student
response devices for each
school, corrective reading programs and a renewal of the
'Read to Achieve' grant at East
Elementary, among many other
improvements, are expected to
have a positive influence on
the 2007 test scores."
Some of the goals schools
are expected to achieve are
based on grade level; however goals all the schools have
in common include reading and
math scores, the number of
students participating. ethnicity, English proficiency, achievement from students on Free or
Reduced School Lunch Program
and those with disabilities.
The number of goals for
which each school is responsible is based on whether the
school has enough students in
a category to qualify.
Eleanor Mills, MISD assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction, said the
spring 2006 results indicate
Murray is well above the
required proficient percentage
in reading and math.
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
LET'S EAT!: Nell McCuiston, left photo, gets ready to enjoy her dinner Friday night at the Curns Center as part of this
weekend's Douglass Reunion. The community barbecue featured fried chicken, burgers, hot dogs and all the trimmings,
plus plenty of conversation. Meanwhile, 2-year-old Jack Bramley of Madison, Miss., wastes little time chowing down on
his meal, fixed to order courtesy of parents Charles and Dana. The Bramleys are visiting Murray for the reunion. Charles
is originally from Murray. Douglass events continue throughout today and conclude with the Bulldog Banquet tonight.

AP
Special Judge David E.
Melcher, above, listens to
Steve Pitt, attorney for Gov.
Ernie Fletcher, left, and
assistant Attorney General
Scott Crawford-Sutherland
Friday.

Cloud of charges remains over Fletcher
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher will go
into his re-election campaign
with the cloud of criminal
charges hanging over him.
Special Judge David E.
Melcher ruled Friday that
Fletcher, under fire for a hiring scandal, will have to face
charges after he leaves office.
Melcher ruled that Fletcher is
protected by executive immu-

nity and cannot be prosecuted
while in office.
The ruling essentially stays
the case until Fletcher's term
expires, or unless he is removed
through impeachment by the
legislature.
"It just creates a continuing cloud," said Jack Richardson, chairman of the Jefferson
Party.
Republican
County
"You're running for re-election
as an indicted governor, and
the charges are still there."
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Our state of the art security system
/can protect your home or business
from theft, fire, flood, carbon
monoxide or freezing.

Houston Electric & Alarm Systems
1403 Duncan Trail • Dexter, KY
CALL TODAY! 753-5371 or 227.3574
Integrity A Craftsmanship Delivered On Time As Promised"

Fletcher. Kentucky's first
Republican governor in three
decades, was indicted in May
on charges alleging his administration rewarded political supporters with protected state jobs
after he took office in 2003.
He has accused the Democratic attorney general of conducting a politically motivated
investigation in the case.
Scott Crawford-Sutherland,
the state attorney general's top
prosecutor. urged the judge not
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to dismiss the charges during
Friday's hearing.
"There is no state in this
country that has extended the
kind of immunity urged by the
governor," he said.
Defense attorney Steve Pitt
said during the hearing that
the governor was willing to
face a jury.
"In some ways. that may
be personally preferable, but

•See Page 3A
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The staff of Murray Hospital would like to thank the community for
selecting MCCH as the Chamber of Commerce Large Business of the Year.
We are proud to provide quality health services to the people of Murray
and Calloway County.
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Corn,soybean crops on pace for record

L&P
From Front
dents of Carthage, Mo., when they formed their business partnership in 1883, according to the company's Web site.
"We're delighted to have yet another tremendous company
like L&P Plastics locate in Calloway County," Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said. "Being a Fortune 500
company, I have no doubt people will be proud. I am also
confident Once they are here and operating, the company will
recognize the potential of this location and will grow for many
years."
Ukena, who is based in Carthage, Mo., also said the company is looking to develop new business and has potential customers in the area. Plus being near Murray State opens the
door for collaborative projects as well as a base of potential
new hires from the university's engineering department.
Three people moved into the former HT Marketing building.
"As the mayor we are glad to have this here in the city,"
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing said. "It's going to be good for
the city,
angther plus _we've _added." _
As_.a. custom designer and molder .of. high-tech parts, new
sales could leadj to additional manufacturing and development
jobs.
"It's hard to say right now exactly how much. But depending on how business goes, we could add some project management and sales management at this location as well as some
technical folks," Ukena said. "If we can develop some new
business, that's where we'd see a significant growth."
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp. President Mark Manning said the company initially contacted the
local Chamber of Commerce. Chamber Director Tab Brockman
then talked with Manning about L&P Plastics.
"They feel like they can build their business in Kentucky
and Tennessee and this is a good location for them to.- use as
a spring board," Manning said. "And having the right kind of
community certainly helped."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
corn and soybeans have thrived from
ample rainfall and moderate temperatures,
putting production on pace to approach
or beat record levels, a crop report said
Friday.
Corn production was forecast at 166.5
million bushels, looming as Kentucky's
third-largest corn crop on record, according to the Kentucky field office of the.
National Agricultural Statistics Service.
The projection for this year's crop, based
on conditions as of Aug. I, would be up
7 percent from last year's corn harvest.
Yield was estimated at 150 bushels per
acre, which would be Kentucky's secondlargest corn yield, the ag reporting service said. The record was -152 bushels an
acre in 2004.
Meanwhile, officials forecast record-high
soybean production in Kentucky. The soybean harvest was predicted to reach 62.1
million bushels, 16 percent higher than
last year's crop, the report said. Soybean
yield was estimated at 45 bushels per

acre, which would be another record and western Kentucky count!. has benetued
would be 2 bushels an acre above last from near-ideal. weather SHICC spnng
year's output, the report said.
-From the very beginning of April
The report, coinciding with national When we started planting, we were shap
crop projections, said the upbeat forecast --ing up with what appears to be a tremen
for Kentucky was due to adequate to sur- dous corn crop," he said in a telephora
plus rainfall and moderate temperatures. interview.
"1 think there's • lot of optimism . Corn received timely summer rains duramong our producers right now,- Leland ing crucial crop development. Hardy said
Brown, director of the NASS Kentucky As a result, "we could have one of thc
field office, said in a phone interview.
best corn crops we've had in recent hisThe crop projections assume normal tory," he said. Soybeans also look good.
growing conditions the rest of the crop he said, and late-planted beans especialseason.
ly benefited this week from another rain
"You never know what Mother Nature that came at the right time.
will do," Brown cautioned.
Statewide burley yield was forecast at
Kentucky's burley tobacco harvest was 2,100 pounds per acre, which would be
forecast at 153.3 million pounds, up 7 the largest yield in five years and up 5t
percent from the 2005 crop that was the pounds an acre from last year. the repon
suite's smallest since 1927. Last year's small said.
crop came after the tobacco buyout proHay production also is expected to be
gram that prompted many producers to higher than a year ago. Spnng and surnget out of raising tobacco.
mer rains hurt hay quality but produoed
DaVieNS County ag extension agent
large crops, the report-said.
Clint Hardy said the corn crop in his

•Fletcher..

•NCLB
From Front
"Additionally we also met
the annual measurable objective for each school within our
district,- she said. "Murray
Elementary School scores are
combined into the MMS test
scores and rankings because
grades four throught eight are
housed in one
central campus
location."
She said the
results are supported by the
MISD
staff,
students, parents and—vot--unteers,
all
•
working
to
meet the stuMills
dent's needs.
"Our students are exceptional and continue to demonstrate positive growth and we
are pleased to know our intervention plans are evidencing
success," she said. "We are
also proud to have supportive
parents at school and home to
assist us in reaching the goal
of one-hundred percent proficiency."
Mills said district officials
are also pleased with the
progress of the sub-group populations' proficiency rankings.
"Our goal at MISD is for
every student to be proficient
or above. We continually strive
to implement and provide
strategies and interventions to
make this a reality," Mills said.
"Our staff is dedicated to
matching strategies and programs to meet individual student needs and is to be commended for their excellent
efforts. We continue to strive
in -meeting the one hundred
percent proficiency goal and are
confident we are on the path
in meeting that goal."
Murray Elementary School
does not participate in the
NCLB because it does not
have a fourth grade. The NCLB
measures academic progress at
the fourth, eighth and eleventh
grade levels. However Principal Janet Caldwell pointed out
that the school has the job of
laying the groundwork for the
fourth graders now in class at
MMS.
According to KDE officials,
about two thirds of Kentucky
public schools met reading and
math goals under the NCLB
this year; however one third
— or 398 schools — missed

some of their goals. Of that
number, 156 schools that
receive federal Title I funding
for low-income students face
a variety of sanctions for failing to meet testing goals for
two or more years.
AYP is calculated based on
school and district federal Title
1 classification for the 20052006 school year. Title 1 is a
classification based on academic achievement required by
the number of socio-economically disadvantaged students
in the district.
All
Calloway
County
schools and Murray Middle
SCh661 are se-rated under Tate
1 requirements for achievement;
Murray High School is not.
The categories measured
include academic progress in
both race and socio-economic
classifications that are measured separately as well as those
learning disabilities and lowincome. The scores are based
on results of the Commonwealth Accountability Testing
System (CATS) for 2005-2006
school years. Other factors
include high school graduation
proficiency
rates, English
among minority groups, the
number of students with disabilities, etc.
If schools do not meet academic accountability at the elementary and middle school levels, graduation rates at the high
school level - or did not test
at least 95 percent of all
enrolled students and each subpopulation of sufficient size the school is considered to
have missed its AYP in both
reading and mathematics.
All reported NCLB scores
in Kentucky are modified to
the 140-point Commonwealth
Accountability Testing System
(CATS) with 100 points considered "proficient." KDE officials have set a goal for all
students to reach proficiency
level by 2014. Penalties for
not meeting measurable requirements include, but are not limited to, a required school choice
program, revision of the
school's academic plans, offers
of supplemental support from
the state, implementation of
corrective actions, and a
required plan or implementation of alternative governance.
Penalties are assessed and
applied based on the number
of years in which a school
fails to meet academic objectives.

From Front
there are other considerations
as well which lead to the
motion to dismiss. That is the
important need of this state to
return to normalcy, and get
back to the operation of government as it should be without the cloud hanging over it
of this unprecedented criminal
case," he said.
Crawford -Sutherland
declined to comment on
whether he will appeal the
judge's ruling, which will hold
the charges in abeyance until
Fletcher leaves office. His present term ends in December
2007, but he has announced
that he will run for re-election.
Defense attorneys entered a
not guilty plea for Fletcher at
his arraignment hearing in June.
Fletcher had been scheduled
to go to trial on Nov. 8.
Charles Wells, executive
director of the Kentucky Association of State Employees,
said his organization is going
to press the legislature to
impeach - Fletcher. '
"What this judge has effectively ruled is that this governor is above the law," Wells
said. "We believe that this has
set a precedent that this administration and future administrations can declare open sea-

son on the merit system and
on state merit workers."
Wells said the ruling could
have been worse only if the
charges were dismissed.
-We think that if the judge
says the only path for judgment is impeachment, then the
legislature should follow that
path," Wells said.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green,
had not considered impeachment proceedings, spokesman
John McGary said.
"Not at this point," he said.
"All along, we've said 'let's
let the judicial process carry
Out.' And we've tried to temper our remarks and not be
partisan on this. It could be
that the judicial system is not
done with this case."
Fletcher said in a written
statement he was pleased with
the ruling "because Kentuckians are weary of this sad ordeal.
Now, we can all turn our full
attention to the children, families and communities of this
great commonwealth."
Vicki Glass, spokeswoman
—fot--the attorney general's office,
said prosecutors were pleased
that the motion to dismiss was
denied.
-The court's ruling affirms
the principle that no person is
above the law,- she said.
In a motion filed last month,

defense attorneys listed several reasons why the charges
shadd be dismissed, including
executive immunity and that
previous governors had committed similar acts without
being prosecuted.
Pitt said after, the hearing
that he was pleased with the
judge's ruling in the case. He
said it could be several years
before the case would go to
trial.
"We would certainly hope
that at this point in time that
the prosecutors would go back,
look inward and determine
what's best for the commonwealth of Kentucky," Pitt said.
"That is that this should come
to a halt."
The attorney general's office
urged the judge to allow the
case to continue, saying in a
brief filed last week that Fletcher wasn't singled out for prosecution and isn't immune from
prosecution.
For the past year, a special
grand jury has been investigating whether the Fletcher
administration broke state law
by basing personnel decisions
on political considerations. The
indictment against Fletcher
charged him with criminal conspiracy, official misconduct and
violating a prohibition against
political discrimination.
Several current and former

state employees
who
appeare4
before the special grand jury
alleged
they
had been discrimi njted
against- by the
Republican
administration
Fletcher
because of their
political leanings. They claimed
to have been passed over for
promotions, transferred, demoted or fired.
The grand jury has returned
28 other indictments in the
probe. However, Fletcher issued
a blanket pardon exonerating
everyone from his administration charged in the probe except
himself.
The ruling drew quick
responses from other state office
holders, including Secretary of
State Trey Grayson, who has
said he may run against Fletcher in next year's Republican
primary election.
"It is time that we move
beyond politically driven feuds
in this state and begin to focus on the very real challenges our
commonwealth faces." Grayson
said. "Unfortunately, until this
episode ends, resources and
attention will be diverted from
the problems that block progress
in our state."

OBSTETRICS &
GYNECOLOGY
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and the Murray Woman's Clinic
welcome Dr. Jason Hunt to the Murray
medical community.
Dr. Hunt, originally from Murray,
received his medical degree from the
University of Illinois College of
Medicine in Rockford. and completed
his residency from the University of
Louisville.
Dr. Hunt has joined Murray
Woman's Clinic and is now available
for appointments by calling 753-9300.
Jason and his wife Samantha, have
two children, Lindey Grace and Jason
Wallace.
For more information on the
Murray. Woman's Clinic visit

or-#
4Why Go

wwv:.murraywomansclinic.com.
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FORUM
OUR READERS WRITE
Tothe Editor,
I watched with great interest the proceedings, condemnation and auction of the house on North 6th Street ("Now
you see it...now you don't," July 13 Ledger & Times). It
was my childhood home. My parents built it in 1935 and
lived there until their deaths.
I sold the house in 1994 to a young couple who reportedly wanted to restore it. Over the past twelve years I've
noticed that the house has deteriorated dramatically. I felt
badly for the neighborhood and the neighbors in "old Murray" who had to watch this decline.
While on a visit to Murray on July 8, I learned the
house was being sold at the court house door. It had been
condemned. I realized that I could not emotionally deal
with facing the deplorable condition of the house. Yet I
sought the help of people who would find a reputable buyer.
There are numerous persons who work tirelessly to maintain
this neighborhood and they are greatly appreciated. They
are what I call "citizen soldiers" for their neighborhood.
They work, tirelessly to preserve this part of Murray.
Murray is home in my heart. I have always been proud
to tell people I am from Murray, Ky. Murray is a great
place to live. It has an outstanding school system, a wonderful park, city pool, library and outdoor theater. All of
which are located in the older section of town. I fear that
the quality of life that has always been a hallmark of Murray will be jeopardized if the city does not commit to
reclaiming, restoring and maintaining its charming, older
neighboffioods.
It's essential that all Murrayans rally to saye and preserve
its older sections.

Sincerely,
Kaye Wallis Crouch
Hendersonville, Tenn.
To the Editor,
It has been 25 years since I've lived in Murray and Calloway County. but I have many friends and former neighbors
and co-workers here. I want everyone to know that my
brother, Hal Kemp, is 'a candidate for the 5th District State
Representative seat. I firmly believe that you can do no better than electing Hal Kemp this November as your state representative.
Hal was born and raised in Calloway County; is a Christian man; is a veteran of the Navy; a college graduate; has
been married to a local girl for 35 years, the former Leslie
Furgerson, and has been a successful businessman here.
Hal met his own pre-set business goals, and sold those
businesses, while still in his forties. He and Leslie currently
own the Dairy Queen, where Leslie saw the opportunity to
be a successful businesswoman herself as manager. After 17
years of marriage, they were blessed with their only child.
- Hal became-a -committed, practicing family values, hands-on
father and his-son will soon be finishing his senior year of
school.
Hal and I come from a large, diversified, working-class
family, including clerical, farmers, health care professionals,
laborers, union and non-union, retirees, teachers, small businessmen and students. Hal knows first-hand about the issues
that affect us all today.
Hal is competent, qualified, sincere and honest. He has
the time and energy for the job. I believe Hal's life is an
indication of the commitment that he brings to whatever he
does, whether it is duty to country, marriage, church, career
and business, or children. I know that my brother, Hal
Kemp, will be, committed to the task of truly representing
you as your state representative. He is not a politician, but
he is a good man for the job.

Sincerely,
Bettye Baker Conner
Benton, Ky.

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or
reject any letter on the basis of length, style, sodium
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the
Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
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Bedtime for wooden battleships
Required to pass a German reading
exam back in my graduate school days.
I struggled with the complexities of the
language, failing the exam twice, but
lucking out on the third try. Fortunately, that day the text
to translate was an
essay by Martin
Luther, and I was

familiar enough with
his writings to guess
at what he was saying in the test text.
This forgotten
translation trauma
came to mind last
month when I started
reading a Civil War
By Larry
naval novel, the third
McGehee
in a trilogy, by David
Syndicated
Poyer: "That Anvil of
Columnist
Our Souls: A Novel
of the Monitor and
the Merrimack" (Simon & Schuster
Paperbacks, 2005. 415 pp.).
Poyer's descriptions — of professional maritime language, of medicine, of
ship construction, of military matters-are powerfully esoteric, almost intimidating. Fortunately, I had read enough
— about the Civil War, the famous

ironclad duel, wartime medical practices, and Yankee prisons and the
imprisonment of Confederate sailors as
"pirates" — to ignore the fact that
Poyer knows a hundred times more
than do I and that most of the highly
technical and professional language he
uses can only be guessed at for its
meanings.
Perhaps, in fact, the authenticity of
descriptions and language was what
kept me glued to the book. That, and
the fact that I actually learned more
about the famous battle from this book
of "fiction" than from half a dozen his-

prisoner-of-war dilemmas facing Confederate sailors.
All this factual information is
relayed to us readers through the activities of five or so fictional characters —
a Union engineer and naval officer, a
Confederate spy and naval officer, a
wife of an imprisoned Confederate officer, a Confederate naval surgeon, and a
Union cannoneer escaped slave. Reallife personalities, such as Confederate
Captains Franklin Buchanan and Josiah
Tatnall and Lieutenant Catesby Jones,
and Union Lieutenant John L. Worden
and inventor Ericsson, make important
appearances in a suspenseful and grimy
story,
The story of this encounter is dramatic and important. The drama of two
ironclads finding each other almost on
the nativity day of each is incredible in
itself...although Poyer's facts reveal that
both sides knew well in advance what
the other was doing in building the
battleships and that the race to get finished first was its own exciting story.
Equally exciting was the potential the
Confederates saw in the first day's
falling into Union hands, The Monitor,
destruction by the Virginia — they
after serving as the model for several
thought it would mean Europe would
new ships, sank in heavy seas in
recognize the southern nation. McClelDecember.
lan's advance on Richmond would be
Poyer's carefully detailed history of
halted, the Union naval blockade would
the two innovative ships, which revolube lifted, and the North would sue for
tionized naval history, fills in many of
peace, independence would be achieved,
the facts that have escaped popular
and the new nation would prosper. One
attention. He describes the conception
day later, however, those visions vanand production of both vessels,
ished, when that little two-gun iron
describes their officers and crews,
cheese-box fired.
explains their armament, links the
This is a superbly well-written and
assembly to spy networks on both sides
enthralling novel, perfect reading in the
and provides the context of private and
heaviest heat of summer so reminiscent
public funding for the projects as well
as the context of McClellan's movement of the heat of the boiler rooms and
gun batteries of the two amazing adverby sea to the Peninsula and inland up
saries it celebrates.
towards Richmond, and explains the

tories.
The climax of the novel is the
familiar appearances and encounters of
the first twoironclads. The Virginia
was a large Confederate craft built atop
the salvaged hull of the wooden steam
frigate Merrimack, captured when the
South took the Norfolk Navy Yard
early in the war. It looked like "a
Pennsylvania barn". The smaller Union
ironclad, the Monitor, was the creation
of engineer-inventor John Ericsson, and
looked like a hoop cheese lying atop a
long platter.
On March 8, 1862, in its maiden
voyage, the Virginia (a.k.a. Merrimack)
rammed and destroyed the large Cumberland and ran aground and destroyed
the equally large Congress. The next
day, the Virginia returned, intending to
destroy the grounded Minnesota and
Congress. Miraculously, the Monitor
appeared and a long battle ensued, with
neither craft able to inflict serious damage on its heavily armored opponent.
The Virginia withdrew upriver, and
had to be destroyed in May to avoid
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Liquid ban could pose risks to travelers

Obituaries
Charles Courtney

By MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer
ATLANTA(AP) — Air tra,elers with medical conditions
may suffer dehydration or other
risks because of new air travel restrictions that prohibit people from bringing drinks onto
the plane, some doctors say.
Bottled water and cans of
nutritional supplement drinks
are among the liquids that can't
be carried on board.
Such restrictions may pose
some risks, starting with dehydration, said Dr. Marc Siegel,
an internal medicine physician
with the New York University School of Medicine.
Dehydration can place an
unhealthy Strainon people with
A graveside service for Mrs. Donna Sue Price was today diseased hearts or kidneys. The
(Saturday) at 11 a.m. at Mt. Zion Cemetery, Gob. Rev. C.W. dry air in the passenger cabin
Jackson officiated. Nephews were pallbearers. Brown Funeral also dries out the mucous memHome of Mayfield was in charge of arrangements.
branes that help protect the body
Mrs. Price, 57, Gobo community, died Wednesday, Aug. 9, from invading bacteria and
2006, at 2:17 p.m. at her home.
_ viruses.
A baker at Murray State University's Curris Center, she was
"Though I'm not calling this
former deli manager at the former Piggly Wiggly and KBL life-threatening, dehydration is
"Super Foods. She was a member of New Home Baptist Church; not a good state for anyone
She was the daughter of the late Cecil and Edna Meadors ill to be in," Siegel said.
Young. Survivors include her husband, Johnny Price; one son,
The government ban does not
Paul Williams, Lynnville; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Susan Travis, apply to prescription medicines
and one brother, James Young, both of MatyfieId; one sister, with labels that match the pasMrs. Glenda Mosley, Houston, Texas; arid three grandchildren. senger's name. And jets carry
medical kits that stock medicines for heart attacks and certain other emergencies.
Atlanta-based Delta Air
Lines Inc. on Thursday began
provisioning extra bottled water
on all flights because of the
The funeral for Charles Courtney was today (Saturday) at
10 a.m. at St. Joseph Catholic Church, Mayfield. Fr. Ken
Mikulcik officiated.:Burial was in the St. Joseph Cemetery.
Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, was in charge of arrangements. Mr. Courtney, 84, Mayfield, died Thursday, Aug. 10, 2006,
at 12:58 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a member of St. Joseph Church.
Preceding him in death were two sons, Stephen and Terry
Courtney, and five sisters, Audia Bagsby, Mayde Courtney,
Cleo Brent, Anna Lee Elder and Ehnina Murphy. He was the
son of the late Gentry and Alberta Curtsinger Courtney.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Aline Thomas Courtney, to
whom he had been married for 60 years; one daughter, Mrs.
Mary Clare Colliver, Lexington, Ky.; four sons, Charles Courtney Jr., Paducah, Conrad Courtney, Pryorsburg, Kenneth Courtney, Madison, Ala., and Dennis Courtney, Murray; 10 grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Donna Sue Price

BP estimates repair
of lines at $170M

ANCHORAGE,Alaska(AP)
— BP said Friday that the cost
to repair and replace leaking
BP's shutdown of the Prudhoe
pipelines at Prudhoe Bay, the
Bay oil field in Alaska will reduce
nation's largest oil field, could
output by 400,000 barrels per
be about $170 million.
day, nearly 8 percent of daily
Spokesman Neil Chapman
U.S. production.
said that was an early, rough
estimate for the current repairs
U.S. oil supply
and for a major oil spill in
Total domestic: 5.1 million bpd
March. He added that costs
fir•400.000 bpd
taken offline
could change as the effort conHt Total Alaska.
tinued.
Total Imports:
864,000 bpd
The British company has
10.1 million bpd
not yet said exactly how it mieht
divide costs with ConocoPhillips Co. and Exxon Mobil
SOURCES BP Department of Energy AP
Corp., which also share ownership of the Prudhoe Bay site. the western part of the Alaskan
BP, which operates the oil field open after all. It had
Alaskan oil field, pledged to previously said that decision
replace the pipeline after dis- would be pushed off until early
covering leaks and severe cor- next week.
rosion in the decades-old pipes
"They've got enough data
nearly a week ago.
to make a go-no go decision,"
The company also said it BP spokesman Scott Dean said.
hoped to announce as early as
The company was to meet
Friday whether it can keep part with state and federal regulaof the Prudhoe Bay oil field tors before making a final decipumping, offering a glimmer sion Friday.
of hope that oil will keep flowFederal regulators late Thursing from the field.
day gave BP permission to
BP PLC also said it had keep the field's western line
secured orders for all 16 miles operating, but ordered it to
of pipeline it hopes to replase_---i.onduct more rigorous pipeline
at the oil field, and expects inspections.
to have the supplies in place
by the end of the year.
If the company is able to
get the new pipeline in place
Due to an editorial error, the
between September and December as planned, it would like- end of a sentence and final
ly be able to complete the paragraph of a,story on EWTNreplacement work in early 2007. was inadvertently omitted from
Chapman said the pipeline Friday's Ledger & limes.
Below is the final two parawill all come from U.S. steel
mills, under contract with com- graphs. The Ledger apologizes
panies including United States for any inconvenience.
Steel Corp. The proximity of
Donors paid for expansions
the steel mills will allow the
pipeline to get to Alaska faster. to the television and radio headThe company had previous- quarters — which resembles
ly said part of the pipeline nothing if not a multilevel maze
would come from Japan's Nip- — and five families gave an
pon Steel Corp., but Chapman undisclosed amount to build the
said that pipeline would now monastery and shrine, which
go for other existing BP proj- was consecrated in 1999.
"We struggled at first. We
ects.
The discovery of leaks and didn't have any money," said
Catherine.
Mary
corrosion prompted BP to begin Sister
a gradual shut down of the entire "Everything grew and grew,
oil field, which normally sup- and expenses got greater and
plies about 400,000 barrels of greater. As we trusted more and
oil a day. But BP said it will more, everything was taken
decide Friday whether to keep care of."

Supply disruption

AP
Laura and Paul Wolfson, both from New York City, hastily down beverages prior to entering a
security area Friday at George Bush Intercontinental Airport in Houston.
new travel restrictions, spokeswoman Betsy Talton said Friday.
Patients can help themselves
by staying away from coffee,
alcohol and other diuretic beverages that can contribute to
dehydration, Siegel said.
However, Dr. David Freedman of the University of Alabama at Birmingham noted the
problems faced by people who
rely on Ensure and other over-

Kevin Sigrist has suffered a great loss in the
tragic death of their 22 year old daughter.
Added to this tragedy is the fact they have no
insurance with which to bury her. We are asking for any donations possible to help cover
the expense of the funeral. Your kindness will
be greatly appreciated.

the-counter nutritional supplement drinks.
"Some people can't eat ordinary airline food," including
patients with inflammatory
bowel disease or people who
have recently had intestinal surgery, said Freedman.
The Transportation Security
Administration is allowing passengers to carry on essential
nonprescription medicines, such
as insulin, as well as baby for-

mula and breast milk for infants,
but Ensure is not permitted.
Diabetics, who must travel
with essential supplies, may be
especially concerned by the
new restrictions. Insulin pump
manufacturers say pumps can
safely go through airport security systems, but pump wearers may request a visual inspection rather than walking through
the metal detector or being
hand-w anded

INCREDIBLE VISION
DUNI LOSE lOUK GOOLI
_WE REPAIR Aig CONDITIONERS!

We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
works. You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
such as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses.

Also Alternator & Starter Repairs, Brakes,
Tires & General Maintenance

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS

HOLLAND TIRE

If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
to come in and try these lens.
Dr. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071

Look!It's a free
country.

Now NO ROAMING CHARGES
nationwide, with Sprintto

SPRINT FAIR & FLEXIBLE30 PLAN
FOR FAMILIES
You control your plan,It doesn't control you.

Clarification

> Get two lines and share your minutes.
> Add up to three additional lines for just
59.99 per line per month.
> Unlimited Mobile to Mobile and
Nights and Weekends.,
> Family Plans start at only $59.99/month.
• Other monthly charges apply

See below

for details. Requires a two-year subscriber
agreement on each phone

Two extra hours of unlimited night calling

7pm

Nights
start at

A640 by

NEW ULTRA-THIN

Katana

BUY ONE

by Sanyo
FOR $29.99
• Available in
3 colors

GET ONE

FREE

• Bluetooth capable
• Built-inc

Reg 5399 98
for two
Save $300
Instantly on
two phones
569 99 mail in
rebate

$79.99
Reg.5279 99
.1)14

Sao $150 instantly
$50 mail-in rebate

• Sprint PCS Vision
enabled
• Built-in VGA
Camera

0
Sprint 4

• Bluetcoth
enabled
Offen reckere actwebon on a neer kne of service with a two-year subscnpnon agreement
Color options may vaey by location

Please send donations to the

Imes-Miller Funeral Home
For Ruth Lynn Sigrist

MURRAY
Mid-America Mobile
Preferred Sprint Retailer
500 S. 12th Street
270-753-2070
Yakety Yak
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Wireless Superstore
Authorized Sprint Representative
1550 Lowe Drive
Suite E
270-761-4925

PADUCAH
Sprint
Kentucky Oaks Mall
270-443-3400

Yakety Yak Wireless Superstore
Authorized Sprint Representative
4793 Village Square
Suite 3
270-443-7925

Cellular Works
Authorized Sprint Representative
1301 Broadway
270-448-6398

PRINCETON
Mid-America Mobile
Preferred Sprint Retailer
1051 W. Main Street
270-365-6252

Cellular Works
Authorized Sprint Representative
3790 Hinkleville Road
270-448-6398
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stiehalithatas.
Red Cross Blood Drive
will be held here Monday
WwW.M1.1

Larry Doyle, chairman of 17 years old (no upper age
Calloway County Blood Dri- limit), weigh at least 110
ves for the local chapter of pounds, not have given blood
the American Red Cross, has in the last 56 days, and show
issued an emergency appeal Red Cross donors card, picfor donations of blood.
ture ID or two of any other
"All blood types are need- forms of identification. A health
ed. Summer is often a slow review will be conducted by
time for blood collections, but the staff to determine eligibilhot days in August do not slow ity to give blood.
down medical emergencies and
Each participant will receive
increasing dematids on our a free give away and have the
blood supply._ Remember one opportunity to .register to win
pint of blood can provide life a ticket to a Tennessee Titans
sustaining benefits for three football game. Refreshments
people," Doyle said.
will be served.
Doyle urges persons to make
An additional Red Cross
plans to donate blood on Mon- blood drive will be Friday,
day from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 Aug. 18, from 2:30 to 6:30
p.m. at Wal-Mart, Murray.
p.m. at Weaks Senior Citizens
To be eligible to give blood. Center, 607 Poplar St., Murdonors must be healthy, at least ray.

.n.nouncemen/
Carter Alexander Koenig
Staci and Steve Koenig of
Carbondale, Ill., are the parents of a son, Carter Alexander Koenig, born on Friday,
April 28, 2006, at 1:52 a.m.
at Memorial Hospital, Carbondale.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
9.7 ounces and measured 20
inches. A sister is Caroline
Elizabeth Koenig
The mother, the former Staci
Shipp of Murray, is a 2002 graduate of Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, a 1996
graduate of Murray State University and a 1992 graduate
of Calloway County High
School.
Grandparents are Brenda and
Carter
Andy Shipp of Murray and
Gladys and Vic Koenig_ of.Carbondale III

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

/tip.
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A. Koenig

NW:Menus
"Heart Smart" is the pro- fish filet, 'new red potatoes, and cheese soup.
etables, tator tots, 'broccoli
gram for the menus in the macaroni and cheese, 'brocThursday - italian Spaghet- spears, 'herbed rice pilaf,
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway coli spears, fried okra, 'toma- ti Festival" - spaghetti with meat 'chicken noodle soup.
to Florentine soup.
balls, Fettucini Alfredo, *shrimp
Saturday - oven baked ham,
County Hospital.
Tuesday - 'stuffed peppers, mannara, 'sliced pork loin, 'breaded fish filet, 'green peas
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed 'chicken tamale pie, country breaded cheese sticks, 'baby with pearl onions, 'steamed
style steak, 'baked potato, carrots, 'Italian green beans, yellow squash, seasoned potato help those restricting satu- 'green bean-carrot
blend, 'brus- Duchess potato casserole, gar- to wedges, soup of the day.
rated fats and sodium in their sel sprouts, black-eyed peas, lic toast, herbed dinner rolls,
Sunday - BBQ beef brisket,
diets.
chicken and wild rice soup.
'vegetable beef and barley 'sour cream baked chicken,
Menus, subject to occasionWednesday - meat loaf, fried soup.
'parslied new potatoes, green
al changes, for the week of catfish with hush puppies,
Friday - 'Catalina baked bean casserole, 'cinnamon
Aug. 14-20 have been released 'Caribbean spiced chicken, skil- chicken, BBQ pork, fish filet apples, soup of the day.
let fried potatoes, 'seasoned sandwich, 'Francois blend vegas follows:
Monday - chicken strips, green beans, season white
savory beef stew,'crumb topped beans, 'turnip greens, broccoli

SeniorActivities

kith:no N

Ear, Nose & Throat
or Murray
Philip Mapper, M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required Can for Appointment(270)759-4811
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray. KY 42071

service
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Free
computer tune-up
•ntiViro• Sean. Spy Ware Sean, A.d.•re
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better shag,
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Hazel area residents and businesses are
invited to attend an organizational meeting of the local Neighborhood Watch on
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church
Family Life Center, located on Third Street
in Hazel.
Everyone is encouraged to attend and
bring a snack or refreshment for a “Get
to Know Your Neighbor" fellowship following the meeting.
For more information or concerns, contact Venita Loranger, Calloway County
Coordinator, at 759-5653.

Liberty homecoming Sunday

Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will have its annual homecoming on Sunday with Eric Horner
as special guest at the 10 a.m. service. A potluck meal will
be served at noon.

'Back to School' event at Hazel
"Back to School" event for school personnel, students and
parents will be today from 4 to 7 'p.m. at Hazel United
Methodist Church. Special guest will be Tane Alexander as
-Tango the Clown." Hamburgers, hot dogs and soft drinks will
be served.

Band Booster meeting on Monday
A Murray Independent School District Band Booster meeting will be Monday in the Murray High School cafeteria. An
executive meeting will be at 6 p.m. and a general meeting at
7 p.m.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Support Group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
to offer. Contact the center at p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
753-0929 for more informa- both parents due to death and to help each other through the
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County tion.
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753Activities and menus for the 7129.
Senior Citizens Center is located at 607 Poplar St., Murray. week of Aug. 14-18 have been
Our phone number is 753- released as follows:
North Council will meet
Monday events include Arm0929. Lunch is served daily
North Elementary' School Based Decision Making Council
chair
Aerobics
at
8:30
or 9:30
at 11:30 a.m. for a suggested
will meet Monday at 5 p.m. in the teacher's lounge.
a.m., Stride with pride Walkdonation of $1.50.
We offer transportation on ers will meet at 10 a.m. in the MHS
Council will meet
lobby to go walk, Bingo at
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and Line Dancing
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
12:30 p.m. If you live in the at 2 p.m. in the gym. Grilled
meet Monday at 4 p.m. in the school library.
city limits and need a ride to hamburgers, baked beans, potacenter,
the
doctor, grocery' to chips, lettuce, tomato, onion,
our
store, bank or pharmacy, please bun, margarine and ice cream Need Line Board will meet
The board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line will meet
call at least one day ahead of will be on the lunch menu.
Monday
at 12:30 p.m. in the Need Line meeting room at 638
Tuesday
events
include
time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open Strength & Stretch Class at 8 South 4th St.
Monday through Friday from a.m., devotion at 10 a.m., and
8 a.m. to 4:30 pm. Those who Women's Issues at 10:30 a.m. Health Express lists stops
in the education room. Our
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
are 60 and older are invited monthly birthday
and anniverto exercise at no cost, as well sary party will begin at 12:30 offer vision and glaucoma screenings and blood pressure and
as take advantage of begin- p.m. On. the lunch menu will pulse checks on Monday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
ning computer classes we have be ham, rice pilaf, broccoli, roll, An-3 p.m. at Food Giant, Murray: on Wednesday from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Walgreen's, Murray.
margarine and apple sauce.
is
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or LBR reunion will be Sunday
9:30 a.m., Blood pressure
Former residents of Land Between the Rivers in Trigg CounTheatres
checks from 10 to 11 a.m., Stnde ty will have their 35th annual homecoming on Sunday start1008 Chestnut St.
with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., ing at 9:30 a.m. at Fenton Airport Pavilion, just across the
NO CHECKS
Powder Putt Pool play from 10 Egner's Ferry bridge. A potluck picnic
will be spread about
to 11:30 a.m. and Pinochle
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG. 17
noon. Persons are asked to bring food, drinks and chairs.
Club at noon. BBQ meat balls,
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
potato logs. California vegetable
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
blend, roll, margarine and triple Vinson reunion will be Sunday
Pulse
The annual Vinson family reunion will be held Sunday at
orange mold will be on the
lunch menu.
noon with lunch at Paris Landing State Park Inn, followed by
P613- 1:10 - 3:15 - 7:35 -9:35
Thursday events include a fellowship meeting, according to Mark Vinson of Memphis
John Tucker Must Die
Strength and Stretch Class at who is in charge of arrangements.
8 a.m. and Shuffleboard League
PG13 - 9:10
at 9:30 a.m. in the gym. Our
movie matinee will show "Eight Board of Health will meet
Barnyard
Calloway County Board of Health will have its annual board
Below" at 12:30 p.m. On the
lunch menu will be chicken, meeting on Tuesday at noon at the Calloway County Health
PG - 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:10
stuffing, peas and carrots, roll, Center conference room. The meeting is open to the public.
Step Up
margarine and grapes.
Friday events include Arm- Coast Guard Auxiliary to meet
P613- 1:20 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:20
chair Aerobics at 8:30 to 9:30
The United States Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake
Talladega Nights
a.m., board games such as
Flotilla
will meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the County Extension
Scrabble and Rummikub at 9
PG13 - 1 40 - 4:00 - 7:25 -9:40
a.m., Blood pressure checks building, Murray. Preceding the meeting, members will have a
World Trade Center
given from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m., Dutch treat meal and fellowship at Martha's Restaurant, MurBlood pressure checks from ray. Interested recreational boaters are welcome to attend. For
P613- 12:45 • 3:2.5 - 7:20 • 9:
9:30 to 10:30 a.m., Stride with more information contact Flotilla Commander Donna Kramar.
Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Open
Nitatie Cala Dud Ihei Ciut
Bridge at 10 a.m. and Craft Soccer Foundation plans event
P613. 12:50 • 3:50 - 6:55 - 9:
Club at 12:30 p.m in the gym.
Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have an alumni
Breaded pork loin, mashed potanight
tonight for both the girls and boys teams at Calloway
toes, green beans, wheat roll,
Miami Vice
County High School. The concession stand will open at 5 p.m.
marganne
and
cranberry
relish
R- 1:00 - 3:45 - 6:50 - 9:30
followed by the girls game at 5:30 p.m. and the boys game
will be on the lunch menu.
Murray-Calloway Senior Cit- to follow. T-shirts, flags, foundation membership and season
Program Information Call 753-3314 : izens Center is a United Way passes will be available.
agency.

By TERI COBB

Accepting New Patients

Ws'
Home

Neighborhood Watch meeting
will be Tuesday at Hazel church

Restaiwaiii

just A Short 15 Minute Drivefrom Paris Landing

Full Service

Restaurant
A New Menu Each Week
featured by Chef Paul Ent
fie was voted l of the Top 3 Chefs
in the South
Southern Eclectic Cuisine

Brewers picnic is today

Sunday Brunch
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Open 5-9 p.m. Thur.-Sat.

GOSPEL lvtLITING
August 13-16

Bed &
Breakfast
with
Luxury Amenities
Private Bath
Queen or King Beds
River Views
Sun Porches

165 Plantation Lane-' Dover,TN
(931)232-9492 - Call Toll Free 877-660-5939
www.riverfrontplantation.com
email: info@riverfrontplantation.com

KIRKSEY
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Speaker: Lexie

Brewers School picnic will be today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Mike Miller Park. Draffenville. All former teachers, students
and patrons of the school are invited. For information contact
Barney Thweatt at 1-270-354-6430 or 1-270-703-2974.

Assistance program needs refrigerator
The After School Assistance Program provides nutritional snacks
for Calloway County school children who participate in the
extended learning sessions. Needed is a refrigerator for storage of the items as the program depends entirely on donations.
Any person or business having one to donate call Wanda Johnson at 753-9790 or Clarice Norsworthy at 489-2164.

B. Ray
it (ireat Company
And A Great Agent
At The Same Place!

Minister ofFairdealing Church of Christ
SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
BIBLE STUDY — 1000 a.m.
PREACHING — 10:50 a.m.
SUNDAY EVENING SERVICE — 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY EVENING SERVICE — 7:00 p.m.
TUESDAY EVENING SERVICE — 700 p.m.
WEDNESDAY EVENING SERVICE — 7:00 p.m.
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A PIZZA OVEN: Workers from Mayfield's Greer Neon Company, Inc., battled Thursday's

meetria. An
ting at

County
le. For

extreme heat to install signs at the new Tom's Pizza in the Olympic Plaza Shopping
Center. Pictured above, Rick Dillingham, left, and Allen Wilson position the red, plastic
face plates on the front of the letters that read "Tom's Pizza." The sign is above the main
entrance to the business. Michael Crouch, who was working at the site, said the crew had
also erected a large, new sign for the business in the parking lot area.
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Tony Thompson, General
Manager of Murray Electric
System, recently presented a
check to Ronnie Gibson, Chairman, and Mark Manning, President, of the Murray-Calloway
Economic Development Corporation. This money will be
used for special projects and
marketing campaigns designed
to bring new business and indus'-_--try- to the Murray area.
'Murray Electric System and
TVA make substantial contributions each year both locally
and regionally through the
South
Kentucky Industrial
Development
Association
(SK1DA) in an effort to boost
the economies and provide jobs
for this area.
"We are very proud of the
long and positive relationship
the EDC has ,had with Murray Electric. Working together,
we will do our very best .to
use this important funding to
provide more and better jobs
for citizens of the community," said Manning.
"Murray Electric System has
a strong working relationship

Murray-Calloway
County
United Way
and Chamber of
Commerce
are hosting
the Community
Classic
Golf Tournament
Sept 8 at

Coming Up Around
Town

— "New Vines from
Strong Roots" 2006 Douglas
Homecoming and Douglass
Bulldog Banquet, Tonight,
6:30 - 10 p.m., Curris Center, call 759-4499 for more
info.
— Pinstripe Suite by
Murray writer Constance
Alexander, Studio Theater,
3rd Fir. Wilson Hall, MSU,
Tonight, 7 p.m.
Chamber
— Steel Magnolias, PlayChat
house in the Park, through
the Oaks
By Lisa
Aug. 13 & 17 7 20, call
Country
Satterwhite
Club? A
759-2199 for tickets.
— Amputee Support
MulTaY/Call°waY shotgun
County
start will
Group Meeting, Lourdes
Chamber of
be •ne
lb
IsIgsliErNemer Pavilion,
i
Commerce
event at 1 ''Vioug Borders Community
p.m. after a Room, Aug. 17, 6:30 p.m.
catered luncheon at noon.
— ATV Training, Turkey
Competition, prizes and com- Bay 01W Area, LBL,
munity fun will all be a part August 19, 8 a.m.
— Great Beginnings,
of this activity. Four person
MSU, Aug. 19 - 23.
teams are forming now, for
— See Carl Edwards *99
more information contact the
NASCAR Car/Hauler. Office
United Way at 753-0317 or
Depot parking lot. Aug. 19,
the Chamber at 753-5171.
noon - 4 p.m.

— Murray Aviation Weekend, Kyle Oakley Field, Aug.
19 - 20, call 759-2199 for
more info.
— Hypnotist Tom Deluca,
3rd Floor, Curris Center,
Aug. 22, 8 p.m., sponsored
by SGA, call 809-6951 for
more info.
— Murray State University, First Day of Classes,
Aug. 23.
— Disney presents Pixar's
The Incredibles in a Magic
Kingdom Adventure, RSEC,
Aug. 24 - 27, call 1-877894-4474 or 753-6466 for
tickets0
— American Cancer Society 2006 Charity Golf Tournament, Murray Country
Club, Aug. 25, lunch: 11:30
a.m., shotgun start: 12:30
p.m.
— MSU Career Services,
Part Time Job Fair, 3rd
Floor, Curris Center. Aug.
31, 1 - 4 p.m.
— Ice Cream Festival,
MCC Parks, Sept. 8 - 9.
— Weerun's Children's
Consignment, RSEC, drop

off - Sept. 8 - 9, visit
www.kyweeruns.com or call
1-877-753-5551 to sign up.
— Knights of Columbus
Bingo, 332 Squire Rd., every
Tuesday night, 6:30 p.m.
— Glory Bound Christian
Gospel, Family Fellowship
Center in Stella, every Friday night, 7 p.m.

Phis() provided
Murray Electnc System General Manager Tony Thompson,
left, presents a check to EDC Chair Ronnie Gibson, center,
ancLEDC President Mark Manning.

with Mark Manning and the
EDC, and is committed to providing funding and services in
order to maintain Murray as a

thriving environment for business and industry", stated
Thompson.

E •t

Combined Experience and Excellence
for more than 40 years

41111 CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
Carpet
Vinyl
Tile
Hardwood

We Do It All. Sales and Installation

Mil
Tay

(270) 753-7728

Welcome New Chamber
Members
— Murray Sewing Center.
materials/notions, Brenda
Geurin, 942 South 12th St.,
Ste. A, Murray, 759-84.00.
For more information on
becoming a member of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce or
hosting a Chamber event
contact Tab Brockman or
Lisa Satterwhite at 753-51 71.

901 Sycamore St., Murray

270-753-8355

Business

Spotlight
Mr. Gatti's Pizza, owned by Buddy Parker, opened in 1977 at
804 Chestnut St.
Mr. Gatti's is known for its all-you-can-eat pizza buffet. They
also have a full menu to order from including SpaGatti, sandwiches, salads, dessert pizzas. cheesesticks and of course
pizza! Mr. Gatti's is open 7 days a week at 11 a.m. and offer a
lunch buffet from 11-2 and a dinner buffet from 4:30-9 p.m.
Buddy Parker
The
buffet is open all day from 11-9 on Saturday & Sunday.
ft
Mr. Gattillis also has a pizza delivery service starting at 4 p.m. daily. In 2000, Gattiland
opened at Mr. Gatti's! Gattiland is a fun-filled arcade with video games and redemption
games for all ages. Birthday parties, meetings or get-togethers can be held in our private
party room inside Gattiland.
Buddy would like to thank everyone for their business over the past 29 years.
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In response to overwhelming business customer demand, DEVsource recently launched its
Home Services Division. This Division provides affordable solutions for home computer users
by highly trained Microsoft Certified Professionals. DEVsource offers a variety of products and
services including PCs, laptops, wireless home networks, training and the leading antivirus/anti-spyware software. Call DEVsource at 753-8708 or come by 1210 Johnson Blvd.

Kopperud Realty's
VikAste rite ?Ved

or

Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-6656

It's finally your turn to save
money on Insurance
WITH STATE AUTO'S

PRIME OF LIFE PLAN

Your beet Insurance
is•good pent.

If you're 50 or cider you may quality tor substantial premium AR aim ewer
eat-Ll inurcearlanom
savings and enhanced auto and homeowners insurance
protect9r as a member of the PRIME OF LIFE' Pion 1"wd• "I"
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PPERUD
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REALTY

COMMERCIAL

CONNECTION

Contact our agency today to learn more
about this exciting program.
Were fnends you can depend on in your Prime of lie

McNutt Insurance
104 S. 12TH AND 107 S. 13TH
This commercial lot offers access from South 12th and
South 13th Street. The 65x306 lot is zoned B-2. Located next
to Walgreens this 12th Street property could be the ideal
spot ofyour business or investment needs. Lot is partially
rented with consistent rental income. $230,000 MIS #29147

291 Rayburn Road
Spacious 3 bedroom,3 bath brick home located west of
Murray in Lynn Grove. White vinyl fencing encloses
backyard. Extra detached garage. Priced to sell!!
$157,000. MLS #34004
711 Main

—

1_ 1 111

Dan McNutt, AM

Greg &Nem CLTC Mike Young. ARM

118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451 • Waal& • Court Square
"Friends you case depend on"

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 \lain St

733-1222
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Heat thinning out the angler ranks
We still have the heat, and it's
making a big difference in the. number of anglers we encounter each
morning.
Some locals are just staying inside
until this heat wave passes. The water
elevation is still low enough to scare
a few tourist anglers
away. and we don't
see a change in the
making.
Think about it.
You are now here
and •see4rIcical;b0
sail:aCioss the
island chain from
Blood River south
to Cypress. They
Fishing
are in one of the
marked channels
Line
for crossing., The
By Jerry
tourist boat,howevMaupin
er, does not know
Outdoors
there is a danger
because no one told
Columnist
it that the water
wa.s shallow.at .thiS_Iime of the year.
It's especially shallow because there •
is a demand for power at the dam
and they have to generate more than
the usual amount of electricity. Said
tourist will strike a stump or run
their engine prop into a gravel or
mud bar, and then someone gets hurt.
Must it always be the fault of the
boater?
I think we need more suggestive
help from marinas, resorts, hotels and
the media to help get these tourists
thinking about the dangers.
I know I would be grateful for
help in where and where not to run.
We have fished on so many lakes
throughout the deep south. All of the
marinas are willing to give good
advice.
That is my suggestion to help
boaters may not be knowledgeable
or familiar with the marked buoy
system on our lakes.
_ August and Nancy Henning took
some time off frOm their business to

Julie Bennett shows off two of the
big stripers she reeled in while
on a recent outing with Ledger &
Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
come and fish with me on Kentucky
Lake last week. It was the best day
for them to be off from work, but
the major fishing time didn't begin
until 3:30 in the afternoon.
We had some activity at first light.
We were able to catch some good
White-striped bass then. But as the
morning progressed, the strikes began
to decline.
These are two really fine people.
We could tell that they wanted to
catch fish the same as we had been
doing two weeks earlier. The moon
phase dictates what activity takes
place and whether or not the fish
want to feed — unless, of course,
there is a current strong enough to
pull the baitfish down the lake.
You guessed it! There was no current for most of the morning, but it
did seem to begin moving by noon.
At least that's what it seemed to be.
It could have been wishful thinking
on my part, though.
_ Anyway, we made some major
moves to locate some active stripers

that provided us with some great fun!
Nancy and August are both very good
anglers, and all they needed was a
chance to prove it!
When we found the stripers turned
on, it changed our whole day to one
of fun and enjoyment! We were
relaxed, but some quick casting kept
us in the action for quite some time.
It put a lot of striper meet in the
livewell.
All I had to do was keep the boat
where they could cast to the areas I
showed them. They were able to net
their fish as soon as they caught
them. It was fun for all of us. The
time just went by too soon.
We had been so engrossed in making good casts, catching good stripers
and getting them into the net that
we sort of lost track of time until
the bite stopped. We could have handled more, but they were happy with
a big bag of fillets they captured to
take home!
I hope they can come back in
early September so we can catch
some big ones!
I had the pleasure of fishing with
my good friends, Sherry and Christopher Holt and Alex Mason and April
Byars in the early hours of last week.
They surprised me. There wasn't a
sleepy eye, a yawn or even a groan
to suggest that it was early.
There was a true, blue excitement
about going fishing and catching something they could fight with on a hook.
Christopher was an old pro from
our trip last year, so he took command right away by reeling in the
first three fish of the day!
April and Alex both caught some
good-sized white-striped bass. Sherry
did, as well. But Christopher was the
king for the day. He had paid attention so well last year and was able
to catch some good fish. He reapplied his knowledge this year to
reel in the most fish of anyone.
Even though the stripers did not
feed well and there wasn't a current,

Kevin Bennett displays the largemouth bass he took while fishing
with guide Jerry Maupin on a
recent outing at Kentucky Lake.
these kids caught some good stripers
and had fun doing it!
We always see the eagles and
ospreys out hunting their, breakfast.
That is a treat for most people to
see! We traveled some miles so our
friends could see some of the sights
and sounds of the lake area. Thank
you, Sherry, for allowing me to be
of service to you and your children.
I had a great time!
I had the pleasure of fishing with
Russell Schoonveld and his nephew,
a new teen-ager, last Sunday. I picked
them up at 6 a.m. at the popular
Kentucky Beach Resort in Blood River
Bay. We went out to do some striper
fishing.
John Morgan had left first and
was secured on the area when we
saw them. We had stripers on the
surface as soon as we reached our
location, and we caught a few fish
very quickly. However, there were
other boats that were 'showing up.
That cut off the flow of baitfish to
us, and that forced us to search the
area for active stripers.

Both men are accomplished anglers.
They are knowledgeable about fishing on the great lakes for much larger gamefish. We made a lot of casts
as I maneuvered around the ledges
and drop-offs, looking for some active
feeding.
Other anglers reported that they
had caught over 50 stripers there the
day before. We just didn't have the
activity without a current. I chose to
look for action_ in other areas.
We saw a huge school of black
bass that _were—aetively feeding on
the surface, but they were too far
away. Before we could get there, they
quit feeding on the surface.
I looked for several minutes, trying to locate them by casting and by
sonar without any success. We trolled
the area where Russell caught one
fish. But soon after that, John left
immediately moved to
the ledge.
wanted to go to and
the location
began catching me good-sized white
stripers.
We stayed there until the fish and
our time totally ran out.---The—other
boat had two limits and we had one.
I thought we had to be back at the
same time, but we wished we could
have stayed another half-hour, at least.
The guys were very polite. They
knew the anglers who wanted to catch
fish. Without a current, it is tough
and takes a long time.
I have always enjoyed fishing out
of the Kentucky Beach Resort. There
are several reasons for this. The
resort's owners, Joe and Susan Walker, have always been very polite and
helpful in helping me get everything
arranged.
Their resort is always clean and
in top shape, ready to handle all the
guests. I work hard to make their
guests happy. We have a good relationship because we believe in taking care of the customers by showing them a good time!
Thank you, Joe and Susan.
— Happy Fishing!

Fall squirrel season to open next Saturday
I don't remember having an
alarm clock back in those halcyon days when worries were
few and adventure could be
found a stone's throw . away
from the back door. But -I was
a I w-it-y-S
awake
in
time to go
squirrel
hunting on
opening day.
Never
mind that I
not
could
pull myself
out of bed
In The
school
on
days.
come
Field
the middle
By Kenny
of August I
Darnell
was
wide
Outdoors
awake well
Columnist
before the
first speck of
light found it's way across the
hill.
That I would be in the
woods before daylight on opening day was a given, a constant. Nothing of sufficient consequence ever arose during
those days that would stay me
from this most special time.
I shudder now to even think
of what dire circumstance could
have possibly supplanted the
urgency of the third Saturday
in August.
Set against the current myriad of overlapping seasons, it

seems odd to speak of the
urgency of something as simple as squirrel season, but in
those days the seasons were
sparse and lean.
Squirrel season was the first
to-open in the fall. There-would
be a dove season to open on
Sept. I, then rabbit and quail
seasons would open on the
Tuesday before Thanksgiving.
Squirrel season would end
sometime during January while
the other two seasons would
sometimes run into February.
after which the guns would be
cleaned and tucked away for
six long months until the cycle
began anew.
There was no need for a
deer season back then because
there were no deer. There were
no turkeys to hunt, whether
spring or fall, and no coyotes
or groundhogs available for
plinking during the summer
months. Oh, there were a few
lucky souls who would draw
a tag to hunt deer in the LBL
or at Ballard from time to
time, and there were ducks and
geese on the lakes and rivers
— but in my world, there were
rabbits, bobwhites, and squirrels.
many opening
I enjoyed
days beginning sometime way
back in the 1960s as I sat
beside my father on the steps
of the corn crib waiting for
the squirrel he had seen every

Murray's Source For The Most,
Up-To-Date HomeFashions

evening in a big hickory at
the corner of the feed lot. We
would share several opening
mornings in the years that followed, first in the woods behind
our home, then in a big patch
of timber at my grandfather's
house.
Eventually, I was able to
trek into the woods alone on
opening day as dad was far
too happy to gain a extra hour
or two of sleep on his day
off.
By then, the first of August
marked the beginning of a
countdown during which the
days would creep by ever so
slowly.
By the second week of the
month, I had already located
the early hickory trees where
squirrels were feeding and had
plotted a stealthy approach to
each.
On the weekend before the
opener we would trek into
town, usually to Uncle Jeff's
— a place that had everything
back in the days before Walmarts and Bass Pro Shops.
The great thing about Uncle
Jeff's was the sporting goods
department, specifically the long
row of pallet after pallet of
shotgun shells. "Shells," as we
knew them, came 25 to a box,
with the boxes packed in yellow cardboard shipping cases.
Along the row of pallets would
be hundreds of the yellow cases

with top; removed to reveal a over the years by a strategic Santsday. In the past years. I
plethora of shells in every purchase here and there or have allowed the myriad of
other seasons to supplant the
gauge, every possible configu- through hand-me-downs.
Over the course of my first enthusiasm for this opener that
ration.
I was partial to Winchester decade of hunting squirrels, I once burned so fiercely.
Maybe it's because Hugh
Super X brand in the heaviest purchased the sum total of two
load possible, in spite of the hats — both in some sort of Grey Massey doesn't have an
fact that the high-brass shells camo pattern, and both pur- isle full of shotgun shells anykicked like a mule in a light- chased several years apart. One more, or maybe, like my father.
weight single-shot gun. But the year I even bought a cheap I enjoy an extra hour or two
shells were sleek, had an inch pair of thin, camo coveralls, of sleep on Saturdays.
The most probable reason
of brass on the bottom and which I probably still have
just looked powerful. This tucked away in a closet some- is twofold: one being that I
dislike dressing squirrels and the
caused some bit of consterna- where.
A squirrel hunter in those other being that I enjoy the comtion in my father, who lived
by the creed that anything more days wished for one thing as forts of home — something
than just enough is a shame- season approached — rain. A that would be lost should it
good soaking rain on the after- be discovered that a squirrel
ful excess.
Whatever excess was about noon before opening morning had been fried in the Chairin those days pales badly when- was the equivalent of winning man's kitchen.
But there is yet hope! Should
ever I open my hunting clos- the lottery.
A good rain meant that all the good Lord bestow upon us
et today that's piled high with
every configuration, style, color Of those potato-chip-crunchy the blessing of rain next Frior brand of camouflage cloth- leaves under the trees would day, I have confidence in the
ing imaginable — each con- be soggy and quiet. It also meant frugality of William Rouse to
that the green leaves still on insist upon dressing and preparsidered a necessity.
Back then, necessities were the trees would be covered ing each and every squirrel
limited to a vest with game with raindrops, which would taken.
I also have confidence in
pouch and elastic loops to hold shower loudly to the ground
shells for warm-weather hunt- whenever shaken by a feeding the culinary talents of Dr. Burton Young to insist upon immeing, a brown jacket for win- squirrel.
In deference to the strict, diately frying the largess of
ter hunting and a pair of heavy
pants that would shed briers theological dogma I received squirrels so dressed and preevery Sunday at the local pared. And since this is a deed
for bird and rabbit hunting.
We didn't just go out and Church of Christ, my person- to be accomplished among likegather up all the necessary al vision of Heaven includes minded friends at a rustic huntitems or hottest products before yet to this day something about ing cabin far away from the
the season opened in those freshly rained-upon woods on scrutiny of those whose taste
tend more to the metropolitan,
days, either. Whatever collec- opening morning.
A squirrel season will open opening morning might just be
tion of hunting paraphernalia
a person had was assembled once again at daylight next a real possibility after all.
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MURRAY HIGH SOCCER PREVIEW

PIRATES 7, CARDINALS I
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Bucs' DuKE
DEALS COMPLETE
GAME VS. CARDS
PITTSBURGH{AP)-----Zach Duke struck
out se/en in his second complete game of the
season, Nate McLouth drove in three runs
with a home run and triple, and the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the St. Louis Cardinals 7-1
Friday night to end a five-game losing streak.
Duke (8-10), winless in three starts since
July 19, outpitched Jeff Suppan (9-7), who
had won three of four with a 1.95 ERA since
the All-Star break. The left-handed Duke
gave up a run in the first on Albert Pujols'
double and Juan Encamacion's two-out single, then limited the slumping Cardinals to
six hits after that.

With third baseman Scott Rolen sitting out
with back spasms — he is hitting .478 against
the Pirates this season — the Cardinals
dropped their third in five games on their current road trip and their llth in their last 15.
They had been 7-2 against the Pirates this
season and 19-6 over the last two seasons.
McLouth came into the game with 13
RBIs in 266 at-bats, only to equal in two atbats as many RBIs as he had in his previoa
23 games combined. McLouth was lifted in
the seventh with a sore left ankle.
With the Pirates up 2-1, McLouth started
the fifth witithis seventh homer, a full-count
drive into the right-field seats that was the
fourth allowed by Suppan in his last three
starts. Freddy Sanchez, the NL batting leader,
followed with a double and scored on one of
Jason Bay's three singles to make it 4-1.
The Pirates, previously 3-9 at home
against the Cardinals over the last two seasons, chased Suppan an inning later when

starting to
take shape

TIGERS LOOKING TO ERASE
MEMORIES OF LAST SEASON
AP
Pirate starting pitcher Zach Duke throws
against the St. Louis Cardinals Friday at
Pittsburgh.
Ronny Paulino singled with one out. Reliever
Tyler Johnson came in to give up Chris
Duffy's single and McLouth's two-run triple
to center.
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KICKING OFF ...'THE FALL SEASON
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray High School volleyball coach Laura Enke introduces members of her team Friday night at Murray Middle School.
The Murray school system hosted its all-sports banquet Friday, but afternoon rain forced the festivites inside.

By MICHAEL DANN
Lady Tiger Schedule
Sports Writer
Mayileoa
Aug,15
Like most things planted, it Aug 23 Neale
Neale
Away
takes time to mature and Aug 24 Coldwe4 County
Home
Aug 29 Marsha County
grow.
Away
Viopiuns C,ounty Centre
Aug 31
When Jared Rosa became Sep 2-4 Elvabernown Cup
Away
Away
the Murray High School head Sap 4 Polio
Paducan Tighman
Away
coach four years ago and that sees
Hone
Sep 7
Mayfield
seed was stomped into the Sep 12 Manna,' County
Amy
Hone
ground, Rosa wasn't sure how Sp 14 Graves Courtly
5s919 Calloway County
Henn
much water would be neces- Sep 26 Graves County
Away
sary for it to take root and Sep 29 Calloway County
Away
Oek
Homo
Oct 5
Lone
mature.
But after last year's memorable 13-6-1 season that ended with a 1-0 overtime loss to
Graves County in the Second District Tournament, Rosa
believes that his philosophy is starting to bud.
"I think they finally started understanding tactically what we
as coaches are trying to do," Rosa said.
Last season, Rosa's Lady Tigers fell to Newport Central
Catholic 4-0 in the championship of the All "A" Classic tournament, and the season ended with Murray High ranked in the
state's top 25 poll for the first time since 1991.
Despite the loss of five seniors, Rosa returns six starters. On
the roster are four seniors (Whitley McCuiston, Meagan
Pember, Blair Lane and Amy Futrell), seven juniors (Chloe
Ehrsam, Laken Peal, Julie Parrish, Caitlin Williams, Nicole
Edison, Camee Taylor and Addie Rigsby), three sophomores
(Grace Wellinghurst, Ali Adams and Sydney Smith) and five
freshmen (Carly Mathis, Shelby Johnson, Morgan Graham,
Morgan Steiner and Hayley Wright).
The six returnees back have established themselves as core
players. Rosa is set with two forwards, two midfielders and two
backs.
-Hopefully the girls will step up and help lead this team —
much like the way last year's girls did," he said.
Rosa said the process of getting his squad to understand certain situations came from long hours and old-fashioned repetition.
"If you do something long enough, it will start to sink in with
one of the classes that's coming through," he said.
Rosa believes that this year's Lady Tiger seniors and juniors
make up the group that best understands his teachings.
"They've been with me from the beginning, and because of
that it just trickles down to the sophomore and freshmen classes," he said. "It's been a good base for everyone that's coming
through."
One of Rosa's biggest concerns is replacing last year's top
goal scorer, Peggy Ray. That slot is one of the most difficult
positions to fill.
"Replacing your top goal scorer is the hardest thing to do,"
Rosa said. "You can teach someone to defend or play wing or
distribute, but teaching 'finishing' is the most difficult thing
because you either have it or you don't — literally."
TIGERS: Unlike the success the girls' soccer program basked
in last year, the Murray High boys' squad suffered much different results.
After a disappointing 3-10-5 season, coach Jim Baurer and
company didn't waste much time getting that sour taste of their
mouths.
MI See TIGERS, 10A

BIG EAST PREVIEW
LADY RACER SOCCER

West Virginia,
Louisville hold Big
again
East hopes
RODRIGUEZ:'WE'RE GOING TO
AIM HIGH AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS'
The Big East has been out
of the national championship
picture
since Miami
and Virginia
Tech left the
league two
years ago.
West
Virginia is
hoping to do
something
Rodriguez about that.
After the
Mountaineers went 11-1 and
beat Georgia in the Sugar
Bowl to finish No. 5 in the
Rich
poll, coach
final
Rodriguez is entertaining
notions that this year's team
could be even better.
"We've got a quote in our
locker room that says, 'The
problem with most people is
not that they aim too high and
miss, but aim too low and hit
it," Rodriguez said. "We're
going to aim high and see what
happens."
He wasn't more specific,
but aiming THAT high isn't
something that's been done

Racers picked
4th in OVC
preseason poll
AP
Maurice Clarett nods his head as he listens his attorney Nick
Mango Friday in Columbus. Clarett, arrested after a bizarre and
violent encounter in which he was caught by police with four
guns following a chase, has been ordered to have a mental
health evaluation against his wish.

often in Morgantown, W.Va.
There's the annual dronings
of league titles and Bowl
Championship Series berths.
But national championships?
West Virginia has yet to snare
one, and that talk usually
occurred when Virginia Tech
and Miami were the opponents.
There were 11-0 regular
seasons in 1988 and 1993
which were followed by bowl
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
losses. Teams with lofty preseason expectations in 1998 Maurice Clarett was ordered to
have a mental health evaluation
and 2004 went 8-4.
For 2006, the groundwork following a bizarre and violent
was laid in the middle of last encounter with police in which
season when Pat White took the former Ohio State football star
over at quarterback, and Steve was caught with four guns after a
Slaton at running back. West highway chase.
The judge delayed a trial set to
Virginia used a triple-overtime
win over Louisville as a begin Monday on previous
springboard to a third straight charges in which the player is
Big East title and first BCS accused of holding up two people
outside a bar on New Year's Day.
berth.
Judge David Fais ordered the
The roles are reversed this
time. West Virginia is no evaluation against the wishes of
underdog, Clarett and his attorneys, citing
the
longer
the events surrounding the arrest
favorite.
the
isn't
Louisville
"How are you going to deal early Wednesday.
"I clearly understand every•See EAST Page 2B
thing and 1 don't know why we

Clarrett must have
mental evaluation
have to drag this thing out," said
Clarett, who scoffed, smiled and
rolled his head back when Fais
announced his ruling.
Clarett, who wrote a few notes
to his attorney while his hands
were cuffed, said be was ready to
go to trial. His girlfriend, who
gave birth to the couple's daughter last month, and his mother sat
in the courtroom. They declined
comment outside.
Fais said he was concerned by
Clarett's attorneys saying in published reports that they were worried about his mental health.
"It's my job. I have to ensure
that your rights are protected,"
Fais said.

SAMFORD RECEIVES 17 FIRSTPLACE VOTES IN EARLY POLL
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State women's soccer team was picked fourth in
this year's preseason Ohio Valley.
Conference coaches' poll.
In 2005, the Racers were tabbed sixth, •
but fulished fourth and made it all the way to
the OVC Tournament semifinals.
The Racers scored 103 points in the survey of the OVC head coaches and sports information directors.
Defending OVC Tournament champion.
Samford, which has won each of the last•
Aeration three regular-season titles, was picked first:*
with 17 first-place votes and 161 total points.
Eastern Illinois, which had it's streak of four straight OVC
Tournament titles broken by Samford last November was picked
second with two first-place votes and 140 total points.
Southeast Missouri was picked third with 128 points, followed by MSU,Jacksonville State with 100 points. Austin Peay
with 88 points, Tennessee Tech at seventh with 55 points,
Morehead State eighth with 49 points; UT-Martin and Eastern
Kentucky came in ninth and 10th place with 48 and 28 points.
Long before she coaches her first contest in the OVC when
the Racers play at Southeast Missouri Sep. 22, MSU coach Beth ;
Acreman knows what the league is all about.
•
"Having been in the Sun Belt for the last several seasons, I:.
can tell you the OVC has a reputation as an excellent soccer ft.:
league," Acreman said. "The way I see it right now, there is par-i.
there's little difference between the top and the bottom."
"
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The Insurance
Center of Murray
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"Your more than one company agency"
753-8355

901 Sycamore
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Notiorkil League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
69 45 606
New York
13
491
58
56
Philadelphia
16
465
61
53
Atlanta
16
53 61 465
Ronda
51 64 44318 1/2
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
62 53 539
St LOUIS
SO 57 509 31/2
•
Cinannab
5
' 57 58 496
1)4ouston
8
54 61 470
Milwaukee
48 66 42113 1/2
Chicago
43 73 37119 1/2
Pinsburgn
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
59 56 513
Los Angeles
58 56 509 1/2
Arizona
1
58 57 504
San Diego
55 59 482 31/2
Coiorado
54 60 474 41/2
San Francisco

Friday's Germs
Pittsburgh 7, St Louis 1
Washington 2. N.Y Mets 1
Phdadelphia 6. Cincinnati 5. 14 innings
Atlanta 2. Milwaukee 1
Houston 4. San Diego 2
Chicago Cubs at Colorado (n)
Florida at Arizona (n)
San Francisco at L A Dodgers(n)
Saturday's Games
San Francisco Can 8-8/at L A. Dodgers
[Penny 12-5). 3.10 p m
Milwaukee (Sheets 2-4) at Atlanta (Barry
0-0), 605 pm
San Diego (Peavy 5-11i at Houston
ittirsh 0-0) 6 05 p m
St Louts(Weaver 5-12) at Pittsburgh
'Snell 9-8). 6 05 p m
N V Mets(Mane 2-3- at Washington
(Bergmann 0-0). 6 05 p m
Cincinnati (E Ramirez 4-8) at
Philadelphia (Mathieson 1-3), 605 pm
Chicago Cubs(Guzman 0-2) at Colorado
(Fogg 7-71. 7 05 p m
Florida (Olsen 9-5) at Arizona (Webb 124) 840pm

7001171 LIMP SPONSORED

IT:

Lindy Suitor
artucty 61170 Agar
latex. a, mu I,nowcrcs.
coroner is tociaw,
40$ Selo SI.• 753-5842

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
9 a.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Nextei Cup,
-Happy Hour Series.' final practice for
AMD at The Glen. at Watkins Glen,
N.Y

loam.
SPEED — NASCAR. Busch Series
pole qualifying for Zippo 200, at
Watkins Glen, N Y
1 p.m.
NBC — NASCAR. Busch Genes. Logo
NY
Glen.
Watkins
200. at
2 p.m.„.
SPEED — ARCA, at Lebanon. Tenn
4 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Craftsman Truck
Series, Toyota Tundra 200 at
Lebanon. Tenn
5 p.m.
1ESeN2 — NHRA, qualifying tor Lucas
Oil Nationals. at Brainerd, Minn
(same-day lapel
8 p.m.
SPEED — CART. Champ Car World
Series, qualifying for Grand Pnx of
Denver (same-day tape)
9 p.m.
SPEED — World of Outlaws. National
Sprint Tour. Knoxville Nationals at
Knoxville Iowa
AVP VOLLEYBALL
3:30 p.m.
NBC — Manhattan Beach Open
women s championship match at
Manhattan Beach Calif
GOLF
8 am.
TGC
European PGA Tour, The KLM
Open, third round, at ZancNoort.
Netherlands
12:30 p.m.
TGC — Nationwide Tour Xerox
Classic. third round at Rochester. N
2 p.m.
CBS — PGA Tour, The International,
third round, at Castle Rock, Coto
6 p.m.
701O — USGA. U S Wornens
Amateur Championship, semifinal
matches at North Plains Ore (sameday tape)
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
2 p.m
Classic at San
FSN
Diego
HORSE RACING
3 pm.
ABC — NIPS Arlington Million and
Beverly D Stakes at Arlington
Heights III Sword Dancer Invitational
and Alfred G Vanderbilt Breeders Cup
Handicap, at Saratoga Springs, N Y
LITTLE LEAGUE
6 p.m.
ESPN — tittle League, regional final
teams TBA. at Indianapolis
I p.m.
ESPN — Late League regional final
teams TBA. at San Bernardino Calif
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
12 p.m.
FOX — Regional coverage L A
Angels at N V Yankees Or Baltimore at
Boston
3 p.m.
FOX — Regional coverage San
Francisco at L A Dodgers
6 p.m.
TBS — Mitaaulows at Atlanta
7 p.m.
WON — Mar Cuba at Colorado
SOCCER

-.Ali-Amencan

ESPPla — PALS,tiiiew at Houston
(weedily MOM
TENNIS
12 p.m.
ESPN2 — ATP Masers Sense. Rogers
Cup semenal, et Toronto
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — ATP Moslem Series Ropes
Toronto (same-day
at
semline.
Cup.
tops)
p.m.
SPN2 — WTA Tour JF6Aorgen Chase
Open. winvinal. at Carson, Caill
WHOA IMINUFTSALL
1 p.m.
Aix — Seattle at Houston

American Loftus Standings
All Times CDT
East DIvislon
L Pct GB
W
New VW,
67 45.596
2
Boston
66 48 579
7
Toronto
62 54.534
18
51 65.440
Baltimore
47 68 40921 1.2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
76 39 661
—
Chicago
68 46_596 7 1/2
Minnesota
67 48 583
9
Cleveland
50 64 43925 1(2
41 74 357
Kansas City
35
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
62 52 544
Oakland
3
Loa Angeles
60 56 517
59 58.504 4 1/2
Texas
Seattle
56 59 487 6 1/2

Friday's Games
Boston 9, Baltimore 2
L A Angels 7. N.Y Yankees 4
Cleveland 4 Kansas City 3
Toronto 7, Minnesota 1
Texas 14, Seattle 7
Chicago White Sox 5, Detroit 0
Tampa Bay at Oakland (n)
Saturday's Games
Kansas City OPerez 0-0) at Cleveland
(Sabathia 8-8), 12 05 p m 1st game
Kansas City (De La Rosa 1-1) at
Cleveland (Guthrie 0-0), 605 p m 2nd
game
Baltimore (Benson 9-9) at Boston
)Johnson 3-11), 12.20 p m
L A Angels (Escobar 8-9) at N.Y
Yankees (Wright 8-6), 12 20 p.m
Detroit (Rogers 11-5) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehrle 9-10). 12 20 p m
Toronto (Downs 5-1) at Minnesota
(Baker 3-7), 6 10 p m
Seattle (Moyer 6-10) at Texas (Volquez
0-1), 705 pm
Tampa Bay (Fossum 6-4) at Oakland
(Blanton 12-9), 8 05 p m

•Tigers
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Strike A Pose
BROHM LEADS LIST
OF 6 FINALISTS AS
HEISMAN HOPEFULS
By RALPH D. RUSSO
_
AP Sports Writer
Rarely had a Heisman
Trophy race been so dominated by three players. Reggie
Bush, Vince Young and Matt
Leinart started the season with
much Heisman lot-,'eXcteriecl
the expectations and became
the only finalists for college
football's most celebrated
award.
Heading into the 2006 season, here are the players
already producing a Heisman
buzz:
BRADY QUINN, qb, Notre
Dame—The rule is this: If the
Fighting
are
Irish
good, their
quarterback has to
be consida
ered
Heisman
candidate.
this
In
Quinn
case,
Quinn deserves to be at the top
of the Heisman watch. He
might be the best quarterback
in the country.
ADRIAN PETERSON, rb,
Oklahoma — After being the
Heisman runner-up as a freshm a n ,
Peterson
seemed a
to
lock
make
another trip
New
to
York City
2005.
in
Didn't hapPeterson
p e n .
Injuries and an inconsistent
supporting cast conspired 10
curtail the 218-pound battering
ram. This season, he'll be back
with a vengeance.
TROY SMITH,qb,Ohio State
— Deep down, Buckeyes fans
conare
vinced that
Smith
if
hadn't been
suspended
for the first
of
game
last season,
Ohio State
would have
Smith
beaten
Texas in Game 2 and gone on
to play in the Rose Bowl.
Considering how well Smith
was playing at the end of the
season, they might be right.
qb,
BROHM,
BRIAN
Louisville — The latest and

NI
‘
ciso•

•YIN..

"The guys put a lot of time
and effort into the offseason at
improving their skills and
AP
agility," the third-year coach
Louisville quarterback Brian Brohm is one of five Heisman candidates this season. He
said.
loins fellow QB's Brady Quinn and Troy Smith along with running backs Adrian Peterson
Baureflatiety- -spent seven
and Kenny Irons and wide receiver Todd Ginn.
seasons as an assistant to former coach James Weatherly
maybe the greatest member of more consistent receiver to HEISMAN SPOTLIGHT
and can recall some seasons
the family Brohm to play for even beat out Smith for the
The award
like the one he suffered last
the Cardinals. The Big East title of best player on the was first
year.
player of the year is coming Buckeyes.
presented
"Over the history of Murray
KENNY IRONS, rb, Auburn in 1935 by
back from major knee surgery,
e
h
I
The Downtown
High, we've had those kinds
and there's nothing like overTigers' Athletic
of seasons," he said. "We
coming adversity to bolster
in
newest star Club
-don't have a lot of them, but
your Heisman resume.
Manhattan.
running New `it*, a
TED GINN JR., wr, Ohio
it's just one of those things
back is a privately
State — Ginn is breathtakingthat goes in a cycle."
To owned HEISMAN
load.
fast,
ly
Baurer is also banking on
H
itrecreation
the
watch
of
capable
will
faality near
11 seniors who he hopes
of
site
5-foot-11,
the
of
the type
provide leadership and contiThe
200-pound the former World Trade Center
highlight
nuity to the Tigers' play.
Chub was forced to close its doors in
run,
senior
reel
2002 due, in part, to financial troubles
B.T. Gray, Will Pitman,
you'd think resulting from the 9/11 attacks The
moments
Irons
Bradley Black, Luke Welch,
is now hosted by the
he was 25 award ceremony
that sway
Blake
Yale Club in Manhattan. and as of 2005
Barth,
Cameron
the
led
He
heavier.
pounds
Heisman
was being held at the Nokia Theatre
McCuiston, Carlos Vega,
voters. But Southeastern Conference in The award presented independently
Randy Finch and Tucker
from the annual College Football
he needs to rushing last season, despite Awards (where most other related
Adams are all returning
become a starting only nine games.
awards are presented)
Ginn
starters and seniors for Baurer,
while seniors Taylor Pierce
and Alex Wellinghurst didn't
play last year.
Three juniors — Tony
Pfannerstill, Josh Hill and
Louisville, whose 9-3 record missed we're going in at it as we should win the
with high
From Page 9A
Matthew Parker — also are on
expecta- expectations, returns Big East offensive Big East, and that's what we're going to
•
the roster.
tions? How are you going to keep your player of the year Brian Brohm at quarter- try to do."
West Virginia's weak schedule ha
Bobby Puckett and Michael team from getting their heads too big7 back and running back Michael Bush,
Bokeno are the sophomores, Rodriguez said. "Those are legitimate who led the nation with 24 touchdowns. only three teams with winning records
while Jordan Benton, Jeremy questions but they are not a big concern to The Cardinals led the Big East by a wide from 2005. The biggest obstacle appears
margin with 482 yards of offense and 43 to be Louisville, picked to finish second
Mangold, me. We think we know our guys."
Curd, Michael
in the league behind the Mountaineers.
West Virginia's top preseason issue points per game.
Dillon Ward and Matt Hines
Their showdown is Nov. 2 at Papa
"We think we should have won it last
round out the roster as fresh- was finding a capable backup for White.
Cardinal Stadium. Louisville's
John's
They
it.
won
"They
said.
Brohm
year,until
starter
year's
last
Bednarik,
Adam
men.
One area that Baurer indi- midseason, was lost for 2006 after having went down to the Sugar Bowl and beat first tough test is Sept. 16 at home with
Georgia so they deserve all the credit. But Miami.
cates as a problem last season shoulder surgery.
Rodriguez also is concerned
was scoring goals, but he feels
this season the Tigers will be about keeping a solid two-deep
roster over a 12-game schedule.
solid all over the field.
"We have quality, but not the
"Still, putting the ball in the
Authorized Retail Dealer
you'd think a Top 5 or Top
goal and having a lot of shots depth
10 team would have," he said.
on goal are going to be key
and important," Baurer said. "1
think we'll match up well with
just about anyone we go
sloni deals
Addani excisions apply
Price era &
Swain
• Maya; Neptune DiwiOn Bose Webs( t
against. Our thing will be: Can
•
ma
•
WI
•
del
we
•
sel
•
goal?
the
in
we put the ball
MI
.111
lea " 81/11 1•11
"I've been pleased with the
11W-WIPelloyellowasummesime
that
effort and the hard work
these guys have been putting
in for us. They all have good
ele
attitudes, and that makes all
this very enjoyable."
p

.
y
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FAMILY 84 FRIENDS
10% OFF REGULAR AND SALE PRICES*

1111111ftt

MONDAY, AUG. 14, 2006 5 PM-8 PM ONLY
%

O

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

Tiger Schedule
Aug IS
Awe 22
Aug 24
Aug 28
Aue 31
Sep 5
Ilea 7
9es 12
Sea 16
Sup 18
leell Is
Sea 21
Ilea
Sap 26
Sep
Oct 3
OW 6

Nedisonvele-Nonti leopkInts Home
Horne
Illt Wry
Howe
Lyon County
Away
Hoorn
Away
owrowe
Awe,
Groves County
Nome
Ilekaand
Away
tAirshell Count/
AINey
Cartiorwisse
Away
/410
Ceene
Cape Nose
Name
Calkmey Came,
MIR"
Crimean Cow*
Neale
breves Ceimily
Away
Calaway Courtly
Items
Illaylleld
Away
11161vissn
PeducWi
Naas
Uwe Oelli

APR
for 12 Months
and free delivery

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

after mall-in rebate on
any horn* appliance over 113149
arty freezer over $299.
nee..IOC
1w.msie

Prammity Servals
at Year

Available at this More location only.

Murray Sears
Owned 8 Operated By Dwight Hordyk

1-800-363-4720

Bel-Air Center • 753-2310 • Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6. Sun. 1-8

_

416
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classifielliffinsect

CLASSIFIED AD R kit 's
Ammeters Ns ontratel Wows 1/4111011erare al Mr ads lar WW2.WNW lad1p4
AM WI la lawarlbla kr die/ ana rarmatt
ammelon .same 'nor snail las apron lirmaadMlke,
•,./...$ cc,bs Medi

DEADLINES
Mitt*,
WilWprij WWI
TUSK*
Welliterly
Thursday
Fnilay

SteMay

All real estate advertised herein 1,,ublect to the Federal Fau
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertne any miniewe, limitation or ducinnunation based on race, civic* reliiport, sen., handicap, tanuhal itatus or national origin or
arslention to make anv such preference, hnutanau or dikenntinahon

OW
1125
SW
MO
010
WI

Stale law, forbid dimenmination In the sale, rental or advertising of real rear based on factors in addition to thcue protected under it-decal law

100
110
120
130
140
150
156
160
165
1103

Noe will know inglv avrept an', advertising tor real estate
which is not in violation ot the law All persons are herebs
&Moaned that all dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity bans.
with Fair
For tUrtht, assistance
Acheulian* requirements,
ictt7sAAA lour-NA Rene I' Milam,.
C703)648-1000.
00001111

Lear Nalco
I.e
116
Nero
Peracers
200
210
Flesnall
Ircareamis Vlonsmo
220
340
Lost And Fauna
270
Mar Waver
200
Parton Weer
2116
Doom* I Childcare
Illuelneas Opportunity
300
Eledronics220
C.corrulars
330
APPlimos Parts
340
Writ To Iluy
340
Ankles For Sale
370
Appliances
340
Hoar Furnishings
ISO
Antrum
410
Lawn I Green
421
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ADJUSTMENTS
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Sporta Inpaprent
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Were
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laimbla Hoes Lots For Ram
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Campers
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Services Creed
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Guide)
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$815 First Day -20 words or less
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 730 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now accepting
Registration for the
class which begins
September 9th 2006.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms
website
our
visit

060

060

060
Ikea

•
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Help Wanted

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
POSITIONS.
Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.

Promotion from Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Taking applications
for all positions. Da
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, NIurra.
No phone calls.

THUR/FRI night fish
dinners at Sandra D's.
293-3816 94E
Last fed Amid
$500 Reward. LOST:
12-Year old big male
chocolate lab, disappeared 8/06 around
5:30p.m., Beach Rd.
wearing
Kirksey,
orange collar w/I.D.
tags. 489-2950.
293-8578, 293-8579
JUST give us a call
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
female
LOST:
Mountain Feist. White
with black spot on
body. Black, tan, white
face. Expecting puppies soon. Tan collar.
293-2833
060
Heip Wanted

LIl
EDGER &TIMES
Advertising Sales
- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times has a full-time retail ads
sales position available immediately.
If you have a proven track record in sides. enjoy working w ith
the public. are motivated to Call'. 10At: a Lltallclige and 'hoe iiti
.k.rgy 5yuu could be the sales representathe we're looking tor.
i.ib responsibilities include working with established local husi-•es to develop advertising plans end des elopiii:4 me, Inis)i.c•omits in Murray and surrounding areas.
I 'aid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans. salary plu,
;omission. are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Interested applicants must apply by resume only:
Interviews will be granted to qualified applicants
AFTER resumes are reviewed. Absolutely no
on-the-spot interviews will be conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray. KY 42071
An Equal Opportunit

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

the
g to
has
ords
ears
ond
apa
1e s
with

^

smog]
Now accepting
applications. Full
and part time
shifts available.
Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 2PM4PM.
EOE
ASSISTANT Manager
needed. Will train, must
have high school education or GED. 18
years or older. Full time
openings available in
Mayfield or Murray.
Please apply at Cash
Express in Murray. 310
N 12th St.
County
CALLOWAY
Propane, located at
3040 State Route 94
East in Murray, has an
immediate opening for
Manager.
Office
Applicants with a customer service background a plus Duties
include taking gas
orders, making a daily
deposit and researching customer accounts.
Please fax resume to
or
1-270-753-5949
bring resume to office
for interview.
FULL tkne tire tech with
mechanical abilities
In
person
Apply
Economy Tife
753-8500

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Time
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray,KY
Please No Phone Calls
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN
Johnson Controls. Inc. Cadiz, Kentucky will be
accepting applications for Maintenance Electricians.
Applicants must have a working knowledge of manufactunng machinery, electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems including robotics welding and PLC
logic controllers
Johnson Controls, Inc offers opportunities for
advancement Excellent benefits package (medical.
dental, vision). Team Atmosphere. 100% Tuition
Assistance. Credit Union. Automotive Vehicle
Employee Discount Programs, 401K. Paid Holidays,
& Sick leave
Applications will be accepted at
Murray ('areer Services
210 Ordway Hall • Murray. Kentucky.
Or online: http://www hopkinsville.des.kygov

JOHNSON CONTROLS,INC.
Human Resources Manager
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MANDA
Panda's
Funcare has openings
in her home Looking
for children of any age
Great at home setting
One of the cheapest
home daycares Call
753-7031 or 293-5212
OPENING in child care
center for infant & toddlers on 1st & 2nd
shifts. Years of expenence, CPR, 1st aid.
Call for more information 489-2699.
Computes

We have restaurants in the following states:
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, & Kentucky

cr
060
Hs1p Ithaid

sta.
DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Co. Propane
Gas in Murray has an
opening for a local
propane delivery bobtruck driver and tank
installer. Must have a
CDL-HazMat w/Tanker.
Excellent pay, great
benefits. Please call
753-7485 or toll free
for Warren at
1-800-874-4427 ext 142
or email him at:
wvanwyck@upgas.com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
Equipment
HEAVY
Operator: Very experienced in construction
trade. Dozer. backhoe.
excavator, full time
employee. 2-5 years
Murray.
experience.
Kentucky. some blue
print knowledge. Eager
person
dependable
who desires to work in
well established growing company producing
his quality work
270-293-2994
INSTRUCTORS wanted. Martial arts for kids.
Mon. Wed. & Fri after3'45-4:30.
noons
Famdy Fitness.Center.
Call and ask for Sue
761-3737
NOW Hiring house/..0V- Apply in Person only Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N
Murray

We will be accepting applications at the Career
Discover Center on Monday, 8/14/2006, from 8
am to 4:30 pm for production/manufacturing and

data entry positions. 1st. 2nd. and 3rd shifts. To
be considered for employment, please bring two
forms of identification: one that will establish
your identity and one that establishes your tight
to work in this country.
EOE• M/F/DN

Full time (2PM-10PM) and part time PRN
positions available. Prefer experienced
CNA, but will train. If you enjoy working
with the elderly, we have a pleasant atmosphere and caring, friendly staff. Apply in
,person at Fern Terrace Lodge. EOE
060

Help %WIN
LAWN
care/Landscape: Very
expenenced in landscape/lawn care trade.
Operate tractor/blade,
commercial lawn mowers, able to trim
shrubs/trees, install
retaining walls/plants,
2-5 years expenence.
Murray, Kentucky. full
time employee. Eager
dependable person
who desires to work in
well established growing company producing high quality work.
270-293-2994
LOCAL motorsports
company seeking
experienced service
manager. Please submit resumes to 1915
St Rte 94 East,
Murray, KY 42071 or
call Wade at
270-753-8078.
NEEDED: dock person
& server. Days only.
Must be able to work
weekends. Immediate
at
opening. Apply
Kenlake Marina. No
phone calls!
NOW taking applications for Resident
position.
Assistant
Good pay, great residents, friendly staff.
Must enjoy working
with seniors. Will train.
Apply at Glendale
Place, 905 Glendale
Rd.
RANDY Thornton Co..
Inc, established in
1937, seeking Service
Technicians. Minimum
3 years experience in
commercial &
residential HVAC. Tools
required. Excellent
salary, benefits, and
retirement package.
Send resume to 802
Chestnut St., Murray,
KY 42071.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential fors
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits Complete training
provided. Bong or mail
resume to Reining
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.

Now hiring full time

service manager.
Must work weekends & have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.
SKILLED MECHANIC
Would consider entry
level, tools required.
ASE certified a plus but
not required; must be
willing to take ASE
tests. Send resume to:
1040-C.
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.

Semen Termite Co.
accepting applications for TERMITE
TECHNICIAN.
No experience
necessary. Will train.
Apply in person. Women
encouraged to apply.

ill1/7"ar
Termite & Pest Control Co.
1604 121N, Murray
270-753-6433

1-800-264-1433

EXPERIENCED,
dependable team of
two mothers will
babysit in our nonsmoking 8 pet free
Murray home
Immediate full and
afternoon positions
available. Competitive
rates, excellent references. 753-8576
767-0752
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
HOUSE cleaning, references available, 20
years experience.
804-1346

HOUSE CLEANING
SERVICE

LOOKING for someone
to clean your home?
Residential cleaning
753-3328
services.
(after 213%4)

VISA

•

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

120

WWw.BohieDental.com

or call our office
(270)442-0256
Enrollment is limited!
Call Today!

)\

probCOMPUTER
web
Need
ems?
pages? Call 873-4346
in Murray.
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140
Want le Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING Junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Silver
coins. 753-1376,
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heater. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8, trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.

Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501

RESTAURANT equip
ment, household fumi
ture & much more
293-2456
STEEL
buildings
Factory participation
30x40,
discounts
150x300.
270-978-0413
the
for
TICKETS
Quartet
National
in
Convention
Louisville, KY. 2 for
9/13/06, 2 for 9/16/06.
753-2153
USED lumber 1-1/4x13/4x70, yellow poplar.
Excellent fence material. $1.50 per board
227-8413

FRIGIDAIRE washer &
dryer. excellent conditioner, $200. 227-1916
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713
160
Horne Fiwrikbp
NICE matching brown
&
Chair
Couch,
Ottoman. $60.00
759-1021

‘1.‘N I 1..1):
SCR %Pt ARS
('l.I. KI-.1

t TO l'kRTS
753-5500
•xi ILL PICK
150
Articles
For Saki
8 foot Slatron poo
table. 2yrs. old. $300
270-767-9828
Call
after 5:30PM.
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax. Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna 8 Satellite.
759-0901
FUTON bunk bed $80
Call 759-9437 after
6PM
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions.
HD
Plasma, LCD. DLP,
CRTs. Brands by
Toshiba. Sony. LG,
Zenith, 8 JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8 TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
HOT tub/spa. Never
used. 5HP, 20 jets, digRetail:
light.
ital,
sacrifice'
$4,300.
$1,695. Can deliver
cell
931-538-9896,
931-278-0303
Jugs 2-wheel pitching
machine, balls, netting.
$1203.
Call 270-527-4359
after 5p.m.
OFFICE desk, washer
& dryer, '92 Cougar,
misc. Items. 753-4109
WASHER & dryer.
$150. 227-5506

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $10,500
753-6012

16X80 mobile home
03 3 bedroom plus
extras. 3162 Dunbar
Rd., New Concord, KY
436-5952
1987 Franklin 14x70. 2
bedrooms 2 baths, fully
asking
furnished,
$12,000. Must be
moved. 753-8906
1990 Fleetwood 14x80,
3BR, 2BA, covered
deck included. Must be
moved. $8.500.
489-2964 or 293-1340
2004 Clayton 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 3BR 2BA. still like
new. 270-489-2525
2005 Champion 16x80.
3BR 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingled roof, all appliances, wood deck, factory warranty, Must sell
$36,900.
270-978-2128
leave message_
28R mobile home and
lot. $13,500. 753-6012
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
land 8 home package
only $39,999111 Call
731-584-9430
3 BR, 2 BA DOU&
BLE WIDE land
home package only
$49 9990 Call nowl!
731-584-9429
RED HOT SPECIAL a Bedroom, 2 Bath
only
Doublewide
$26,995" Call now!!
731-584-9109

2BR country,
yard, references
759-1837

large

300

Needs
2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th.
753-2905 or 293-1480
320

Aptotasab For MO
2) 1 bedroom apart
ments, $250 month
bedroom
3
Also,
house. 227-5737
1 8 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2. & 3BR apts. available. Please call
7534221.
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
o2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $435
753-7559
1BR. all appliances,
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
28R duplex. C/H/A
753-8067
3BR 2 full bath duplex
II.
Cambridge
in
include
Amenities
W&D, dishwasher &
deck, pets allowed. 1
month rent, 1 month
deposit. $750. Close to
MSU. Call for appt.
(270)226-9005
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central EVA. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
BARN apt, 3-br. 1 bath,
3 stalls. tack/wash
rooms, pasture. Hazel,
Curtis (731)498-6435
apartFURNISHED
bedroom,
ment, 1
kitchen, living room
large
combination,
bath, microwave and
television furnished.
293-4065 We welcome
students.
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has 182BR
apartments available. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/1-1/A.
Low utilities. Quiet,
family oriented What
you've been looking
for. $420, deposit.
(270)978-0913

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

6
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Saturday, August 12, 2006

YARD SALE
1 300 Sycamore
St.
Sat ONLY!
6AM-1 2PM

1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

lots of nice
clothes household
items, etc Black
iron futon, $50
nice couch &
loveseat. $250
For furniture call
270-752-0086

HUGE
FAMILY
YARD SALE
4914 US Hwy
641S., Hazel
Sat., 8/12
7AM-4PM

Houses For Root
29R, 1BA,5 min. north
of Murray. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826
2BR, stove, refrigerator, w/d hookup. central
H/A, $550 mo. 1 mo
deposit, 12 mo. lease
No pets. 753-2259
527-8174
2BR. BS Rentals.
759-4696
3bedroom foreclosure
Buy for $5,025 For listing 800-749-8124 Ext
S021
3BR. 1BA, close to
MSU. 318-349-5877.
270-293-9941
NICE brick house
2BR, IBA. 5 blocks
from university. New
w/d.
appliances,
$550/mo. plus utilities
and deposit. No pets.
(270)753-2558

clothes, shoes,
solid wood table,
shepherd hookS,
bikes, rims & tires
(20"). $1,000

YARD SALE
1 505 Danbury
Rd., off S. 16th
St.
Fri • 8AM-?
Sat • 7AM-?
Just moved into
smaller house.
Clothes, baby
stuff, furniture. etc

430
Rail Estate

Homes For Us

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Sale & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
[calProp For Rent
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
_
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft.
restrooms.
C/G/H,
parking.
of
plenty
excellent location near
iudicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
SHOP or storage building. 40's40', insulated.
gas heat, $300 per
month. Located at 406
Sunbury Circle. Call
70.4:1f, 2935

Mini
Reg.
AKC
Schnauzer puppies
Mother and father on
Ready
premises.
August 15th. 492-8519
COCKATIEL birds, 12
years old. $60 each.
Call 270-436-5664
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
blooded
FULL
Amencan Pit Bill Terner
ADBA Registered puppies. 753-4330

NORTH of Murray in
Estates.
Candlelite
4BR 3BA recently
walk-in
remodeled,
closets, new appliances, 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck, pool, paved
dnveway and attractive
landscaping. 759-9848

Stop our

2003 XLH 883 Harley
Black,
Davidson.
extras, mint condition,
$7.400. 270-345-2438

MIXED grass hay
$2.25 bale 436-5442N
TVVH 5 yr old sorrel
gelding for sale Can
trail nde all day long!
$1200060 705-3607

TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
Iwo-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125.000 See listing
#27720 at
VAW4 allthelistings corn
270-753-4109
270-227-1545

2001 Yamaha Blaster,
200cc, $1,500
492-8514 or 293-3769

Lots For Sok

Sport UtIlty Vehicles

WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots for sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision or will
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

2004 GMC Envoy
Black, 1 year left on ful
warranty, 15,000 miles
condition.
excellent
after
759-9982
600PM.

Aawmp
293-0541
,8Beautiful
res7
of Acres.
4
wooded building site off
Coles
acres8
Campground area, city
water (approx 9 lots)
210-3781
For Sals
1001 Payne Street
4BR. 28A. hardwood
and tile 1,800 sq. ft.
$142,500
753-4076
For sale by owner
west ky
fsboweeticy corn

NEON BEACH
*All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-38

2003 Yukon Denali
gray
with
Carbon
navigation.
leather.
Bose sound, remote
start sunroof. TV. heatseats, chrome
ed
wheels, AWD, 54K
$27,000
miles,
(270)519-4012
2002 Explorer XLT
Green with sunroof,
74,xxx, $13,500
293-5916
2001 Chevy-Blazer 4
wheel drive, 4 door.
power windows power
locks, 132.000 miles
$6,500 293-7447
2001 Chevy Tahoe
excellent condition.
champagne, leather,
power everything,
125K, $12.500
(270)354-9973 nights

1

-MUsod Caro
BUY police impounds
Cars from $500 For
listing 800-749-8116
ext N526
2004 BMW 330xi AWD
Sedan 27.000 miles
great for all road conditions Warranty remaining
GPS
Factory
Navigation. lua vehicle
airbags, loads of factory ORM. One owner,
No
STOW.
non
wrecks super safe car
$29,900 753-5763 or
293-5019

Saturday,,August 26th, 2006 at 10:00 AM
641 North 4 Men to
Noway Neal Rd. DEXTER. KENTUCKY From Murray, KY rake
402/110 take Hwy.641
It..yasrit K,i I fory. 13461,tio Eau 1.1 11ilyt to 1 aun From HARDIN, KY at Hwy.641 & Hwy.
Mk.to Roolieveit 114.sHws. I WIC,Last I 2 Mar, so I !II Nies
South 1

Farm lia.atiosi livq. 1346 at

ft..,

ATTENTION: FARMERS,TIMBER BUYERS,
INVESTORS & HUNTERS.

011erod

Used Cars

1997
Pontiac
Bonneville SE, Specia
40 year edition, leather
everything
power
loaded, CD, excellen
condition. . 1.25K
FOR sale by owner: 3 $4,400. 787-0707 or
bedroom brick ranch in—293-8787
quiet, family neighborhood. Murray school
Vans
district. Move-in ready
with hardwood floors
2003 Caravan SXT,
throughout and new
condition,
excellent
carpet in family room.
tires/brakes,
new
Open floor plan w/
64,xxx. $13,300
large eat-in kitchen.
293-0512
$134,900. Shown by
Call
only.
appointment
Boats & Motors
293-1100
Foreclosure! 3 bed 2
bath. $10,000. For listings 800-749-8124 Ext.
S020

n: Hardin, KY & Murray; KY
LOCATED IN CALLOWAY & MARSHALL CO.

361 Candlelite Estates
North of Murray
Sunday, August 13, 2006
2:00-4:00 PM
Bank rep on site.

4 BR 3 BA, 2,900 sq
ft home 4 mi. north of
Murray in North Villa.
Huge closets, 2-car
attached garage. large
deck, above-ground
pool, large corner lot
Selling $10,000 below
appraisal at $196,000.
761-4558 or 293-6824.

05 Kawasaki Vulcan
Fuel
1500 Classic
injected, water cooled,
Cobra custom pipes,
3.000 miles, $9,500
767-1664

REDUCED! 3 bedroom. 2 bath. 105
1 mile SW
acres
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed. $199.999
753-9212, 753-3992

Auction
Land
lute

3 BR & 3 BA. 278
,Camelot Dr. Asking
$137,900. Shown by
appointment 753-5483
or 227-9577

$19,500.
House for sale: Turkey
Lane 2-3 acres mil, 1-2
bedroom.
IBA,
$65.000. 293-0139 or
753-1500 after 5.
foreclosure! Sas e
our home and/or
credit today. Local
foreclosure everts
(:11111(11). 761-4558.

UI i11111* HEIL DIME tt it(INA

OPEN HOUSE

3 bedroom 3 bath w
24x24
garage,
detached garage, very
nice, east side of town
$124,500
270-978-1107

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the OLDER home on 1.6
Federal Fair Housing acres. Great fixer-uppAct of 1968, as amend- per or rental property.
ed, which makes it ille- Located south of Hazel
gal to advertise any on Hwy 641. Call 492preference. limitation, 8514 or 731-247-5737
or discrimination based if no answer, leave
on race, color, religion, message.
sex, or national ongin, WEST Calloway
or an intention to make County Development
any such preference. 2 new homes (energy
limitation, or discrimi- efficient) 1,500 ft living,
nation. This newspaper 3 bedroom. 2 baths,
will not knowingly paved streets & conaccept any advertising crete dnves. 8 minutes
for real estate which is from Murray, no city
in violation of the law. taxes, Landon Hills
Our readers are hereby Subdivision $105,000
-informed
that--all--4115,000 w/garage
dwellings advertised in 210-3781 or 559-2032
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
Haley Professional
Appraising
'06 Kawasaki Vulcan
"for what it's worth"
500. 6 speed, wale
V70)759-4218
cooled. 200 miles Call
LOT for sale: 155x170 759-4415 after 4.30PM
approx.. in the city. or all day Sat.
King_Dnve $20,000.
Lot for sale: 100x175 2006 Yamaha TTR90.
approx., in the county new, $1,375 2001
utilities. Suzuki RM125, very
city
w/
Trail. nice, $1.250. 435-4041
Starview

Stoop Rentals

Murray Ledger & Times

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs. siding.
-FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson @ wk.net

Polaris
2000
Sportsmen HO
753-5165

DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
t

tills ni• Soh c

sir busiines.s.
s5ii per I
270-227-11187
25 ears rwrrience

500

7.17

Services Offered
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Mulching
Landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed
•Senfor itizen Dm.ount•

Call 753-1816
Z27-0611
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc.
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years expenence. Call
Carters.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
NI/Itt S
‘NATING
sera:,
installanon
•I ostoin klo/c:
is.ickhtv.' ser‘ icc
• Ponds• IN in
• In
753-9540 •

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
Specialize in
We
Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
'Mobile Homes
'Bock
•All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
'Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839

LOWAY6;_fiVi/IITek.1157.41/717,

OM

PRODUCTIVE CALLOWAY COUNTY BOTTOM FARM1.AND,
PEACEFUL HIGH RIDGE BUILDING SITE
HUMER ABUNDAIVCE OF WILDLIFE-WATERFOWL,DEER d- TURKEY
FARM BORDERS EAST FORK CIARKS RIVER
A MUST SEE FARM IN CALLOWAY AND MARSHALL CO.
REAL ESTATE TRACTS - Tract 1* 3.752 Acre Buildingliact Corner Of Nanny Neal Rd.& Hwy.
1346, Tract 2 28.504 Acres Open Productive Farmland & Tiinberland On Corner Hwy. 1346 &
Nanny Neal Rd. Tract 3" 98.069 Acres Open Bottom Farmland And Timberland Bordering East
Clark River. Portion OfTract Is In Marshall Co.• Calloway County Finn Service Agency Farm
#6806 Haying 83. Vlillable .kcrcs. 2006 Bases Include: 77 Acres Corn, 2.7 Acres Soybean, 1.8 Aires
Cram Sorghum,.8 Acre Of Wheat With A Direct Annual Payment Of $1,757.00 Dollars.
AUCTION HELD AT4 SEASONS RESTAURANT(AT4 WAYSTOP IN HARDIN. AT)

REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 10:00 AM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BUY ANY TRACT,COMBINATION,OR ENTIRE PROPERTY!
Call for detailed brochure or visit: www.harrisauctions.com
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% down day of sale balanke in 30 days.

yr.

ENTATE
titins
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A Leader a, Lard Markenng
Your Prute,s r" • Afccfceneers

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for Call about our
specials!
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const/Remodel/
or trouble. Lic, and ins.
WI 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work.
Home: 731-247-5359
or Cell: 731-234-5933

GILT Nomebvilders
Is..tapirs, Mision,
Dryw611 t hie* Wks, Wag,
hewn Illibiaot Awls

I \
•

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARN 1 XPIRIEN( F
(270) 226-9398
(270)4924191

4/ 4 111.4i8/OriNHAria/1. Al'

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
and Cleaning.
270-978-0569

Willie

2005 Darnell Design
Crappie Class 16-1/2
ft. boat, 901-IP Evinrude
high tech motor, 24 volt
trolling motor. Crappie
ready. For more info,
call Allen 270-2936701 or 270-753-2097

AUCTION HELD AT 4
SEASONS RESTAURANT

IRRIGATION
Problem solvers of
auto systems Water
Doctors 270-293-7878
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867.
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
-Intenor & Extenor
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858.
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971'
'Carpets 'Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"
753-5827
TRAVIS Asphalt
'Paving
•Sealcoating
(270)753-2279

ems

....

Horoscope
MIRACLES Detail
housecleaning construction clean up &
yard work. 26 years
expenence
References If interested, please call
767-9428 or 227-4796

WE SERVICE
All Major App:ianteS
and Most Mar Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713
Cleaning
THE
Company.
commercial
Weekly
cleaning. Construction,
moving
apartment,
clean-ups. Insured &
Bonded w/ references.
Julie Painter. 705-5516
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work, large & small
jobs,(new septic systems
installed) 210-3781
559-2032
WILL to painting. Int. or
ext. Experienced.
761-3649

VT THOSE UGLY
LACK STREAKS IFUNGLS
FROM YOUR ROOF
270)437-4999•970482

FREE firewood Stock
up for the winter! 32
acres of clear cut oak &
pine Call 436-2799

"-T."

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

2088 St At. 45 North • Mayfield. KY 42066
(270)247-3253• 800-380-4318
Visit our Website: www.harrisauctions.com

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

rrae.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Monday, Aug. 14, 2006:
Manifest your solid, direct style,
and you will make inroads.
Others respond to your leaderresponsibility
ship, though
could cramp your style. Your
style might need to take a back
seat when leading. Some of you
could actually decide to head in
a new direction or do something
totally different. The outside
world perceives you differently
and sometimes puts you in a
box. As a result, you will keep
your personal life separate from
your professional dealings. If
you are single, you will meet
people easily. 2007 holds a
dynamic relationship for you.
Get w know each other well
before plunging in. If you are
attached, including your sweetie
in your professional or outdoor
life is important. So is making
plenty of pnvate time for this
sweetie. TAURUS pushes your
buttons.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Money does make a difference. Your decisions need to
focus on communication and
effectiveness. You might have to
cut your budget in order to purchase something new or to
make a change financially. Be
more aware of others' spending.
Tonight: Scan your budget.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might want to
rethink a situation more carefully. How you deal with someone
and what goes on could change
radically if you let it. Think in
terms of positive changes and
new experiences. Easily, you
could be overwhelmed by so
much information and news.
Tonight: Live it up.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** You might not like what you
hear, but it would be wise to
absorb information and simply
not react. What you hear could
radically change shortly. Lighten
up about tne possibilities. Your
instincts need to come out.
Tonight. Take some personal
time
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Emphasize your longterm goals and don't get caught
up in the immediate situation -you will be much happier: What
comes out could open up another perspective. Curt your spending. if possible. Tonight • Where
your friends are
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You have energy and
charisma, but those who are in
charge could be touchy and chili-

Ir/ Jacqueline Bigar
cult. Deal only with what you
must, but go in a new direction.
Not every path is paved with
flak. You simply need to find the
right road. Tonight: A force to be
dealt with.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be more out
of sorts than you realize.
Understand what makes someone tick, and you're halfway
there. Take time to step back
and look at the complete situation. Tonight: Easy does it.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Fnends might be pushing you in one direction, whereas a serious relationship will provoke another response. Think in
terms of gains and growth. Deal
with people individually, honoring your priorities. Tonight: Easy
does it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Others certainly raise
the roof and cause you to step
back. Being out of the chaos is
the best place to be. You don't
want to get caught up in the
present undercurrents. Let others run the show. Happily head
in the direction you want.
Tonight: Say yes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Your perspective and
information don't click with
another's actions. Become more
observant, and know that something is out of kilter. Focus on
your routine, though do schedule
an outing to the theater or a concert. Tonight: Get some exercise.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your creativity could be
needed when dealing with a
loved
one.
and
child
Contradiction surrounds people
or plans. Step back and decide
how you can do it all. Carefully
listen to what someone is sharing. You'll gain insight. Tonight:
Do you really care that it's
Monday?
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Pressure builds from others. How you decide to deal with
it depends on their demands.
You can decide that everyone is
unreasonable. You say what is
necessary to let others understand what your limits are.
Tonight: Happy at home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You talk up a storm. You
might get better results if you
pull back, understand and listen.
The whole story hasn't revealed
itself yet. Think about moving in
a new direction. Don't let energy
become diffuse. Tonight Hang
out.
BORN TODAY
Actress Halle Berry (1968), actor
Steve Martin (1945), author
Danielle Steal (1947)
•••
Jacquelin* Bigar Is on the
Internet at http://www.Iacquelinebtgarcom.
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sonnel by the Murray Board of•
Education.
Jeannette McNutt, worthy
advisor, presided at a meeting
of Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held at the Masonic Hall.
60 years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has voted to restore
the funds of $600 yearly for
the services of the Calloway
County Home Demonstration
Agent.
Judge Ira D. Smith presided
at the opening Calloway CounCircuit Court. Walter
ty
Hutchens was named foreman
of the Grand Jury.
Elected as officers of the Murray Ministerial Association were
Rev. Robert E. Jarman of First
Christian Church, president and
Rev. Samuel C. McKee of First
Presbyterian Church, vice president.
Marriages announced include
Mary Alice Washburn to Raymond Morris and Evelyn Jo
Workman to J.B. Burkeen, July
27; Yvonne Miller to Edward
H. Blaine, Aug. 3.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fitts,
July 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Sykes, July 24; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cunningham, July 27; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. R.J. Phillips, July 27;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
P. Buchanan, July 29; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Orley Curd, July
30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Nance and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks,
July 31; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Sexton, Aug. 1.

10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott
viewing the aftermath of a fire
through a Carnes IRIS helmet
to find hot spots that couldn't
flare up later at the Calvert
City Fire and Emergency Training Center. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Jim Mahanes.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Emerson will be married 50 years
Aug. 17.
20 years ago
Jerry Lowry. Greg Futrell,
Charlene Ray, Brian Rudolph,
Hampton Brooks and Rodney
Jones, members, and Larry
Gilbert, advisor, of the Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America recently spent a week
at the PTA Leadership Center,
Hardinsburg.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of O.C.
McLemore Sr. being honored
for 30 years of membership
by the Murray Lions Club. Also
pictured is Lions District Governor Codie L. Caldwell, a member of the Murray club, makto
presentation
the
ing
McLemore.
40 years ago
The Fabulous Musical Marlins will present a concert today
and tomorrow at the Kenlake
State Resort Park Amphitheatre.
Ray Brownfield. vice president of Peoples Bank of Murray, spoke about "Television
Banking" at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
50 years ago
Prentice Lassiter has been
named as director of Pupil Per-

Todaylnllistory

! you
ction.
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him as he defied Congress by
suspending Secretary of War Edwin
M. Stanton.
In 1898, fighting in the Spanish-American War came to an end.
In 1898, Hawaii was formally
annexed to the United States.
In 1953, the Soviet Union conducted a secret test of its first
hydrogen bomb.
In 1960, the first balloon satellite — the Echo 1 — was launched
by the United States from Cape
Canaveral, Fla.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Aug. 12.
the 224th day of 2006. There are
141 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 12, 1944, Joseph P.
Kennedy Jr., eldest son of Joseph
and Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy, was
killed with his co-pilot when their
explosives-laden Navy plane blew
up over England. On this date:
In 1867, President Andrew
Johnson sparked a move to impeach
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DEAR ABBY: Both times
I was pregnant, my mother-inlaw, 'Lois," talked non-stop
about how much she wanted a
granddaughter -- even after my
husband told her we were
expecting a boy.
My husband's younger brothwife
er's
recently had
a baby girl,
now
and
Lois keeps
gushing on
and on about
how "wonderful" it is
to have a
granddaugh- Dear Abby tcr.
She .s6r
nothing
By Abigail
the
about
Van Buren
joys
of
grandsons.
Recently, when the family
got together, I "did not feel
up to going" to the reunion
because I was worried Lois
would give all her attention to
her granddaughter and ignore
my sons. As a result, neither
my husband nor our children
went to the reunion. I worry
about my sons not knowing their
grandparents. Any suggestions?
-- WONDERING IN NEW
MEXICO
DEAR WONDERING: You
didn't mention whether your
husband has any sisters. It's
possible that Lois always longed
for a daughter, and this granddaughter is the fulfillment of
her dream.
That said, instead of nursing a grudge, or avoiding family reunions because of what

the

you are afraid 'might" happen,
it's time you and your mother-in-law sorted this out womanto-woman. While it's possible
for a grandparent to favor one
child over another, it is wrong
to demonstrate it. And if, in
the future, she does that, you
would be right in limiting her
time with the boys.

DEAR ABBY: I'm 15 and
need some advice. I have tons
of friends, but whenever I am
around them it seems like I
can't be myself. 1 act like someone totally different from who
I really am.
I want to stop atting, but
Tin icared' they won't accept
me for me. I have had a bad
past with people. Let's just say
that instead of being queen of
the school, I was queen of the
losers. So now I'm. like, popular. but it sucks because I
feel so fake. 1 love my friends,
so I'm hoping if I reveal myself
they will accept it. I don'iknow
what to do and would really
like to know what you think.
-- "FAKE" IN GARDEN
GROVE, CALIF.
DEAR "FAK4": I say, go
for it. But start slowly in revealing your true self, so your
friends will have time to accept
the "real" you.
This may seem like a hard
choice, but you are paying a
high price for your popularity.
The way I see it, if you are
pretending to be someone you
aren't, then your friends aren't
really your friends - they are
only friends of the persona you
have constructed.
William Shakespeare said it
best:
"This above all, to thine
In 1962, one day after launch- own self be true."
ing Andrian Nikolayev into orbit,
the Soviet Union also sent up
DEAR ABBY: I have been
cosmonaut Pavel Popovich; both
dating a wonderful, intelligent
men landed safely Aug. 15.
man who is in his 50s. I am
In 1978, Pope Paul VI, who
42. We have been talking about
had died Aug. 6 at age 80, was
marriage after dating only a
buried in St. Peter's Basilica.
short months.
few
In 1985, the world's worst sinThe problem is his incesgle-aircraft disaster occurred as a
crippled Japan Air Lines &icing sant phone calls, sometimes up
747 on a domestic flight crashed to 20 or 30 a day. If I don't
into a mountain, killing 520 peo- answer, he calls repeatedly until
I do.
ple.
Abby, I have told him repeatedly that 1 hate being called
at work so many times, but
he continues. Is he obsessive,
I4E WPC 1216141
or is it love like he says? -t70.0. I MOOT TISE
TARE BING,
BUGGED BEYOND BELIEF,
11401Jelt
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
BUGGED
DEAR
BEYOND BELIEF: What you
have described is not love; it's
(b.
insecurity. This "wonderful,
intelligent man" is not only
obsessive, but also so absorbed
1
with his own needs that he
has no concept of what yours
are -11 even after being told.
The incessant phone calls at
work and his premature marriage proposal are both warning signs that you could be
involved with a potential abuser. I urge you to step back
and look at him from a different perspective before making any commitments.
*MP

DEAR DR. GOTT: As a sufferers swear by this treatmud Marine in World War U. ment, which is safe, easy and
I had my gluteus maximus inexpensive.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there
blown away, femur broken, etc.
1 was told I would be in el any danger in using microwave
wheelchair by the time I was ovens or being near one when
40 years old after being in a it is in operation? I think I
cast read somewhere they are very
body
nine , much a part of our lives today.
for
months. I'm and I hope they are safe. 1 would
close to 84. appreciate your comments on
I do 100 this.
READER:
DEAR
push-ups,
swim, Microwave radiation is believed
weight lift, to be unhealthful but, to my
etc., but my knowledge, there are no recent
left bip is studies proving this. ApparentI ly, the main problem is leakpainful.
Dr. Gott have.
no. ing seals. (You might want to
joint. It all check that yours are secure.)
By
Because microwave radiacalcified
Dr. Peter Gott
from immo- tion does not travel more than
bilization for nine months in a few inches, don't be near
the hospital. But the good news such an oven when it is in
.4, by sleeping with a bar of operation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: The
soap on the gluteus-maximus
muscle, 90 percent of the pain letter from the woman who
I experienced upon awakening had the perfect hiccup-relief
in the morning has left. No method really interested me.
clinical reason. But I play golf, My youngest daughter will
walk with a cane and lead a sometimes get hiccups many
normal, active life. I fly a times throughout the same day.
plane and am able to use the This letter told of the pracleft rudder despite a 3-inch tice of putting something long
shortening of my left leg. My and metal, i.e. a teaspoon or
reason for writing is, please knife, into a glass of water.
tell people the soap treatment You drink the water while
does help arthritis sufferers. A holding the utensil next to your
friend has arthritis in his left temple, while still in the glass.
hand. I told him of the "soap" You wanted to know if it
treatment. He put a cake of worked for your readers. Well,
soap in a glove and wore it it has worked for me and my
to bed. It has helped him a family five out of five times,
great amount — no cure, but with no recurring hiccups afterward. I'm astonished that this
a real help.
DEAR READER: Thank works! I have been spreading
you for suggesting yet anoth- the news to everyone I know.
er use for the soap treatment. Thanks to the woman who
Your story is intriguing. You wrote to you, and to you for
may achieve better results from printing her letter.
DEAR READER: Thanks
rubbing castor oil into the
affected area. Many arthritis for the follow-up.

ContractBridge
Steppingstone to Success
by at least 8 to 5. However, circumstances sometimes propel a side into
a trump contract where the margin is
only 7 to 6. When the margin is that
narrow, declarer must be extremely
careful not to lose control of the play.
Here is an example of the care sometimes needed.
West cashes the K-A of diamonds
and continues with the queen. If
South ruffs and draws trumps, hoping for a 3-3 division, he goes down.
When he tries to run the clubs, West
ruffs the third one and cashes the 106 of diamonds to defeat the contract
two tricks.
Note that if declarer had another
thus giving
spade in either hand
him a trump ratio of 8 to 5 — he
would make the contract easily.
However, even with the cards
divided as they are, South should
make four spades. He should not put
Most deals are played in suit con- all his chips on a 3-3 trump division.
Instead, he should discard a heart
tracts, rather than in notrump. The
chief danger in notrump is that the at trick three to guard against a 4-2
defenders might run a long suit, trump split. West cannot counter this
while in a suit contract this ordinarily safety measure, since South can ruff
does not occur, since the trumps another diamond lead high in
dummy, so declarer finishes with 10
serve as stoppers against long suits.
In choosing a suit as trump, the tricks consisting of four spades, a
usual goal is to outnumber the enemy heart and five clubs.

.
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 105
106
•9 72
*A K Q 74
EAST
WEST
+63
•98 4 2
98 7 5 4 3 2
11KJ
•.1 5 4
•AKQ106
+l06
+83
SOUTH
•AQJ 7
Ilrict,) 9
•8 3
41.1 9 5 2
The bidding:
South West
East
North
2•
I•
Pass
1
4•
Pass
2*
Opening lead -- king of diamonds.

C2CIOn King Features Syndicate Inc
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1 Sporty truck
4 Preserves fruit
8 Dappled,
as a horse
12 Aunts and

uncles
Love, in La Paz
Thus
Fencing sword
NASA counterpart in Pans
bay
18
19 Cellar contents
21 Marmalade
chunks
22 At large
—
25

13
14
15
17

Chestnut or

Roast beef au
26 Terrible smell

GAF1IFIEL_CKD
I HAD A GREAT TIME
(!x'f THE MOVIES WITH LIZ)

I'D FORGOTTEN WHAT
POPCORN WITHOUT CAT
HAIR IN IT TASTED LIKE

i.

actor
uthor

Soap remedy
helps ex-Marine

Grandma gushing over baby
girl is ignoring her grandsons

.Dec.
and
with
more
omeis on
edule
; conexer-

Saturday, Angora 12, 2466•311

PEANUTSOO
YES, SR..YOU WANT TO
KNOW (ANY WE'RE BUYING
OUR SCHOOL SUPPUES
EARLY?

TELL 14IM WERE TRYING
TO CREATE THE ILLUSION
THAT WERE ANXIOUS
TO BECOME EDUCATED

WE JUST LIKE
TO BE PREPARED

27 Poet or novelist
30 — tai cocktail
31 Gnats and mice
33 Whiz leader
35 Remove the
stopper
Sit-down coaasicn

37

Khan of note

38
39 Alpine calls

41
44
45
46
47

Dupe
Bottom edges
Fateful date
seed
Speed-skater
— Heiden
51 "Elder"

Green

statesman
52 Bear ccnsielation
54 Trendy meat
55 Foreshadow
56 Not just
57 EMT technique

one

DOWN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mini-guitar
Topple over
Chemical suffix
Gold Rush St
Revise
Rocket part
Tiluana

`Mrs
8 Disappear
9 Taconite yield
10 Victorian oath
11 Grandees
16 Furry Jed! ally

20 Des Moines loc

21 Grooves
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22 Upper limb
23

Sweetheart
24 Bridle part
25 Protect
27 Say please
28 Curved
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molding
29 Bona fide
31 Comic swamp
critter
32 Distinct period
34 Overhead railways
36 Biologist
Rachel —
37 Inventory wd
39 Dough

raiser
40 Mystic sound
in
Wealthy,
41
Madrid
42 Red-waxed
cheese
43 Rozelle
Sarnpras
44

or

Den sandwich
46 Place lora ell
48 Tape-deck
button
49 Brat
50 Mongrel
53 Sigh

of delight
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1160419C Countd--NASCAR Racing Nextel Cup - SOWS Seine Radio.
Minutes X
60
Newel
News
I
(Live)
Round.
PGA Got The iniernabonal -- Final
I97W-C85 Mountain Biking _Final Maior
NBC X
Wolin.
NBC
X
News
AVP
Volleyball:
isch
i
Br
X
Radio.
MONK Countd- NASCAR Racing ?Mimi Cup - Sirius Settee
Home Videos
News
ABC
Rhythm(Live)
300.
Indy
Meyer
Racing.
IndyCar
Shock
at
Shea Basketball: Sun
11195,14.8C Paid
Tim Janis: Coastal America
Visions of England X
Walking the Bibb
**1 Yoga-Rest of Us ;Patsy Cline
WAS Al
(1992) Preview 'King RI
HM"
i
k
'Highway
Int'l
Movie:
ISSI-Foi Movie: st'ir "Back to Savor(1M) Nov* a* IfteCierf(2000,(anedy)
24 (In Stereo) A
H'wood
Access
Girls
Girls
(1991)
WO"
Kallitg
• Gadgt- .,I Gado- J.;Gad's- Movie: **II "The
W0111414 4Little. _.._
60 Minutes X
News
'
News
1
Round.(Live)
Final
-Internabonal
The
Golf:
PGA
KFVS-C85 Mountain Biking I Final Ma)or
Maximum Exp.
Home Videos
WGN illovie: **ti Wide Awake-(1998)1 111.11 Bomb& Chicago Cubs at Colorado Rockies. A
NewDay
Church
Turning
Wig
Hour
Coral Ridge
Jokes Frailer Family
Fellow- Breakthrough X Win
'BM
INSP
Summer
Up
Kam
Gordon
WortMous
Old
This
Life
Ky
Kan/MuMo.
IIIIMU-ISS Fmeign Journal One to KenMy Wile Whet I Twins Just Legal X
Drew
70s
MB Bassisit St. Louts Cardinals at Pittsburgh Nan.
IMMO Early
SporteCenter X Bushel Tonight
Gamma
X
Sasebo.
League
UM*
Baseball
USN League
ESPN
Chase Open Drag Racing
JPMorgan
Tennis:
WTA
ATP Timis: Rogers Cup - Final
IX ClimesZ
ESP142 X Gomm X
jRun
Run
Run
Run
Run
!Run
Run
I
Run
MTY
Lamm Laguna I Lapin. Lamm Laguna Laguna
!he Pans"(2000)I
"Remember
a**
Movie:
Cannon.I
Nick
02)
Trumble"(20
***
Weir
)
NI
Maim *14'Nember(2001.Drams
!Miami Ink I
Miami ink X
Flip
j Flip
Flip
Flip
Flip
The Messengers FIN,
Home Mode
Lrix
Wrtness" X
Acadentai
"The
Movie:
X
(2006)
Min(
Ow
of
(11:00) Movie:** "PwfactHedy,PerfectTom"(20D3) X Moir "A Mat
LIFE
k tc
Non
X
Monk
,
X
Monk
X
Monk
Monk X
I Monk X
Monk X
USA
the Future"(1985) PG'1
to
lack
***14
Yoko&
,
Gad‘wr
"Inspector
*
',Mr
X
Corn*TV
AMC
Movie Movie: ***'Nine"(1981,
Flip This House
Sea
Design 'Design- iSponder *Sell
ISMI
A&E
Moult ***vi "The Amer Wile(1904, Action)I Sell
I
(2004)
Lanark"
"Chang
**
Muria
FAM
Fulities Moe* cc "SorenCan (2001)1 Movie: rrit'l -See Jane Dale (2003)
Ur**
Romeo!
i
School
Drake
Ginger
j
Sponge
Ale
Nick- Avatar-Last
NickNickNickNickNickNICK
'House
ReRenoOffbeat
Roof
the
on
,Up
ICash
Small
,
Kitchen
Horne
Baths
Want
Kith- Tech
HGTV
Roger Moore Movie:*** "Oclopusay"(19113)
SPIKE Trucks! Trucks! Stooges Stooges No 1414 "A Vow b a Kir(19e5, Action)
*** "Bad Boys"(1995)lAwlin Lamm.
WYSS lalil Baseball Milwaukee Brewers at Atlanta Braves (Live) Movie: "Orange Courrty-I Mode:
Cahn- IPartner Foster Lazio
Xisolin
Totally
s
Ed, End Ed, En Cartoon's-Hit
Grim
TOON Cotten- Conn- Grim
The investigetors Police Cheeps
investigators
The
--fliollyHolyCOURT Movie Await Fr Moir'Men Swots Ki"(1997)
Cols
DIM
DMX
DOH
DMX
DIU
Do:urnentwy)
(2005,
M"
13eel
Moir
111
Dente(1992)
110vIr *** lair
BET
Nelson
Willie
Videos
Videos Videos Videos
Great Moments I Cross Country
CAM -Top° Countdn Tim McGraw
0-17I
X Maio:et 'US. afarshals"(1998)1,
Movie Most.:*01 IA AI Ms.Stir(2005) Moult *** "Cry of Angels"(1996)
HBO
Mb Cop"I
"Beverly
Movie:
P0-13'
(1996)
Day'
e
***
"Independenc
Movie:
Nowir lithiced by Elea *mar The Grurge"(2004)
MAX
2 'Johnny Animast"(INC
/
*1
Movie:
X
P0-13'
(1993)
Eine
Pelican
"The
***
!Movie
I
1417
SHOW Movie:** "Last Action Hiwo"(196W
Raver
Suits ,NonSadie I Lite
', Even
Suite I Raven I Uzzie I Phil
, "Toolhass"(19117)I
01SN
Nair a*I.:
de
"CyranD
***
Bergerac
liovie:
MO'PG'
Movie Movie: ** lage's Wing"(1979)'PG" Mout "The Eagle Hai landaf(lM)
FUN
*I
1
i
Movie:
I
'Whin
*wpm
Dreams"'
ol
TIM
'
llamas:
H002 gen Trust Illorris: cc's "Vanity Far(2004, Dame)P6-13
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9:30
9:00
8:30
7:00 I 7:30 I 8:00
I
Amboy
Grey's
Housewives
Homo
.Makeover:
wkRb-ABC
Grey's Anatomy X
wsiL-ABC makeover Home Ilousrelves
WSMV-NEIC114FL Preseason Foolbell: Redskins at Bengali
Case (In Siere-oTIWilhout a TraceI
1ColiT7
VIT/F-CBS .Big Brother

12.10
10:00 , 10:30 , 11:00 I 11:30 12:00
Sports 'McCarver j ER "Baby Shower"I ExtraI
News
Ent Tonight
News X Seinleld CI Crime Sal
News
Sports
Paid
Paid
Sports
Nen

4550-INC INFO.Preseason Fooling: Redskins at Bengais
Grey's AnatomyI
liOuSIWIvie
it413111-ABC Makeover Home

News X insider

News X

Sports

CS: Crime Scat

Alias "Reunion"Z

Gerdens EMerteinersI
24(In Stereo)I
Sal
Crane
Frasier X CS:
News
Dr. Wayne Dyer: The Power of Intention (In Stereo)I
Homes

C- SLEDIAllitst. D. C ALA X h
A- CHARTER, B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,
11:30
9:30 10-00 10:30 11:00
900
8.30
6 00
6:30
D
A B
Martha I
.
_
I
View
The
Keay
Regis and
(Mod Marin Amnia X
(5.90) News
2 2
SHWA (in Slwool
The ViewI
Tony Dens
Good Mani AmineI
News
3 3 3
Ellen Show
Ten Dime
Tony On Stereo)I
4 4
News
News X VIA
Right
Is
Price
The Early Shwa r1.'1 'TI The
Newel
News X
5 5
Newel
X
IMAM
Tony (In Stereo)I
6 6 6 6 News X
Divorce New
X
View
The
Kelly
ind
Regis
Goal Morning America X
7 Good Morning
7 7
Rogn
Couch Webb Somme StreetI Sooli- Ng
MAW
Rogers Calm Lions
e 8
Judp A.
Divorce
Court
People's
Monett niched Judge INIMe X
Sherlock Pet
Paid
9 9 2 3 Paid
Eye Eye Eye
Eye
X
Over
Stetting
Abt.
limy [Mad
&onset Show
Paid
10 17 11 30 Paid
The Price Is RigM °um-Restless
Regis mid Kelly
The Lily Show (in Siereo) X
12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show
Magnum,Pi1
Mend I
HRH- Hain Roddord Files
Hap
16 211 10 Ching- Bele* Hop
Jacobs
Redick
Hickey
Meyer Love
Today limit Lib Tod Your
Feed
17 13 26
Thin Kgd
Rogers
Teistub
Berney
Calliou
I
Dragon Cif Pup Seams Street
Big
21 21 5 11 Shrinks Arthur PanCosby Cosby
Porkers
GirlLiving
BOWPaid
Paid
Sabri- Paid
Chapel Paid
22 16 10
SportsC•
SmeteCeriler X
SportaCenier X
24 29 ze I SporteCenier X SportaCaritar it
X
Softball
Cold Pkza (In Stereo Live)I
254.30 25 (5:00) Mks and Mike lithe Morning(Live)I
MIA 06 Next
First Yea (111 Slew)
Tin
Big
The
Stereo)
(In
Waite-Up
Video
UN
24
(510)
27
49
26
ANN ZX
Siereo)
ft
.
Sacond"
'SA
Charmed X
26 23 a 14 Angel "Players'X Charmed X
I What Notto Weer
Spaces
Treffing
Baby
Baby
Baby
Baby
Hi-5 X Peep X Peep X
Bus
n 41 41
Stli
XII
WI
Frasier 1111
X 52 31 31 At UN Workout Ninny Nanny Golden Golden Frasier
Texas
/
,
RINI
Ringer
Texas
X
JAG (In Stereo)
The District X
Texas Ranger
32 51 40 $ Tame Ranger
0011Tr
Noliiismili
illetle
Rim
Tom
1990)
34 51 26 0.34linia*** Vork*daft cc'The Bordr•a/he Verne(
X
City Confidential American Justice Cold Case Files
35 35 44 27 City Confidential 24 (in Stereo)I 24 (In Stereo)1
Hee.
Full
lieu.
Full
X
Gilmore Gins
Living Step
Robot Power Rangers The 700 Club X
X 53 36 2 Kong
Sponge Sponge
1LazyBack- Pets
BluesGo
Dora
Sponge
Sponge
OddParOder37 n 24 4
Clever House
DesignCountry
Room
Room
Rebecca Room Quilts Duvall Duvall
Yard
43 36 18
Police Videos
Video
Amazing
Exp.
Maximum
Stereo)
(In
Deys
7
NM
Paid
hid
44 33 30 23 Paid
%VI &hod Huff(1906)0111 Saved- Saved52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Saved- Saved- Dawson's Creek X Met* car
IScooby-000 and Monster
Grim
{Grim
Cartoon Cartoons Grim
Scooby Coden- Lazio
Dino66 32 50
Defense
Best
Court
Bloom & Polltan: Open
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
66 61
HoWarms Sayan' Jamie F. Jamie F. 1061 Park: Top 10 Um
(5:00) BET Mining inspiration
67 X

MONDAY MORNING
WIINIMIC
W111.41C
STAN411C
ITISCIS
SNOW
Mell.MC
6minfes
11101V4UPN
KFYS-COS
itfraN

vie

.
ESPN

r-SPN2
MN
11.0
UFE
USA
jAMC
ALE
FAN
NICK
HGTV
SPIKE
V/TBS
TOON
COURT
BET
HBO

70 34
18 71 51

MAX

35 72 54

CNN

SHOW

X 73 52

MN

78 31 57

FUJI

X

111302

18

CIIT Music Binge CMT Music
lorie: thicken Ifter(2000) 110pevirgtitre'
*Mtoh TaWyshadrr gait **% lay Blue Heaven"(1990) triMovie: tie* "Saving PitkilaPPairr(SW Tom limbs TT Hide
Movie SweetRose Movie:'Red Eye"(2005)
Movie:
*** "Agnes of Gorr(1985)1 Movir ** "CilyHM"(1996)Al Pectin
Movie _ Pussycat I Love You
,
Buzz
• Ulo
'Stanley i In Stereo)I
I EinLin)EatsjEinlenHiggy
Wiggles
Tarn
Chira"
to
Road
litr
Movie Movie: et* Wasand.1m"(1961)'NR NNW 'A Month by the Lake" MOM*.
Fall"(2005)
"Empire
None
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Costner
Movie: *el "Wyatt Earp"(1994, Western)Kat
*Me Mr
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12:00 1230 I 1:00 I 1:30
II5*1-A8C AI My CMdren X One Ufe to Um
491-ABC Ail My Children X One Life to Live
WSWKIC News

News

Passions(N) E

lliTISCIIS V 8 R Talk of the Town Bold
55S0-IBC Days of our Lives Passions(N)1
08.1-ABC ;All My Children X One Lite to Live
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6:00 , 6:30

0.30
0:00
4:00 , 4:30
3:00 I 3:30
General Hospital Judge J. Judge J. News News News ABC
Gemini Molokai Tyra Balks Show inn Williams News X ABC
Days of our Lives Dr. Phil (In Stereo) Oprah Winfrey X News NBC
2:00

2:30

Guiding Ught X

As World Turns

News X Inside

News X News

News

Fortune

News X EwaltNews
News X

News X Fortune
Dr. Phil (In Stereo) Jeop- Million- Newel NBC
News Fortune
ABC
News
X
Winfrey
General Hospital Dr. Phil (In Stereo) Opreh
News-Lehrer
X
Zoom
Arthur
Fetch
nye
Clifford
M4P1415 Berens- Lions Reading Cyber- Shrinks Zoboo Dragon
King Hill SnipSaloon
705
70s
Malcolm
X
Maury
X
Cops
KINI-Fol Judge Judge The 700 Club X Paid
Enter- HollyYes
Yes
HollyEnterX
Over
Starting
Health
AdvenHouse
X
News
PerWOTY-UPN Paid
News RayNews
News
Oprah Winfrey X
As World Turns Guiding Ught X Ellen Show
IRS-CBS News Bold
Home Videos
Home
Home
oestia
lii
Mann
News (In Stereo) Magnum,Pi X Da Vincrs Inquest Cosby Cosby
WGN
Cerullo
Ml.Hogs.
Jude
St.
Steeiroots
Disco,Bear
Mass
MisINSP
Ufs Tod Fellow Paid 'Paid
Newrotehrer
BubGED
Dragon
Clifford
Mays
CyberFetch
I
Zoom
Lions
41011.1-PEN ChM- Child- Reading
What I What I 8 Rules 8 Rules .My Wife Bimie Home Griffith
Feud
Jerry Springer X Feud
WOWS Sly Wffe prow
SponsCenter X Countdown
biterBurning Horn
1st and Lines [NFL
SportsCenter X X Games X
ESPN
liner- JMusdIs
Best at Horn
GasesI
X
ESP/42 (11:00) Softball I Auto lindyCar ATP Tennis
Sucker Fres
Cribs
Own
My
(N)
Next
Stereo)
(In
Made
X
TRL
ChoiChM
Run
1Flun
Next
IITV
Without a Trace
X
Order
Law 8
Charmed X
Charmed X
Judging Amy X Law & Order X Law a Order X
TNT
Wild Weddings X
Out
You
While
Chef
Trading Spaces Chef
Mother Baby
Baby
TLC
Younger Younger Baby
Zing Mr Grier
Rebel
Rebel
Sill
SW
I
Vanes(
UFE
Rebel Robs X Angela's EyesI Movie: "The Accidental
Law Order CI
(1997)I
r
cc's
Tlanift'sPea
Movie
%ant
Torn
1999)
New
York"
k
rthquala
USA
Coach Meek eh iteirshodcEa
om
11011981)T Heim nr XiAMC
Movie Mod.:cc IlecheiorPair(ka)Tr illoals: a*"The Alatey Pr(1986)PG' Nan:***
Case Flies Crossing Jordan
Coif!
A&E
Crossing Jordan 24 (In Stereo)1 24 (In Stereo)I City Confidential American Justice
7th Heaven X
X
Haven
7th
X
Girls
Gilmore
'GroundGroundFullHos False
Boy
FAM
Far* Family Boy
OddPar- Neutron
PhanSchool
Drake
OddParentsI
Fairly
The
Sponge
PhanNICK
Sponge Sponge Sponge Sponge
Offbeat House
Wails
If
Week- Land- RenoDesign Design- First [FreeDowel- Senn- Mission DeHGTY
CS: Crirne Son
Videos
Poke
Gen,
Trek
Star
Star Trek Gen.
Star Trek Gen,
Deep Spice 9
SPIKE Deep Mom 9
ReyRaySeinfold
Seirileid
Home
Horne
Yes
Yes
Drew
IWTBS Cosby Cosby Harvey Harvey Drew
Ed, Edd Foster
Squirrel
Xisolin
Yu-GIPokeTitans
10
Ben
Fouler
Foster
Folly
TOON Cociename: Kids Next Door
Catherine Crier Foren- Form- Cops X Cops X
Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments
COURT Bonfield I Ford: Courtaide
lio106 1 Part Top 10 Live
Mayans Wayans—Rap City A
DMX
Cole
BET Howl
BET
Hazzard
of
Dukes
Moments
Groat
McGraw
Tim
IN,
insider CliT Power Picks Dedicated
C/iTV CMT Music
None Incelona"(1994) Moir. lalavanne Sues"(2005)I Ground Zero
Movie Regan:kg Dotgiblit Wderdog
HBO
El' Movie: cc "Monger-in-Law" Maim *** 'Pear and Present Danger"(1994)
Foh"(1983)
'Rumble
*Mr**Yr
MAX
Movie Hrde
I *Me:et* "Ghoallbuslows" "Grandpa;Dar
SNOW Nosie: cc "The Frei Onion"(1962) Non:*eh Tle-insW(2004) Kevin Me.
i Raven
Liatzki !Raven „1. Suite 't Phil
WPuls
„Even
Dragon Kim
Suite
Raven Raven Suit.
limon
DISH
Les
Reim
Enfants'11967)
"Aiii
boric
and
an"Jul.%
err*
licit
rash
1
o
ark
FUN
(11:45) Movie: Taos Bubo'(1962) Adventures
'The Upside of Anger"(2005) Movie: Valor
H802 thevit Movie: "War of the Worlds'(2005)1 Ills* AlIto ROM &lows"11104M:
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Inekler
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12:00 , 12:30
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
Extra X Signing Jimmy Kimmel Live
Sex I
News

5-CHARTER, IL

9:30
9:00
8:00 I 8:30
7:00 1 7:30
One Ocean View X
11024ASC Mlle Swop In Stereo) Supsmanny X
Outs Ocean View X News X Nighine Senn
155.-ABC WIN Swap (In Stereo) Sups/wry X
Tonight Show
Medium "S0 S.'' X News
X
Hunters
Treasure
X
1/51114-NBC Psych
News X Late Show
11W-C8S Two Men Howl Net Two Men Christine CS: ManeI
Tressure Huniers X Medium "S0S X News X Tonight Show
tosatec Psych X

Jimmyliminel Live Senn
Last Call
Late Night
HollyLab Night

Lab Late Show
Last Cal

Nighttime Jimmy Urinal Live Frasier X Paid
One Omen View X
WB&I-ABC ills Swap In Slew) Supernanny I
Antiques Roadshow
John Denver A Song
Minds
SI
(In
Stereo)
Legends
Country
Will-PBS Ralph Emery's
Paid
Becker X Semis
Frasier X King
ONE= Hers Putdiert (Season Fnale)(in Stereo)X Friends Friends Saw
Cheaters
Mind
Blind
Credit
X
VAntrey
Oprah
Rsyrnond
News
Hell
AN of Us GUIIVOTV-LIMI One
Paid
Show
Lie
Late
Late
Show
News
X
CS:
Mini
InS-C1115 Two Men :How I Mel Two Nun Christine
X
Inquest
De
Videos
Vines
Nome
X
Bechar
&
Sex
Nine
Newsat
WGN
Videos
Nome
Flom Videos
WGN

Roy Orbison & Friends
wNP T -P85 John Denver A keg
t
WI •
Will
Sex A
Seal
Paid
Friends Friends Paid
War
Amer Dad'Family
KBSi-Fo 1 SImp..
Chalets(in Stereo)
Heartiend
Stereo)
(In
it
Kickin'
X
inquest
Vincrs
Da
News
Shore.
(1996)Pan
reari-um t4e0.4.: * loomsIrill•H linAVH Da WicrsInquestI EftI
Cold Case (In Stereo) Without a Trace X News
KFVS-CBS *Big Brother
Beeler X Miudinum Exposure Home Videos
I
Replay Sex
News
24 (in Stereo'I
24 In Stereo) X
WGN
[
Paid
Feed
Tilly IlJte Tod YOur Day [Gospel Holcomb Missions Fellow- The
Ilitthrgh [Touch
INSP
Midnight
'Fellow- Keys
Love
World
Revelling
Slone
P.
imps
King Is Calvary Van
in Touch X
INSP
InnerVWS Charlie Rose(N)X
Ky UN WontNews
X
Angle
Wide
X
(bi
Stereo)
Novo
X
Tonight
Kentucky
MOMS
Anwica Bookciub Religke Between European Scully
Served layderft X
11131U-POS TimePaid
PM
MN
Sex &
RoseAim J. Judge J. Roes71h Heaven X
MKA4M 701 Narver X
Gil(in Stereo) Star Trot Enterprise GelSmetrlis
DennisI
I
opper
P
X
Charmed
Stereo)
On
WDKA-Wil Charmed
(Lne)
Um
Mabel
NFL
SportsCenler
(Lim)
SpartaCtirear
I
VIdngs
Lamson
al
Raiders
NFL Premium Football' Oakland
ESP*
Sportear
Boson'Tonight
ESPN
MLB Bushel San Francisco Giants at Los Angeles Dodgers.(Live) SporteCanter (Live) X
Tennis
ATP
(Live)
X
Padres
San
Diego
at
Giants
San
Francisco
II
Besebil
Baseball
Little
League
ESP/0
Renders'Who's Number 1?
Lines
Ultie League Baseball
NIIRA Drag Meng Lucas Oil Nationals
ESPN2
Illy Own
Nest
VIA OS 1111.4 06 Madera Next
[Cribs
ChMCites
VMA 06 ICrbe
MTV
Next
06
VIAA
I
Wild
Real
*Id
Real
Band
I
Pam
Out
Wild
Out
Said
Wild
Wild Out 'Wild Out
Run
,wrri
X-FleeZ
The
The
X
X-Files
X
Poser
The
Saved (N)X
The Closer(N)IL
Law 6 Order X
TNT
%XRim Clakseargoop
Meek 11w RatOWsorgalI
tint "The Ron CartgerfI2WS)W
TNT
Sem inn,
Mimi ink X
Utile Pmens
Save Merriam
r
Miami ink X
Utile
Peon
TLC
Messengers
Ilia
WM Ink
The Messengers(N) Mini 111K
Illiene ink
Muni Ink I
Golden 101insion
I
WO
Irmater
'WM
Love
Sumer*i
MOS,
LAW
of
"loaf
Maim
UFE
Xmle WIng-Orilln
Strong Yadkin.I
Met* 19reek-hi"(2001)MaIr Cuban.I Angeles Eyes(N)X OMNI(In Slemo) Angels's EyesI
Law & Order SW Um Order Cl
Stereo Live)I Psych I
OH
Raw
Night
Mondry
WIVE
SVU
Order
&
Law
USA
The Dead ZoneI
House (in Sarno)I rie 4SX I
TM camo zone a
Iffw 4400(NA
Monk I
USA
Maim *Me IN MinrIMIIIPie NinelleRig IVAN Irian)
Hustle X
AMC
Hue& X
1,0111011$146
1141811111
-ii
*6
pt11111)
impostOM
isms
INTI
Fuluni"(1015)
AMC
IlerrIN tee's Sid toto
Driving IDrmng
Dog
Driving 1DrIving Simmons Simmons Flip This Nouse X Dog
Dog
LIE
Dog
Rip This Nouse X Wpm:Job
knenintion -sof cot woei
Sip Tlii• House I Keepers: Job
AXE
X
XY
Kyle
X
Club
100
The
Moss?
Rtli5/1for UN
Om?
X
(N)
leech
Rican
- 4Kyle XV (14) X
FAN
Psi
Zia
J. Nem Feed
ilidi ** Vim GeV(2003.CON)It Three Ikons
FAII
Thee lkicavi
i Ruh Pr. Fresh Pr. Fresh Pf,
Pr.
Fresh
Prince
Fresh
Pr.
Fresh
Pr,
Fresh
Pr.
Fresh
Wise.
UM*
Sponge
NICK
RossFresh Pr. Fresh Pr. RoesRoseRon
Full Nes. '%eh Pr iiii-JInics Cosby
Zorly 101 1Just
NICK
Cash
Extreme Nam
Cash
Deign Jed,
Nesse
Noise
berm lime
Cash
Cash
RGP1
Star
Design
She
Gel
Kitcliens,
Wissi
Inds
1
House
IN.
:My
Reeinied
Star
Design
Keehn& Bedis
HGTV
Maid
Sal
IOC
CM:
Crime
X
Shield
The
X
lids: The Swiss
CU Crime Ma
—
Cill: Cline Sat
SPIKE
"Circles" Peordity Cm
Olqrany pin am VilanamlsMe Fomeeill171,Aden)Sew Caney. The Shield
spill
*
llom
Pit
•*
rmug
wow
IM
to
AO,
'RIM
Medi
Fa*
Fetidly
-VITEIS
Fiends Ririe Friends Fiends
Ma.1_k*—
WTIS
birdie SWIM Seinteld SWAM Sendai MINIM OWN *04 Timm_OM Merr'QINMI
Pee-wee Inumehe We
BM 0
Fstramme Futurism Family
Nemo
Xisolln
Ed,End Cam
Grim
-TOON
Nome
Ape
!Tom
*Ida
Swami Foams Venting Fondly [Chides
Oen 10 Ed. Bid ir Oilet
MON
leach
Beech
Fay* Herb
Irmsliples
The
Invisalleites
Noll
Forensic
Beech
Beech
COURT
X leaps X Cop X Caps M
Cops X CepsI Con X Cops X lisriming Weekend Pemic Hewing Ceps
COUNT
Weft ** VIM km(psi wog Da III Sod Food On Stereo) Jamie F. Jamie F. In Color In Color C.ontleview I
SET
inenalian
Weekend
IlErs
Jam
BET
Jau
NET
Cele
Cele
CON
C.436
SET
100 Gnaw Videos 100 Grease Videos 103 Greeted Videos 100 Greatest Videos 100 Greabre Videos
Tim McGrew
CIITV
SWIM
Inside Fume -Tni McGraw'
Grant liemerile Cross Country
11m McGrew
Cross Coney
ClITV
Pule Re& Never Stied X ICald RR
100601Mit LION"
Mr**** "Kapdoni of MimairMXIII) WM
11110
Mee* *-eli 11141110 111810110115. Viers MOMS
Lucky
Mow
The Me(In Sumo) Deseamod (N)II
NW
lerfill) *eftAm
MIMI
Lme$1101,
illeolloil
likinster-MMaim
Shoots.
MIMS
Eye"
-Rod
MAX
oft sir.
lakpandence Dec ,
are Ilsomen"(11101., Heim)11111 IMMO Escort
-----d---MAX
Muir *ell %Wm1 Samilf1111111
Semi Nosing(ITV) Weeds X!Mr'Relvdellif(SIM It
I
I
Weeds
I_Wesde
X
Brolherliood
Griarallog
amb
I
WOW
Sean Hsiang li1V) MilleinanitDow
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New Soccer Coach Likes
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Next interim
MSU leader
focusing on
task at hand
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Dr. Tim Miller is splitting
his time between his Business
Building office and the president's office in Wells Hall as
the new semester gets underway at Murray State.
On Tuesday, Miller begins
his 3 1/2 months as the urnversity's interim president.
He'll hold down the office and
prepare for Dr. Randy Dunn
to arrive officially on Dec. 1.
Whether teaching accounting
theory, a class he's taught every
semester since 1971, or tending to administrative duties,
Miller will focus on the mission at hand.
"My philosophy is we are
here for the students," said
Miller, an accounting professor. "Sometimes we forget that
because we get so wrapped
up in many other things."
Miller's interim presence
was approved at the MSU
Board of Regents meeting on
May 19 after the board hired
Dunn eartier in the month.
Because of Dunn's commitment
to Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich to serve as the state's
chief education officer through
the upcoming election.
"Murray State is the best
it has ever been, so I don't
want to do anything to mess
that up," Miller said. "Hopefully it will be a quiet 3 1/2
months and then we can welcome Dr. Dunn."
Miller has worked at MSU
since 1971. During that time
he has taught in the accounting department, which he
chaired at two separate times.
He has led the MSU Foundation since November 1990.
While serving as interim president, Miller's duties as the
foundation's executive director temporarily will be passed
onto Dr. John Thompson.
"Murray State should be
very grateful for Dr. Miller
and the leadership he is going
to provide during this period,"
Dunn said in a telephone interview. "I think he was somewhat hesitant because of the
other duties he has on campus — not the least of which
is his position with the foundation — but when the Board
of Regents called on him, he
was more than willing. I've
been very appreciative of the
time he's taken to show me
the ropes."
After earning his bachelor
of science degree and master

Dr. Tim Miller

of business administration
degrees from Murray State in
1966 and 1967, Miller went
on to receive his doctorate in
economics, marketing and management in 1973 from the University of Arkansas. He even
met his wife. Patsy, at MSU.
'Tye been here a lons..dane.

The faculty and staff are familiar with me. I know all of
the board members and I get
along with the board members, " Miller said. "... I've
just love this place. That's why
I want it to succeed."
But Miller won't be leading the university alone. Dunn
has made several visits to campus and the service region —
anl Miller expects the incomresident to make many
in
more,'Dunn has spoke at summer orientations on campus,
the annual Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
dinner and other regional events
and plans to be in town to
welcome new students during
Great Beginnings.
"I've been gracious by the
kind welcome. People have
been very approachable," Dunn
said. "They've freely offered
and advice and counsel."
Likewise, the Board of
Regents meets twice this semester — Sept. 29 and Dec. 1.
Miller will prepare the materials and be involved in the
meetings but also expects Dunn
to be in attendance.
Miller said he's been
impressed with Dunn and thinks
the rest of campus will be too.
"What I really like about him
is he doesn't have any agenda," Miller said. "He's just
•See Page 2A
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Murray State University was quiet
CALM BEFORE THE STORM: With not a soul around, the quad area on the campus of
will return for the fall semester
Students
the
case.
and calm Saturday afternoon. In a week's time, though, that won't be
23.
Aug.
on
classes
of
day
this weekend in preparation for the first

Grayson still mulliRg run for gov
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Judy
Clements doesn't buy the argument that 34
is too young to be governor.
,Some of Kentucky's older politicos
raised her ire by making Secretary of State
Trey Grayson's age an issue after he
announced he is considering a run against
Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
If he were to run and win, Grayson would
become the fourth person elected to the post
in Kentucky while still in his 30s.
Clements said Grayson, a Harvard
University graduate who attended law
school at the University of Kentucky, has
the maturity and experience needed to run
the state.
"I just don't think age is a factor in this
case," said Clements, who coached a.Dixie
Heights High School quiz team on which
Grayson served as captain. "I would not be
surprised if he were president someday to be
honest with you."
Friends say Grayson, a soft-spoken yet
AP
imposing figure at 6-5, inspires that kind of
Grayson has
Ky.
Frankfort,
in
office
his
in
poses
Grayson
confidence in people who know him. He has Secretary of State Trey
Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
quickly risen to leadership positions in near- announced he is considering a run against fellow Republican,
ly every organization he has been involved
McConnell.
Fletcher's chief of staff, Stan Cave, was bearer, U.S. Sen. Mitch
with, whether captain of his high school basfundraiser
Grayson
a
attended
l
McConnel
a
in
issue
age
the
raise
the first person to
ketball team or.. chairman of a national
announce- Friday to benefit his re-election campaign
Grayson's
after
shortly
statement
: Republican secretaries of
'
organization fbi
a move that some
ment at a political picnic in the tiny western for secretary of state,
state.
was intended to
believe
observers
political
Kentucky community of Fancy Farm.
Even so, when Grayson told reporters he
carried send a message that he is in Grayson's corgotten
has
person
young
a
"Many
is considering a run for governor, he voiced
ner. Kentucky Senate President David
away at Fancy Farm." Cave said.
at least some trepidation.
talking more Williams also attended.
is
Grayson
later,
week
A
"I've jumped off the high board," he told
boldly about a possible race. He said a lot of
reporters earlier this month. "I just hope
people have been encouraging him. He even
there's water in the pool."
Page 2A
talked with state Republican party standard- •See

Golden Pond famous for, proud of moonshine reputation
County community dubbed
By BERRY CRAIG
"Moonshine Capital of the
For the Associated Press
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP) World."
One of the moonshiners is
— Virginia Hooks didn't want
in 2004. He
an ordinary epitaph for her hus- Hooks, who died
72.
was
.
band's tombstone
"He made a little moonshine,
So she put a picture of a
not enough to amount to
but
of
pair
a
and
still
whiskey
his widow said. "But
anything,"
Joe
moonshiners on Billy
of it."
Hooks' grave marker near he loved the history
in old.
tombstone
Hooks'
Trigg
tiny
Golden Pond, the
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Bogard Cemetery might not surprise Dr. Gary W. Potter, a professor of criminal justice and
police studies at Eastern
in
University
Kentucky
Richmond. "Kentucky is one of
the few states that openly brags
about its moonshine and bootlegging heritage (not to mention
its present prominence in marijuana cultivation)," Potter wrote

in "The Antecedents of Southern "king" of Golden Pond stillmen.
Some locals squeezed corn
Organized Crime," a scholarly
the sly until Golden Pond
on
Internet.
the
on
posted
paper
Golden Pond, the main town disappeared with the arrival of
in the rugged "Between the the Land Between The Lakes
Rivers" section of Lyon and National Recreation Area.
Trigg Counties in western "Many people who settled
Kentucky, became synonymous Between the Rivers were Scotsa
with moonshine, especially dur- Irish, and making whiskey was
from
down
passed
was
that
craft
uncle
Hooks'
n.
Prohibitio
ing
was Joe Bogard. the reputed generation to generation," said
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David Nickell, a sociology professor at West Kentucky
Community 'and Technical
College in Paducah.
The moonshiners took pride
in their product. added Nickell,
who grew up Between the
Rivers in Lyon County. 'They
made high-quality whiskey," he
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New 9/11 book from church
publisher stirs controversy
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -A controversial book about the
Sept. II terrorist attacks printed
by the official publishing house
of the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) has upset some of the
congregation's members.
The book, -Christian Faith
and the Truth Behind 9/11,"
alleges that the Bush administration was behind the attacks
on the World Trade Center.
The author, David Ray
Griffin, a professor emeritus at
Claremont School of Theology
in California, argues that the
towers collapsed because of
explosives and not because airliners crashed into the buildings..
Some conservative members
of the Louisville-based denomination are disappointed that the
publishing house, Presbyterian
Publishing Corp., decided to
print the book.
The church has struggled
recently with financial troubles,
declining membership and a
controversial General Assembly

vote to open the door to ordaining gays.
"It is sad that at this time in
the life of our denomination, yet
another silly and inflammatory
step would be taken by the
church's bureaucracy," said the
Rev. Michael Walker, executive
director of Presbyterians for
Renewal, a conservative group
based in Louisville.
The Rev. Parker Williamson
of the North Carolina-based
Presbyterian Lay Committee
wondered how "these wild
accusations make it through the
editorial process."
.. The publishing house is
funded by book sales and has
independence in deciding what
to publish. Its president, Davis
Perkins, said the book's stances
are not those of the corporation
or of the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.).
Griffin is part of a small
movement that has challenged
the widely-accepted version of
what happened on Sept. 11,

2001. 4111' the book, Griffin
claims that the U.S. military
could have intercepted the four
hijacked jets and that the hijacker accused of slamming an airliner into the Pentagon lacked
the flying skills to do so.
Griffin's book calls on
Chnstians to oppose the Bush
administration's foreign policy,
just as ancient Christians
opposed the Roman- Empire.
Perkins said Griffin's claims
"will not be universally accepted by his readers, but the arguments supporting those claims
merit careful consideration by
serious-minded Christians and
Americans concerned with truth
and the meaning of their faith."
Griffin said at first he
believed the attacks were carried out by Arab terrorists, but
he was later convinced by skeptics that they were "an inside
job." He has written two previous books on this theme uncle,
different publishers.

for any grants. He already has
12 visits — five in August
and seven in September — to
Frankfort scheduled, mostly for
Council on Postsecondary Education meetings.
Dunn said he and Miller have
been in constant contact. And
he plans to keep it that way
until he arrives in Murray the
weekend after Thanifsgiving to
move into Oakhurst in order

to "hit the ground running" in
Dec. 1.
"I want to be sensitive to
his leadership. He has great
ideas and I want him to act
upon those," Dunn said. "We're
trying to be mutually respectful. I don't want to hold him
up in anything he thinks is in
the best interest of the university. I think he doesn't want
to step on my toes."

improperly rewarded political
supporters with protected state
jobs after he took office in 2003.
Last week, however, a judge
ruled Fletcher can't be prosecuted while in office.
Already, Grayson has begun
thinking about possible running
mates and campaign managers,
posts that he said he wants
decided before he enters the
race.
"I want to be a credible candidate," Grayson said. "If I'm
going to do it, I want to win or at
least have a credible shot at winning. You don't know that until
you get farther down the road,
but I'm definitely going to pursue this thing."
Grayson, who registered as a
Democrat when he turned 18,
joined the Republican Party
when he was 24 after concluding that his core beliefs were a
better match for the GOP. It was
during an event at Harvard's
Institute of Politics that he came
to that realization.
The Institute of Politics,
which he now helps to lead as a
board member, put Grayson in
the same room with national and
world leaders, from former

President Bill Clinton to former
Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev. What Grayson
learned, he said, is that behind
these big names, whether they
belong to congressmen or prime
ministers, are real people.
Cathy McLaughlin, the institute's executive director, said
she could tell Grayson had a
bright future ahead when he was
still a student. She said Grayson
truly believes in public service
and is of the highest moral standards.
Not even Fletcher's top
cheerleader, former GOP gubernatorial candidate Larry Forgy
of Lexington, contradicts that.
"I'm not going to cut on Trey
Grayson. He's a valuable commodity for the Republican Party.
It'd be like kicking Secretariat
in the eye," Forgy said, referring
to one of Kentucky's most storied thoroughbred race horses.
"But I think they're running him
for the Derby as a one-year old."
said
she
McLaughlin
that
believes
suggestions
Grayson is too young are simply
wrong."You can just rule somebody out because of their age,"
she said.

•Miller ...
From Front
here to make Murray State the
best it can be."
In preparing the university
for Dunn's arrival, Miller said
he's going to work on improving relationships throughout
western Kentucky and even
statewide to Frankfort and
nationally to Washington D.C.,
to ensure Murray State is adequately funded and considered

•Grayson.
From Front
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
RATLIFF, HONOR ROLL HONORS: Several students from Murray and Calloway County
schools were honored at Saturday's Douglass Reunion Bulldog Banquet and reception.
Students honored as Ratliff Scholars, recognizing former Douglass School teacher
William Ratliff, included, top photo from left, Matthew Deese, Ashley McLeoud, Randall
Payne, Chelsea Johnson, Shawn Thompson and Lonnie Martin, Jr. Others not pictured
were Glen Olive, Marilyn Crump, Aneisha Gray, Averee Fields, and Chelsea Crawford.
Students honored for their honor roll recognition were, bottom photo from left, Mareisha
Curry, Marvin Johnson, Faye Muuka, Toni Duffy, Jeremi Bumphus, Ashley Perry,
Randzanika Payne, Brianna Fields, and Chauncey Miles. Others not pictured were Jason
Stubblefield, Ian Rebuck, Janay Coot, Latika Hudspeth, Antonio Kendall, Jerica Mays,
R.V. Oliver, Kenneth Trice, Keniesha Tuck, and Erica Willis.

"Trey Grayson is a friend and
trusted ally," McConnell said in
a statement. "His steady leadership in Frankfort has been
noticed across Kentucky."
Michael Baranowski, a political scientist at Northern
Kentucky-- University, said
McConnell's message sounds
like a gubernatorial endorsement. "You don't have to read
very closely between the lines,"
he said.
McConnell has not endorsed
Fletcher's re-election. Fletcher,
the first Republican governor in
more than 30 years, is under
indictment on charges that he

Town Crier
NOTICE
11 The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes final plat
reviews for Saratoga Farms
and
Road
Squire
on
Estates on
Summerfield
Neale Trail and a discussion
for rezoning west of 16th
Street.
• The Murray Board of
--Zoning Adjustments will.meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
a dimensional variance for an
accessory structure to be put
in the side yard of 502 N.
Seventh St.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

he

From Front
said. "The only difference
between what they made and
what Jim Beam made was a
license."
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Potter wrote that Golden
Pond hooch was the good stuff.
"During Prohibition, (19201933) Golden Pond whiskey
was a highly sought-after commodity in the United States," he
explained. "In an area with no
more than 300 inhabitants, and
no airport, it is said that dozens
of planes flew in and out on a
weekly basis carrying the prized
brew to Chicago and New
York."
Golden Pond moonshiners
operated in the remote, thickly
timbered hills and hollows
Pond.
around
Golden
Supposedly, they supplied white
lightning to several gangsters up
North. including Al Capone.
who made millions in the Windy
City, mainly off bootleg booze.
"Some of that may be legend," Nickell said.
The image Virginia Hooks
had etched on her spouse's shiny
black tombstone came from a
magazine photo that showed
him and another man running a
still for a special moonshine
demonstration in Land Between
The Lakes.
"Two old revenue men were
in the crowd watching," she
said. "They claimed it was the
only legal moonshine ever made
Between the Rivers."
Hooks is sure her spouse
would have liked the moonshine
scene on his tombstone. "But he
never drank moonshine when he
was making it," she said. "You
can't drink it when yo/re making it. You have to be alert to
what's going on around you."
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KentockylnBrief
Fletcher supporter denied spot on
Republican Party committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al') — State Republican officials have
rejected Gov. Ernie Fletcher's pick for the party's top committee,
raising more questions about the embattled governor's influence.
Fletcher and his aides had wanted former gubernatorial candidate
and supporter Larry Forgy to be elected to the Republican Party's
54-member executive committee.
Instead, party members selected Stephen Huffman during a
secret ballot vote Saturday. Huffman is the chief of staff to Lt. Gov.
Steve Pence, who dropped off Fletcher's 2007 re-election ticket in
May.
Fletcher, who is in his first term as governor, gave a speech
before the vote acknowledging some of the difficulties his administration has faked.
-I know we've had our difficulties. I know we've had our problems. But believe me, this administration is staying focused,"
Fletcher said.
Fletcher, the first Republican governor in more than 30 years, is
under indictment on charges that he improperly rewarded political
supporters with protected State jobs after he took We in 2003.11
has pleaded not guilty to the charges and has alleged that they are
politically motivated by a Democratic attorney general.

Court case highlights debate over
shaken-baby syndrome
GREENUP, Ky.(AP) — The case against an eastern Kentucky
man accused of "excessively and violently shaking" his 3-monthold son has highlighted debate over shaken-baby syndrome.
Raymond Martin, 35, of Greenup was indicted on an assault
charge after investigators found his son, Evan Galloway, had the
classic signs of shaken-baby syndrome — bleeding in the brain and
behind both eyes. The child had no broken bones or other external
signs of abuse.
The argument that Evan suffered from shaken-baby syndrome
isn't likely to make it into the courtroom during Martin's trial in
November.
A Greenup Circuit Court judge barred the prosecution from
introducing expert testimony that a baby was injured by shaking,
unless there is other evidence of abuse.
-To allow a physician to diagnose shaken-baby syndrome with ...
no other evidence of manifest injuries is to allow a physician to
diagnose a legal conclusion," Judge Lewis Nicholls said in an April
ruling.
Since the syndrome was first noted in the 1970s, the diagnosis
has been accepted by the American Academy of Pediatrics and the
National Association of Medical Examiners.

AF

Children rush to play on new equipment, during the dedication of a playground at a mobile home park Sunday in Evansville
Ind., where 20 people were killed last fall by a tornado.

Park dedicated at tornado site

At its entrance, the park bears
EVANSVILLE, Ind.(AP) —
Dozens of children climbed onto a monument dedicated to their
brand new swings and chased children, 2-year-old C.J. Martin
each other during the dedication and 4-year-old Isaiah Blaylock.
Annie Groves, who as chief
of a playground at a mobile
home park where 20 people deputy coroner of Vanderbugh
were killed last fall by a tornado. County, worked with the women
About 200 people gathered through their losses, said the
like "two
were
for Saturday's emotional dedica- women
tion of the park and its play- snowflakes."
"Snowflakes are some of the
ground at the Eastbrook Mobile
Home Park on Evansville's most fragile things," Groves
said. "But look what they can do
south side.
The park and its playground when they stick together."
Martin said she hopes the
were the idea of Kathryn Martin
and Jessica Hendricks, two playground becomes a place
WASHINGTON (AP) — As the U.S. government continues to young mothers who lost chil- where families will be able to
adjust the list of things that airline passengers can carry, Homeland dren in the Nov. 6 disaster, "unite and create priceless memSecurity Secretary Michael Chertoff reassured Americans that which ultimately killed 25 peo- ories for the future."
"It is a testament to a comple in southwestern Indiana.
things would only go so far.
rules
new
announced
Administration
The Transportation Security
Sunday giving airline passengers permission to carry up to 4 ounces Artist relocation program has revived Paducah
of liquid nonprescription medicine. TSA had previously banned all
Mentor was flipping chanPADUCAH, Ky. (AP) liquid medications. TSA also said all passengers will be instructed to
home in Washington a
remove their shoes during security checks. The shoes have to be Wandering in and out of gal- nels at
placed on an X-ray belt for screening before passengers can put leries, visitors to the Lower few years ago when she came
them back on. Until now, the agency had strongly suggested putting Town neighborhood might feel across a PBS feature on
like they're in an artsy part of Paducah's artist relocation proshoes on the screening belt but hadn't required it.
Later Sunday, the Homeland Security Department reduced the Chicago or San Francisco — not gram. She visited the city a couthreat level from red, for "severe," to orange, for "high," for flights this Ohio River town of 26,000 ple of times, decided to move
from the Pacific Northwest and
from Britain bound for the United States. All other flights operating in far western Kentucky.
in or destined for the United States remain at orange.
The quiet streets are lined has since refurbished an old
with century-old brick houses, house that became her new
mora than a dozen of which home, studio and gallery.
Besides her own work, the
have signs indicating the house
contains an artist's gallery or gallery features dramatic conBOSTON (AP) — At one of the most desperate moments of her studio. Even a life-sized stain- temporary paintings and prints,
captivity in Iraq, fearing she was about to be beheaded, reporter Jill less steel giraffe welcomes visi- sculptures and glass created by
Carroll pleaded with one of her captors for a quick death by pistol, tors to one gallery.
other artists here and elsewhere.
saying: "I don't want the knife."
Paducah started with just a
Inside, Paulette Mentor
In her first public account of her 82-day hostage ordeal, Carroll experiments with colorful liquid couple of artists six years ago.
said she had feared the worst when her captors said they planned to
acrylic paint, pressing two small The relocation program now has
use her in a second propaganda video. The kidnappers, however,
canvases together, then more than 70 artists who have
square
seemed confused when she made her request and said they didn't
pulling them apart to reveal helped put Paducah on the map
plan to kill her.
as a U.S. art destination.
unique designs.

NationInBrief

Airline passengers given OK to carry
liquid nonprescription medicine

munity that refuses to lie down,"
Martin said. "Our community
has stood up, dusted itself off
and created something absolutely beautiful in spite of the devastation it once faced."
Jessica Hendricks, whose
son, Isaiah, died in the tornado,
said the park was a way to thank
the community for its help following the storm.
"I hope this park will give
back some joy to this community, and I hope that through it
we'll be reminded of what's
important in our lives — family,
children," she said.
John Sulawske, who visits
the mobile home park often with
his children to see his sister, said

the playground will play an
important part ' in bringing the
community
home
mobile
together.
"All the kids can share something with this," he said.
-There's not a lot for kids to do
here. They'll get to know each
other."
State Rep. Phil Hoy said that
as a result of the tornado, he
plans to file a bill — to be called
"C.J.'s Law" — that will require
makers of manufactured homes
to install a functional weather
radio with an independent
power source in every home.
Hoy compared the measure
to other safety laws, such as
those requiring seat belts in cars.

Fletcher field rep to
visit Calloway Aug. 22
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Eddie Spraggs, West Kentucky field
representatives for Governor Ernie Fletcher, will be in Murray,
Ky. at the Calloway County Courthouse on Aug. 22 at 9 a.m. to
address constituent questions and concerns. Those interested
are encouraged to contact (270) 362-7963 or by e-mail at
eddie.spraggs@ky.gov.

U.S. reporter Jill Carroll details Iraq
abduction, pleaded for quick death

Inters new processors

width, meaning that unless its
cache offers vs. 2MB.
This is the second part of
"Based on my testing, while FSB frequency is faster than
our discussion on Intel's new
DDR2-800 looks nice on paper, 1,333MHz, the CPU can't use
processors. This article comes
any more memory bandwidth.
it's simply not necessary to get
from CPU magazine columnist
"I'm still waiting to see
the most performance out of
Anand Lal Shimpi.
availability is going to be
what
you've
as
long
As
system.
your
findimportant
"Some other
like, but if you can get one,
got low-latency memory modings that
Intel's Core 2 can't be beat. As
ules, DDR2-667 will perform
I've come
for planning against obsoleteacross in my just as well as DDR2-800. The
ness, Intel won't be releasing
explanation behind this is simCore 2 testany new Core 2 products this
ple: Core 2's FSB runs at
ing:
year, but early next year expect
1,066MHz but is only 64 bits
Intel
to see a quad-core version
wide, delivering 8.53GBps of
offers Core
2 processors bandwidth to the CPU. Core 2's replace the X6800.
"What does this mean for
memory subsystem is 128 bits
with either
us the user? It means faster
wide but even at DDR2-667
4MB or
can deliver 10.67GBps of band- processors at a cheaper cost
2MB of L2
PC
cache,
shared
By Lee Hatcher between the
Columnist
two cores.
ucz
The 4MB
option can yield a performance
boost of up to 10% in some
of Murray
cases and will only get more
and more important as working
Phillip Mapper. N.D.
data sets grow larger. The probHearing Aids • lem is that the cheapest 4MB
Heft-Trak Required
while
$316,
part is the E6600 at
(270) 759-4811
ta.
the E6300 and E6400 are both
M.
'priced at around $200($183 for
the 6300 and $224 for the
E6400). You've got to do your
own cost benefit analysis to figure out which CPU is right for
your budget and upgrade path.
"All of Intel's Core 2
=
Drapery • Specialty Rods • Custga Bedding
processors run off of a
Availtigill
Service
Upholstery • Design
1,066MHz FSB: however its
• New Fall Fabric Bookl
Xeon counterparts feature up to
a 1,333MHz FSB. The performance benefit you get iron
a faster FSB on Core 2 is also
pretty decent, although it's not
408 S. 12th St. 0 New Lo_c_at;on • 753-636.1
as large as the boost the 4MB
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Moore's law does not seem to
be changing any time soon."
Next week we will be discussing the new trend in
widescreen LCD monitors.
Please send your questions
or comments about the column
to the_pcdoctor@charternet.
And remember: A data backup
a day helps keep the PC Doctor
away.

HOME-AUTO
INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
\II I OR
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753-4703

"If a picture is worth 1,000 words...
what story will yours tell?"
„„, rs/ory 7104
In Studio or On Location
Consultation,
Session Fee, &
Album of Prints Included
Call Today hy a

753-8809
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"rliptogiapky
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Obituaries
Matt Cunningham
Mark Cunningham, 57, Kirksey Road, Murray, died today,
Monday, Aug. 14, 2006, a 12:45 a.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
14 arrangements.

Lewis B. Warner
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Cease fire sends Lebanese
back to war-ravaged homes

B1NT MAIL, Lebanon (AP)
- Lebanese civilians defied an
Israeli travel ban and streamed
back to their homes in war-ravaged areas this morning after a
U.N. cease-fire halted fighting
in the monthlong conflict
between Israel and Hezbollah
that has claimed more than 900
lives.
For the first time in a month.
no rockets were fired into northern Israel, but few Israelis who
fled the war were seen returning
and Israel's government advised
them to stay away for now.
Israeli soldiers fired on two
Hezbollah fighters in southern
Lebanon hours after the guns
Bill W. Jones
silent, highlighting the tenfell
Bill W. Jones, 75, Paducah, died Saturday. Aug. 12, 2006, at 1:50
sions that could unravel the
p.m. at the Murray home of a granddaughter, Jennifer Hardin.
peace plan.
A retired Paducah police officer, he was a member
Lebanese, Israeli and U.N.
of Fraternal Order of Police. He was a veteran of the
officers met on the border to disUnited States Navy.
cuss the withdrawal of Israeli
Preceding hirn in death were his wife, Mary Lois
forces from southern Lebanon
Pinnegar Jones: one daughter, Elizabeth Sue Jones;
and the deployment of the
He
sister.
one brother, Robert E. Jones; and an infant
Lebanese army in the region,
was the son of the late Conley Jones and Mettie Owen Jones.
U.N. spokesman Milos Strugar
Keith
Robert
and
Jones
Wayne
Cary
Survivors include two sons,
said. The meeting, the first
Jiffies, both of Paducah: one brother, Larry E. Jones, Washington, involving a Lebanese army offiAP
Utah; seven grandchildren: eight great-grandchildren.
and a counterpart from Israel A Lebanese woman reacts after her return as she stands in front of her apartment block
cer
• The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey since Israeli forces withdrew
the southern suburbs of Beirut this morning. Hours after
Funeral Home, Paducah. Burial will follow in the Maplelawn Park from Lebanon in 2000, marked destroyed in Israeli bombardment in
thousands of Shiite refugees returned to disaster-stnckhold,
took
ceasefire
a
p.m.
8
U.N.-brokered
to
5
from
home
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
the first step in the process of
en neighborhoods south of Beirut to check on their homes.
today (Monday).
military disengagement as
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial and Honor demanded by a U.N. Security
Stores that had been closed,
Peretz said at midafternoon that that threatened to keep the
Program, St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Council resolution.
from taking root. for weeks began to reopen in,
cease-fire
skirmishes
isolated
from
aside
Memphis, Tenn., 38105 or Kosair Children's Hospital Foundation,
The fighting persisted until with Hezbollah, the cease-fire Israeli forces remain in Haifa, Israel's third largest city.
Dept. 86140, P.O. Box 950183, Louisville, Ky., 40295-0183.
the last minutes before the was holding and could have Lebanon, and Hezbollah's and a frequent target of
cease-fire took effect Monday implications for future relations leader, Sheik Hassan Nasrallah, Hezbollah rockets, and a few"
morning, with Israel destroying with Israel's neighbors.
said the militia would consider people returned to the beaches.
In Kiryat Shemona, where
an antenna for Hezbollah's TV
legitimate targets.
them
south,
the
in
places
In some
more than half the population
station and Hezbollah guerrillas the rubble was still smoldering
until they leave.
clashing with Israeli troops near from a barrage of Israeli
Still, the truce ushered in a fled during the war, streets were
the southern city of Tyre and the airstrikes just before the cease- calm that the border region had mostly empty but traffic lights
border village of Kfar Kila.
fire took effect at 8 a.m. (1 a.m. not seen for more than a month. winked on again.
Israeli warplanes struck a EDT).
Hezbollah stronghold in eastern
"I just want to find my
Lebanon and a Palestinian home," said Ahmad Mama, who
refugee camp- in the south, went back to Kafra, about five
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) killing two people, and Israeli miles from the Israeli border,
Residents dug through wrecked
Come see why over 1,500,000 students use...
artillery pounded targets across where whole sections of .the
buildings and swept glass off the
Car bombs and a Detail
the border through the night.
flattened. In Beirut's
were
town
streets this morning in a prerocket barrage
After the cease-fire took southern suburbs, a Hezbollah
Erlanger - August 22
struck a Shiite
dominantly Shiite neighborhood
r
ArO
effect, lines of cars - some stronghold, people wrapped
IRAQ
neighborhood in
devastated by explosions that
Lexington - August 23
loaded with mattresses and lug- their faces with scarves as wind
southern Baghdad late
A
killed at least 47 people. Iraqis
around
slowly
snaked
wreckgage
the
from
dust
kicked up
Elizabethtown -August 24
Sunday,idling more than 60.
blimitd bombs, but U.S. military
bomb craters and ruined bridges age left by Israeli bombardexperts pointed to a natural gas
g
Character-Buildin
•
Bowling Green -August 25
as residents began heading south ments. Ahmed al-Zein poked
Textbooks
explosion.
to find out what is left of their through the ruins of his shop.
31
U.S. ordnance teams went to
• Time-Saving Parent Paducah -August
homes and businesses.
"This was the most beautiful
the Zafraniyah neighborhood
Materials
Humanitarian groups also street in the neighborhood," he
Louisville-September 5
and found "no evidence" of anysent convoys of food, water and said. "Now it's like an earthOwensboro- September 6
thing other than a "significant
medical supplies into the south, quake zone."
gas explosion" Sunday night
but the clogged roads slowed the
of
There were no reports
Erlanger-September 12
Dora
followed by subsequent blasts
effort. U.N. officials said 24 Israeli strikes on cars - a sign
Zatranlyah
0 3ml
related to a gas leak, the U.S.
Lexington -September 13
immisiv•
U.N. trucks took more than five Israel did not want to risk rekin• Master Teachers
o akm
military spokesman, Maj. Gen.
Tyre
of
port
the
reach
to
hours
dling the conflict. But at least
AP
on DVD
SOURCES ESN, NIMA
Bowling Green -September 20
William B. Caldwell, said.
from Sidon, a trip that normally one child was killed and 15 peoK-12
Complete
•
"If in fact there had been a
Louisville-September 27
ple were wounded by ordnance
"This is terrorism against the takes 45 minutes.
Programs
hole in the ground, there would whole nation," said Ali alIsrael has not lifted its threat that detonated as they returned
be some residue from a Sayedi, a municipal council to destroy any vehicle on the to their homes in the south,
Display into. '0 1-800-874-3597. ext. 333 / abeka org 333
Katyusha rocket if one had been member.
roads of most of south Lebanon. security officials said. The rush
reporters.
told
he
fired there,"
A pedestrian bridge, ripped But Defense Minister Amir to return came despite a standoff
Iraqi officials insisted the off its mooring, crushed a car
damage was caused by car underneath. The roof of a house
bombs and a rocket barrage fired displayed a wide hole, exposing
from Dora, a mostly Sunni dis- the steel reinforcing rods bent
trict - evidence that sectarian inwards. The blackened wreckThe United Nations Intenm Force in Lebanon (UNIF1L) was created
to confirm Israel's withdrawal from Lebanon in 1978. Its posts
violence roiling the capital age of an overturned car la
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monitors violence in the area.
shows no sign of stopping nearby.
Current UNIFIL forces
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despite an additional 12,000
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Lewis B. Warner, 75, Murray, died today, Monday Aug. 14, 2006,
d 1:55 a.m. at his home.
An Air Force veteran, he was a member Ferguson
Springs Baptist Church, Aurora. He was a former resident of Marshall County. Warner was the owner of
the former Holiday Restaurant in Aurora.
His wife, Betty Warner, preceded him in death.
Born Aug. 23, 1930, in Arcola, Ill., he was the son of
tbe late Burton Warner and Orba Walters Warner.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joyce Sliger, Murray: one
On, Lynn Warner and wife, Mildred, Huffman, Texas; one brother,
Lloyd Warner and wife, Alice, Dexter; three grandchildren, Jason
Warner and wife, Lisa, Huffman, Jodie Brooks and wife, Mandy,
Dexter, and Rebecca Geurin and husband, Robert, Murray; two
great-grandchildren, Kaylee Geurin, Murray, and Caden &woks,
Dexter. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
airangements.

Dozens killed in
Baghdad blasts; U.S.,
Iraq disagree on cause
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COMMUNITY
Special honors received by
Philpot II at high school

Ladies of the Murray Country Club will play golf on
Wednesday at 9 a.m., according to Rainey Apperson, hostess.
Anyone not listed may come and be paired at the tee.
ROLLA, Mo. — Lawrence
The line-up has been released as follows:
Samuel (Larkin) Philpot II is
Tee 1 - Sue Outland, Betty Jo Purdom, Linda Burgess and
an honor graduate of Rolla
Ve Severns;
High School. He was valedicTee 1B - Rainey Apperspn, Patsy Chaney and Beth Belote;
torian for the class of 2006
Tee IC - Ann Stanley, Beverly Reuter, Patsy Oakley and
with a 4.0 cumulative gradeHelen Dunn;
point average diploma.
Tee 3 - Freda Steely, Marilyn Adkins, Norma Frank and
Philpot was a national merit
Venela Ward;
finalist and was the only senTee 5 - Peggy Shoemaker, Inus On. Teresa Betts and Cyndi
ior to receive the University
Cohoon;
of Missouri-Columbia ChanTee 7 - Barbara Gray, Ann Brown, Susan Johnson and
cellor's Fund for Excellence. He
Sheila Lipsey.
was a 2006 senior superlative
- Those not- listed in the- line-up, but-wishing to play, should—
•
Toeing vota-"Thlost-TiFtzcall Barbara 'Gray, hostess; at 753-6265.
ly to Succeed" by his classWinners of golf play on Aug. 9 have been released by
mates.
Barbara Gray, hostess, as follows:
Other awards given to
Championship flight - low gross, Sue Outland, low net,
Philpot on Honors Day were
Bobby Ann lee;
Nancy Beveridge Scholarship
First flight - Jennifer Crouse, low gross, Barbara Gray, low
local award; Foreign Language
net;
Excellence in Latin specialized
Second flight - Patsy Green, low gross;
award; Missouri Board of HighThird flight - Venela Ward, low gross, Brenda Rowland,
er
Education
Scholarship
low net;
(Bright Flight); George WashNine holes - first, Rainey Apperson, second, Patsy Chaney;
ington Carver Award; College
Overall low putts, Linda Burgess.
Preparatory Studies Certificate
Recipient; President's Award for
Educational Excellence.
In the fall Philpot will be
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League had their regular day of attending the University of Misgolf on Wednesday at the Hamrick Memorial Golf Course at souri at Columbia and -has been
accepted to the honors proKenlake State Resort Park.
Eleven ladies were present with the prizes given to the first gram. His major will be philosophy and pre-law.
place team and the third place team.
First place team winners were Ina Horton, Daisy Durham
and Gloria Theis.
The third place team winners were Connie McManus, Martha
Lewis, Evelyn Bliven and Phyllis Emery.
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Other players were Sue Thetford, Mary Madajczyk, Freda Land Between the Lakes has
Elkins and Joanne Welsch.
activities planned for the cornOn Sept. 20, the league will host a ladies two lady scram- ing week.
ble. A few openings are available.
The Homeplace, Nature.StaFor more information call Ina Horton at 1-270-354-9346 or tion and Golden Pond PlaneDotty Elliott at 1-270-527-5372.
tarium are open daily. Admission is ages 13 and up, $3;
ages 5-12, $2; and ages 4 and
under free with family.
Elk and Bison Prairie is
program
This six-week
Spaces are stili-available-for
the upcoming Ladies Golf Clin- designed for women of all golf- open daily. Admission is $3
ic to be held at Miller Memo- ing abilities will include instruc- per car.
Shows at
Golden Pond
tion on all aspects of the game
rial Golf Course.
Planetarium include PlanetariThe clinic will begin Thurs- to help improve your score.
For details and sign-up infor- urn Shows: Blown Away - The
day, Aug. 24. at 9 a.m.
mation, call the pro shop at Wild World of Weather at 10
a.m. and 3 p.m., Monday
809-2238.
through Friday, and 2 and 4
p.m. Saturday and Sunday; Ring
World at 2 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 3 p.m. Sunday; Stars to Starfish daily at
11 a.m.; and Kentucky Skies
Hickory Woods

KenlakeladiesGolf

Have a
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needs
Introducing
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Jai Willem

A recent graduate of State
Auto's exclusive PaceSetter
sales development program.
John is highly qualified to
handle your insurance needs—
and enthusiastic, too! Just 100
licensed insurance agents
nationwide are chosen to
participate in this year-long
commitment to professional
and personal growth.
Have a professional handle
our insurance needs ..contact
John Williams at our agenc-v
todav"

RIVERSTOCR
INSURANCE AGENCY
211 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-3415
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Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
Our luau was a big hit this week!
Our weather being hot and steamy
made it feel like we were really in
Hawaii. We turned our dining room
into a tropical paradise with palm
trees and seashells. We served
pineapples and other fruits for
dessert. Chuck Hamann set the stage
with Hawaiian music. Linda White
won the prize for the best Hawaiian
costume in her "shower curtain"
grass skirt (very unique). Her daughter, Susan, was very creative/ in
designing her costume. Now we
know who to ask for help with our
next fashion show). Linda walked
away with five $2 bills. Her daughter
Susan enjoyed the day with her and
maybe Linda will take Susan out for
supper with her prize money. Our
staff participated in hula hooping in
their grass skirts and that's really
hard to do while you're serving
lunch. The party was a great success
due to lots of hard work by Ethel,
Karly, Debbie, Sean, Jerilyn, Robin,
Jessica and Diane.
The "Golden Girls" Viva Ellis.
Polly Erwin, Mary Ryan & Juanita
Cohoon performed at our luau in
their latest "large" Hawaiian sunglasses.
We appreciate Laura Vincent coming and singing for us Monday night
We enjoy her so much she has agreed
to come every month from her hometown of Cuba (not the country)
Clara Skinner enjoyed a birthday
this week along with Polly Erwin
Happy birthday to you two and
many, many more
...Nothing the looks or feels like
home but we come close
Utterback Rd • Murray, Ky
Phone 12761 'S.11-0700 • 1-808-231-2014

SUBSCRIBE

7all fleqistration
Wed., Aug. 16 • 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Thurs, Aug. 17 • 2:30-5:30 p.m.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD TRU AUG.
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT 8 SUN ONLY

Pulse
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:35
John Tucker Must Die
PG13 - 9:10
Barnyard
PG - 7:10
Step Up
PG13 - TOO - 9:20
Talladega Nights
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:40
World Trade Center
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:50
Cris Crien Did Ma'sChst
PG13 - 6:55 - 9:45
Miami Vice
- 6:50 - 9:30
Prow,— •
•••

!Immunity__Hazel
Editor

Quality Technique Classes
;Carrie Balzer- Director
Fortner Dentrr with the Fort Worth Ballet.
MIA in Dana from Texas Christian Unmernty

Lodge 138 will meet

Alumni Associates plans banquet

Lawrence Philpot II
Philpot is the son of Tim
and Ginger Philpot of Rolla,
Mo.
His
grandparents
are
Lawrence and Lou Ann Philpot
and Willie Belle Farless, all
of Murray, Ky. and the late
Frank G. Gilliam Sr. of Lexington. His great-grandmother
is Mrs. Martha Lickliter of
Milan, Tenn.

The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools
will have its annual banquet on Tuesfiay at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. Honored will be the 2006 scholarship recipient, T.J. Hargrove. New board members for the 2006-20007 year will be
elected. All members and interested members are invited.

daily at 1 p.m. Also featured
are special Summer Nights at
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday
and How To Use Your Telescope at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Events at Nature Station
include Fears and Phobias at
1:30 p.m. and Sunset Canoe
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. on Saturday; Return of the Red Wolf
at 1:30 p.m. Sunday; Creature
Feature: Bobcat at 2 p.m. Tuesday; Truly Talon-ted at 2 p.m.
Thursday.
Events at The Homeplace
include "Nooning" Between the
Rivers from 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday; Puffin' by the Garden
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sunday.
For more information call
toll free at 1-800-LBL-7077 or
1-270-924-2171.

ent a program on "The Atlanta
Campaign, Part 2."
This is
the continuation of the program that began in May covering the vital 1864 SpringSummer campaign that would
capture the South's important
industrial city. Its capture
would help secure President
Abraham Lincoln's re-election
bid in November.
This program will continue
the discussion of the battles,
leadership and political consequences of this campaign.
arguably the most important of
the entire war.
Biggs is a former associate
editor of Blue & Gray magazine—kid has written for that
publication as well as Civil
War Regiments. He has contributed to a number of Civil
War books by name authors
and is currently writing one
on Georgia's Civil War flags.

Murray Middle School PTO will host its annual Back to
School Cookout and Meet the Teacher Night on Tuesday. Food
and drinks will be served in the cafeteria starting at 5 p.m.
Teachers will be in their rooms from 6 to 6:30 p.m. to meet
the parents. All students and parents are invited.

Ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies Golf at Oaks
Country club was played on
Wednesday with a scramble
format.
Janet Kirk and Cynthia Darnall served as hostesses.
First place winners were
Della Miller, Sue Wells, Bronda Parker and Kitty Steele who
also won low putts.
Second place winners were
Mary Houston, Shirley Wade,
Cynthia Darnall and Mary Alice
Smith.
All members are encouraged to attend each Wednesday beginning at 9 a.m.
Ladies fun night will begin
today (Monday) at 5:30 p.m..

Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the counselor's office.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the schools.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo every Tuesday
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local,
national and international charities. For more information call
293-7061.

Al-Anon meeting each Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Neighborhood Watch meeting planned
Hazel area residents and businesses are invited to attend an
organizational meeting of the local Neighborhood Watch on
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church Family Life Celt
ter, located - on Third Street in Hazel. Everyone is encouraged
to attend and bring a snack or refreshment for a "Get to Know
Your Neighbor" fellowship following the meeting. For more
information or concerns, contact Venita Loranger, Calloway
County Coordinator, at 759-5653.

Red Cross Blood Drive today
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will havi
a blood drive today from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Wal-Mart,
Murray.

Band Booster meeting tonight
A Murray Independent School District Band Booster meeting will be tonight in the Murray High School cafeteria. An
executive meeting will be at 6 p.m. and a general meeting at
7 p.m.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday

.

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other through the
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753,
7129.

North Council will meet

•

North Elementary School Based Decision Making Connejl
.
will meet today at 5 p.m. in the teacher's lounge.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4 p.m. in the school library.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer vision and glaucoma screenings and blood pressure and
pulse checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Food Giant, Murray; on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. at Walgreen's. Murray.

Board of Health will meet
Calloway County Board of Health will have its annual board
meeting Tuesday at noon at the.Calloway County Health Center conference room. The meeting is open to the public.

Assistance program needs refrigerator

I /2,/0

The After School Assistance Program provides nutritional snack/
for Calloway County school children who participate in the
extended learning sessions. Needed is a refrigerator for storage of the items as the program depends entirely on donations.
Any person or business having one to donate call Wanda Joheson at 753-9790 or Clarice Norsworthy at 489-2164.

Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home'
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MMS PTO event on Tuesday

Southwest Council will meet

clitt Centte cj'Dance
Studio located on the corner of 3rd and Maple St.
Use led Street entrance across hum Lulu's,
12701 767-057.

__

Woodmen of the World Hazel Lodge 138
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Harmon Lodge Hall in
Murray. A program on Woodmen Products will be given. A
fish fry dinner will be served with members being asked to
bring desserts.

Classes Begin Aug. 21st
Rarbara 4 DIIIICeWtat front Memphis will be here
on Thursday, August 17th.

The 2006 Calloway County High School
and Middle School football teams will kick
off the season with the annual "Meet the
Lakers" on Thursday at 6 p.m. at Jack
Rose Stadium at CCHS.
BBQ will be served with all coaches
and athletes to eat free. Tickets for parents and other guests will be $4. All football players and cheerleaders for CCHS
and CCMS will be announced.
The Touchdown Club will be selling
nirmberships, T-shirts and other Laker
merchandise. The public is invited.

By Jo Burkeen

Biggs will present program
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
The Clarksville (TN) Civil War
Roundtable will meet Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the cafe of
Borders Books in Governor's
Square Mall, located on Wilma
Rudolph Blvd.(Hwy 79) south
of Exit 4 off 1-24 - then head
south a bit. The meetingt is
open to the public.
Greg Biggs, president of the
Clarksville Civil War, will pres-

'Meet the Lakers' planned
at Calloway High Thursday

Jo's
Datebook

LBL plans activities for week

Ladiesoffilillerfilemorial

SI

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4412004.
•
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ScholarshipNews
Austin MeCuiston, a 2006 a member of Glendale Road
Monte Kennedy. a 2006
aduate of Calloway County Church of Christ Youth Group.
He was voted "Best All- graduate of Calloway County
High
H igh
School, has Aronnd" and "Most Studious"
School, has
been award- by his senior class, received
been awarded the Pres- the Daughters of the Ameried the Honor
idential can Revolution Citizenship
Scholarship
Scholarship Award, baseball academic and
and the TSM
and
the pitching awards and received
Housing
Chemistry first place at the Murray State
Scholarship.
Scholarship Chemistry Scholarship Compesole -•••••
The
to
attend tition. McCuiston was a memH onor
Murray State University.
ber of the National Honor Roll,
The Presidential Award is Who's Who Among American Award recognizes entering
known as Murray State's most High School Students, Nation- freshmen or transfer students
prestigious scholarship award. al Society of High School who are outstanding achievers
The four-year renewable schol- Scholars, Who's Who Among or leaders.
The
Telecommunications
American High School Stuarship covers the cost of
atate tuition and fees, semi- dents Sports Edition and was Systems Management Housing
private room and a 10-meal Rotary Club Student of the Scholarships is available to
plan. The program. established Month. He also was recog- TSM majors. Applications must
in 1974, is designed to reward nized by the United States also be completed through the
paa pcdrat'industry and tech- C Miler --amtr-entrame—Thr—nrtrtereirrrertriteatterntrreeetv--...entire university through the ing the All-American Scholar nology.
Kennedy is the son of Mark
presence of the scholars on cam- Award. National Award, Nationpus. Presidential Scholars are al Mathematics Award and and Jackie Kennedy of Almo.
automatically admitted into the National English Merit A ward. He will be majoring in telecommununications systems manageMurray State Honors Program
Lindsey Smith, a 2006 grad- ment at Murray State.
and are permitted to develop
While in high school,
less structured, more challeng- uate of Calloway County High
School, has Kennedy was a member of
ing programs of study that will
been award- Technology Student's Associaincrease the students' opportued the Cap- tion, Pep Club, Foreign Lannities for achievement
tain Robert guage Club, Leadership TomorApplicants for the PresidenA. and Julia row, and the soccer team. He
tial Award must rank in the
Hicks was named "Outstanding Youth'
upper seven percent of their
Allbritten by the Paducah Sun in 2002.
ciass and have a minimum
Scholarship. Kennedy received a Certificate
.composite ACT score of 29,
attend of Merit from the Knights of
to
or be a National Merit SemiMurray State Columbus and he interned at
finalist. Recipients must mainthe Murray-Calloway Chamber
tain a 3.2 GPA while a stu- University.
The scholarship is awarded of Conunerce. He is an active
dent at Murray State.
Scholarships from the depart- to those students who are pur- member of St. Leo Church.
ment of chemistry are avail- suing a career in libraries or
Sarah Schumaker, a 2006
able to chemistry majors who humanities and fine arts. Reciphold a minimum 3.0 GPA. ients may reapply for the award. graduate of Calloway County
Smith is the daughter of High School, has been awardMcCuiston is the son of Kenneth and Stacey McCuiston of Keith and Sharon Smith of ed the Honor Scholarship to
Murray. He will be majoring Almo. She will be majoring attend Murray State Universiin pre-physical therapy and in liberal arts at Murray State. ty.
The Award recognizes enterWhile in high school, Smith
exercise science at Murray
was captain of the Color Guard ing freshmen or transfer stuState.
While in high school, and a member in Pep Band, dents who are outstanding
McCuiston was a member of Fellowship of Christian Athletes achievers or leaders.
Schumaker is the daughter
the varsity baseball team, For- and Who's Who Among Amereign Language Club, Chem- ican High School Students. She of James and Darlene Schuistry Team, Fellowship of Chris- received superior rating at solo maker of Murray. She will be
tian Athletes and was activi- and ensemble festivals, was majoring in accounting at Murties director of the Beta Club voted "Most Talented" by her ray State.
While in high school, Schuand class secretary of the Stu- senior class and received a
dent Council. He was on the United States National Award maker was a member of the
advisory council of the Har- in band by the United States National Honor Roll and Who's
Who Among American High
bor Youth Services Center and Achievement Academy.

,

, _ . .,.

School Students. She was stage
manager for two productions
of the Drama Club and won
an award at the Foreign Language Festival.
Whitney Watkins, a 2006
graduate of Calloway County
H igh
School, has
been awarded the Honor
Scholarship
and the Valedictorian
H onor
Scholarship
attend
to
Murray State University.
The Honor Award recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer smdents who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
The Valedictorian Scholarship
is awarded to high school, students who were valedictorians
after seven semesters.
Watkins is the daughter of
Dana Prescott of Murray and
Ronald Watkins of Paris, Tenn.
She will be majoring in nursing at Murray State.
While in high school,
Watkins was secretary of Health
Occupations Students of America, business manager of the
yearbook and a member of the
Beta Oub, Pep Club, High
Honor Roll, Future Business
Leaders of America and AllState Choir. She graduated as
valedictorian of her class with
a 4.0 GPA.
She was recognized as Overall Outstanding Health Science
Student, Outstanding Accelerated Algebra I Student, Outstanding Accelerated Algebra
II Student, Outstanding Keyboarding Application Student
and Outstanding Intro to Physics
and Space Science Student
Watkins was also recognized
by the President's Education.
Awards Program.
Tyler Brockman, a 2006
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the John W. Carr Scholarship and the Commonwealth
Honors Academy Leadership
Award to attend KorraY's6tate

li nt% cfsity
Named
for the first
president of
Murray State
University,
the John W.
Carl Award
is available
to entering
freshmen that have demonstrated exceptional ability. This
scholarship may be renewed
for a total of four years or
until completion of undergraduate degree, provided that specific academic standards are
met.
Applicants must have a minimum composite ACT score of
28, and either a 3.75 cumulative GPA or rank in the top
-44}-pereent-of Albeit cleas:Recipients are also expected to participate in the university's Honor
Progratp- and are required to
complete five volunteer service hours per week.
The Commonwealth Honors
Academy Leadership Award is
available to students selected
to attend the commonwealth
Honors Academy, a challenging three-week academic, social
and personal growth program
held on the campus of MSU
for outstanding students from
the Commonwealth and surrounding areas who have competed their junior year in high
school. The award is applied
to university housing.
Brockman is the son of Tab
and Beth Brockman of Murray. He will be majoring in
education at Murray State.
While in high school, Brockman maintained a 4.0 GPA in
the school's honors program.

f ft,
'"!ht-f
He Was .1
Murray Leadc., .
Class, Future Business Leec,
cry of America. newspaper stall
Fellowship of Chnsuan Ati
letes. Pep Club and served a,
president and vice president of
the Birdsong's Boys basketball
select pep club. He was select
ed as Rotary Student of tta
Month, attended Murray State's
Commonwealth Honors Academy and was voted "Most
School Spirit' by his senior
class. Brockman was also a
member of the varsity football
and baseball teams.

Josh Johnson, a 2006 grad
uate of Calloway County High
School, has
been awarded the Valedictoriar
Honoi
Scholarship
attend
to
Murray
State University.
The scholarship is awarded
to high school students who
were valedictonans after seven
semesters.
Johnson is the son of Roger
Johnson and Janet Wyatt, both
of ,Almo. He will be majoring
in finance at Murray State.
While in high school. Johnson was a member of the Future
BuSiness Leaders of America.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Pep Club and the varsity soccer team. He was a High
Honor Roll student, Who's Who
Among American High School
Students and received his varsity letter in soccer.

A Great Company
And A Great Agent
At The Same Place!
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David Ramey Allstate
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$41,660.00
$36,837.00
+75.00
+ 64.50
— 2,000.00
— 1,000.00
— 1,000.00
— 500.00

MSRP
Employee Price
Adm. Fee
Doc. Fee
Mfg. Rebate
Demo Disc
CFC Bonus Cash
If Military

$3q Anzoit

MSRP
Employee Price
Adm. Fee
Doc. Fee
Mfg. Rebate
CFC Bonus Cash
If Military

$27,860.00
$24,926.00
+75.00
+ 64.50
— 2,000.00
— 1,000.00
— 500.00

$21 565.50*

MSRP
Employee Price
Adm. Fee
Doc. Fee
Mfg. Rebate
CFC Bonus Cash
If Farm Bureau

$21,760.00
$18,933.00
+75.00
+ 64.50
— 3,000.00
— 1,000.00
— 500.00

*
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MSU helps with unique
4-H camp program
By LAURA SKILLMAN
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.
— Basic horse care and riding
skills were among the options
for West Kentucky 4-H Camp
members for the first time this
year thanks to a pilot program
between the University of
Cooperative
Kentucky
Extension Service and Murray
. State University's equine program.
-We are real excited about
this opportunity," said Ginny
Harper. Calloway County
Extension agent for 4-H youth
development. "We did a pilot
project this year for two camping weeks where kids had a
chance to work with and learn
beginner horsemanship with an
instructor from Murray State
University. We had an intern
from Murray State who served
as the instructor, and we were
also able to use their horses.
"These horses are 18 to 20
years old and are used for riding
lessons and being a part of a
teaching program," she said.
"It's a great collaborative projof
ect with their School
Agriculture."
West Kentucky 4-H Camp is
open to 4-Hers in 36 western
Kentucky counties. Harper said
4-H agents, community members and people affiliated with
the two universities were among
the many who worked to make
the project a reality.
Sixty 4-Hers each week had
a chance to participate in morning classes, and in the afternoon
another 60 campers participated
in pleasure riding. To be a part
of the class, students had to pay
a small additional fee, which
Harper hopes will help the horse
program become Self-sustaining.
Equine
Kentucky
A
Education Program grant and a
4-H Venture grant were used to
get the program under way.
Temporary holding facilities
were put in place for the animals

this year, and permanent facilities will be constructed in time
for camp in 2007. The permanent facilities will allow them to
offer the classes throughout the
camping season as well as give
them the opportunity to have
weekend camps for additional
young people.
Horses are a very popular
part of 4-H programs across
state. Harper said offering the
classes at camp will tap young
people who are not already participating in the horse clubs. "It
may be a springboard for a 4-H
horse project for them in the
future," she said.
Kelley Murphy, a member of
Murray State's equestrian team
and a pre-veterinary student,
was the instructor for this year's
pilot program.
"It is a lot of basic horsemanship - care of the horse,
safety around the horse, horse
behavior and a little basic riding
as well," she said. "I was so
excited about this project. I'm
originally from Maryland and
have been teaching summer
camps there for a few years, and
this was my first 4-H camp. It
has been a lot of fun."
This year, Murphy said they
had six horses at camp and hope
to have more next year.
"I've had a lot of help from
the counselors," she said. "A lot
of the teen helpers helped me
with the horses, and then the
kids also came out. They love to
come out and help groom the
horses and feed them. It has definitely been worthwhile, and I
think it will be a very valuable
program here at 4-H camp."
Alex Hale, a camper from
Christian County, said the classes have been helpful for him to
care for his own horse that he
calls "Bucking Horse - because
if you sit on him, he'll go wild.
My grandparents usually feed
him, but now I can start feeding
him by myself."
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State fair shows agriculture in Kentucky's future

— the ever-popular chick hatch, where
fairgoers can watch baby chicks hatch from
eggs in a glass incubator.
The KDA's West Hall display will feature
the Department's one-of-a-kind tractor
rollover simulator; the Smart-board interactive computer, where people can test their
knowledge about agricultural topics;
exhibits of fruits, vegetables, bees, tobacco,
hay and grain; a Kentucky Proud products
booth, and a second chick hatch. The KDA's
Office of Consumer and Environmental
Protection will host a booth that displays'
how the Department affects the lives of
every Kentuckian every day. A Kentucky,
Proud tent will be located outside the West
Hall.
The fair will kick off Aug. 17 with the
Commodity Breakfast.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — "Agriculture: It's play. Another part of the exhibit will focus
on biofuels such as ethanol and biodiesel
Your Future."
That is the theme of the Kentucky made from corn and soybeans grown in
Department of Agriculture's exhibits at the Kentucky. Another exhibit will show unusu102nd Kentucky State Fair Aug. 17-27 at the al products made from corn, such as carpet
and cat litter.
Kentucky Exposition Center in Louisville.
Among the interactive exhibits will be an
"The state fair has traditionally been a
showcase of the best Kentucky agriculture all-terrain vehicle with a global positioning
has to offer," Agriculture Commissioner system (GPS) on it, showing how the ATV
Richie Farmer said. "The Department's can be found in the event of a rollover accitheme and displays this year will show how dent. The exhibit will explain how farmers
important agriculture is in the everyday are using cutting-edge GPS technology to
lives of Kentuckians and how it will become save money on fertilizer and pesticide.
Other exhibits will feature:
even more important in the years to come."
— a remote-controlled tractor course,
The KDA's kid-friendly South Wing
safety and
exhibits have been redesigned and will fea- where kids cannearn about farm
ture the journey grain makes from seed to crops;
— an agriculture mural that the kids can
the livestock feed trough and to our plates. A
real cattle chute with scales will be on dis- color; and
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Bucs complete sweep of Cards
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The 1/2 games in the NL Central fol- and Ian Snell lasted se%,en innings
Pittsburgh Pirates are convinced it lowing the Reds' 7-5, 11-inning in a 3-2 decision Saturclty night.
The Cardinals have lost e:
was a preview of better things to victory Sunday in Philadelphia. The
come in what has been another Reds and Cardinals begin a three- of their last nine to left-han.
terrible season. The St. Louis Car- game series Tuesday at Si. Louis. starters, including Duke
"Every series we play right now Maholm, and 10 of 12 over the
dinals prefer to
last month.
believe it was a is big," Albert Pujols said.
"This was a huge confidence
Asked what the Cardinals could
one -weekend
anomaly that won't take out of the weekend, Pujols builder for us," Maholm said ot
soon be repeated. said, "Nothing. What positives can the Pirates, who have been as many
Paul Maholm you take out of a sweep? Noth- as 30 games below .500 in what
is all but ,certain to be a 14th conpitched 6 2-3 ing."
Maholm (5-10) became the lat- secutive losing season. "This Shows
shutout innings, Jason Bay and Joe
Randa hit consecutive homers and est left-hander to give the Cardi- us how we can Play. Now that
the last-place Pirates finished off nals problems, allowini eight -hits -WeVe Set -theiOne, were going to
a three-game sweep of division but getting key outs when needed play like that for a long time now."
Most of all, the Pirates showed
leader St. Louis, beating the Car- in the third consecutive effective
start by a young Pirates starter in what a productive Chris Duffy
dinals 7-0 Sunday.
The Cardinals, outscored 17-3 the series. Zach Duke pitched a com- means to them. The center fielder
in the series, lead Cincinnati by 1 plete game in winning 7-1 Friday hit .341 in 39 games as a rookie.

MSU TRAINING CAMP

AP
The Pirates' Joe Randa, right, is greeted in the dugout by teammates after
hitting a second-inning solo home run off Cardinals starter Jason Marquis
in Sunday's action at Pittsburgh. The Pirates beat the Cards. 7-0

MURRAY STATE SOCCER PREVIEW
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'Blue collar' Racers look
to excel under Acreman
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
New Murray State University head soccer coach
Beth Acreman says her learn
has a real "blue collar" attitude about it. And that's no
joke.
The Racers' hard-nosed
work ethic helped post an
8-10-3 overall record last season, including a 5-3-1 mark
in the Ohio Valley Conference. Heading into this season, MSU is picked fourth
n cthes
iov

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
Murray State freshman quarterback Zac Barnard, shown
here in a recent practice session, highlighted the Racers'
workout on Saturday.

Racers focus
on special
teams Sunday
FRESHMAN QB BARNARD'S PLAY
HIGHLIGHTS SATURDAY'S WORKOUT
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State's football team
focused primarily on special
teams during Sunday's practice session.
The Racers went to work
without pads and concentrated
on long snapping, punting, kickoff returns, blocking punts,
point-after attempts and field
goals during a practice that
lasted less than an hour-anda-half.
In addition to special teams
work, the offense and defensive units worked on alignments versus various formaiions. Near the end of practice, while the defense participated in position work, the
offense worked on executing
plays during the hurry-upoffense.
: The Racers were scheduled
to practice again today at 3:35
During Saturday's workout,
MSU spent a significant portion of practice No. ,,9
9
..-.)
11-on- I 1 .
Both units, offensive and
defensive, played well throughout. In addition, the team continued to give attention to special teams work.
The first portion of practice saw punt blocking drills,

station work and kickoff return
drills.
During 6-on-7 play, freshman
quarterback Zac Barnard completed a 35-yard pass down
the left sideline to fellow freshman Sam Hensley.
In 11 -on-11 action, Barnard
hit Rod Harper down the right
sideline for a 60-yard touchdown completion. On another
scoring drive, Barnard connected with Lee McGinnis for 50
yards before freshman Josh
Jones took the ball in from
the 2-yard line.
Freshman Derrick Townsel
made a spectacular one-handed catch of a Ryne Salyer pass
over the middle and accelerated past the defense for an 80yard touchdown play. Salyer
later completed a 35-yard pass
to freshman Mike Sweat.
Practice ended with work
on field goals.
The Murray State seniors
were treated that evening at
supper. Senior Night allowed
each senior to pick one freshman to be his server during
the meal. The freshman was
responsible for refills, getting
second servings and busting
the senior's tray.
Murray State opens its 82nd
season on Sept. 2 at Missouri.

li

preseason
soccer
poll
behind
Southeast
Missouri
State
( 3 r d ),
Eastern
Acreman
Illinois
(2nd)and the team that ended
the Racers' 2005 postseason
in penalty kicks, top-rated
Samford.
.
Acreman, who was hired
in April to replace Mike
Minelli, said she likes the
attitude of her squad, as well
as what she's seen of them
so far in preparation of Murray State's season opener on
Aug. 25 at 1UPU-Indianapolis.
"The preseason's been a
real learning experience,"
said the England native, who
spent the past six seasons
as an assistant at Middle
Tennessee State. There, she
helped the Blue Raiders
amass a 64-48-7 record and
the 2004 Sun Belt Conference Championship.
"I'm happy with the level
of play here," she added.
-They're a blue-coller type
of group, and I like that. I
want to have players like that.
"We're going into the preseason impressed with what
we saw in the spring."
Three standouts from last
•See RACERS,2B

ERIC WALKER/Ledger 8. Times
from the
Sophomore Gold team member Molly Wolfe tries to keep the ball away
Cutchin
at
scrimmage
Blue-Gold
Sunday's
Blue team's Jeri Peios. a junior, during
Beth
coach
head
new
under
campaign
2006
the
the
begin
Field. The Racers will
on Sept.
Acreman on Aug. 25 at IUPUI. Murray State will play its first home game
3 vs. Indiana State.

Blue wins annual scrimmage Sunday
By MSU Sports Information
On Sunday afternoon at Cutchin Field.
the Murray State women's soccer team
played its annual Blue-Gold scrimmage
that ended with the Blue team winning
1.-0.
After battling to a scoreless first half,
the Racer Blue team scored 15 minutes
into the second half on a goal by Krista
Llewellyn. Lauren Falls assisted on the
goal.
The scrimmage consisted of two 30minute halves. When it was over, the

Racer coaching staff was pleased with
the level of commitment, concentration
and effort the team is showing.
"I saw a lot of what we have been
working on this past week, especially
with our forwards at midfield," MSU
head coach Beth Acreman said. "Our
defending strategy is coming together."
Acreman has been emphasizing
defense in the first week of fall preseason workouts.'
"I also saw some very good things
on the attacking side of the ball, and
we haven't worked that much yet," Acre-

man said. "The girls have been working on conditioning and this was a good
test. We had the chance to get used to
the heat. We're looking forward to matching up against MTSU."
The Racers travel to Murfreesboro
on Saturday to face with Middle Tennessee State in an exhibition contest.
Game time is 4 p.m.
MSU opens its regular season with
road games Aug. 25 at IUPUI and Sept.
1 at Southern Mississippi. The Racers'
home opener is Sept. 3 at 1 p.m. against
Indiana State at Cutchin Field.

Murray High golfers compete in All 'A'• Calloway boys fimsh 10th at Invite
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Murray
High boys' and girls' golf teams
recently competed in the First Region
All "A" Classic tournament at The
Silos Golf Club.
On Friday, the Tigers finished sixth
in the nine-team boys' field with a
team score of 362.

Alex Wellinghurst paced the Murray effort with an 83, while Zack
Newsome, Jordan Smith and James
Campbell each recorded a 93. Keaton
Tate rounded out the Tiger scoring
with a 105.
Behind the play of individual champion Case Cochran (65), St. Mary
claimed the boys' title with a team
mark of 281

That score was good enough to
easily outdistance second-place Heath,
which scored a 302.
Murray High's Katrina Olson and
Christina Veach competed in Saturday's girls' tournament, posting scores
of 110 and 127, respectively.
The Lady Tigers did not have
enough participants to record a team
score.

Heath won the All "A" championshipe with a 311 team score. Hickman County was second with a 419.
while Mayfield carded a 431 and
Livingston Central a 438.
CCHS Golf: The Calloway County boys' squad finished in a tie for
10th place at Saturday's Paducah Tilghman Invitational tournament, held at
The Silos Golf Club.

The Lakers tied Franklin-Simpson
with a scow of 347 in the 18-team
field, which was won by a St. Mary
squad that recorded a 293. Cochran
again paced the Vikings with a 69.
Josh Miller led CCHS with a 82.
Matt Irby followed with an 84, while
Chasten Howard carded an 87. Man
McReynolds scored an 89 and Brock
Simmons a 98.
4
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Van Haverstock
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

Colby Starks

Starks
competes
in Classic
High
County
Calloway
-School baseball standout Colby
.Starks recently participated in
the Midwest Classic National
Baseball Tournament in Chicago.
Starks was selected to the
All-Kentucky team along with
13 other players from across
:the state. The Kentucky team
-played against other all-state
:teams from Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin and Nebraska.
Starks led the Fourth District champion Lakers with a
.393 average this past spring
and was selected by the First
Region coaches to represent
the region in the KHSBCA allstar game in Louisville in June.

Harvick passes
Stewart to win
at The Glen

YSA Rec Champs: The Allstate Blue Socks recently completed their Mustang
with a 15-1 record. They were champions of the regular season and the
postseason tournament. Team members pictured include (front row, from left)
Hunter Lowe, Dusty Miller, Zack Harness, Jackson Willie, (middle row) John
Ramey, Damian Boldt, Eric Wann, Ryan Grace, John Lollar, (back row) Coach
David Ramey, Coach Dan Wann and Coach Alan Lollar. Not pictured are Jimmy
White and Phillip Vilardo.

season

Herring looks back at USC,
ahead to Hogs'2006 season
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)- Reggie Herring will discuss that game at length - over
and over again. After all, nobody at Arkansas
has forgotten.
Southern California 70, Arkansas 17.
"We just had to get slapped and kicked and
knocked down to probably wake us up, more
than anything," said Herring, the Razorbacks'
defensive coordinator.
It was the lowest moment of the 2005 season for Arkansas' defense, but Herring feels it
led to a revival. His group stiffened as the
season progressed, and now, with nine returning starters,--the defense expects to pick up
where it left off as the Razorbacks try to return
to the postseason for the first time since 2003.
Herring arrived at Arkansas prior to last
season after overseeing the nation's top-ranked
defense at North Carolina State in 2004. He
warned Razorbacks fans that it might take time
for his new group to gel.
Herring ended up being right, but the process
was a lot more painful than many expected.
Arkansas allowed two fourth-quarter touchdowns to Jay Cutler and Vanderbilt in a 28-,24 home loss in the second game of the season.
The following week, the Razorbacks were
buried by USC. allowing a school-record 736
yards and giving up 70 points for the first
time since 1918.
"I couldn't even yell at them," Herring said

WATK1NS GLEN,N.Y.(AP)
- Kevin Harvick hasn't had
the results Jeff Gordon and Tony
Stewart have had on NASCAR's
road courses. That may be
about to change.
Running in the top 10 from
the start of the race Sunday
, at Watkins Glen International,
:Harvick did what few thought
was possible: He passed Stewart for the lead with three laps
to go and won his first road
race.
"I was taught to never give
up, and that's kind of the attitude that I work in - never
quit and just roll over," said
Harvick. who climbed past
teammate Jeff Burton into third
in the points. "I think it probFrom Page 1B
ably surprised everybody else
that we were able to drive year's team return - Rebekah
• back by and win."
Clay, Laura Oppegard and
Since Stewart had won three Krista Llewellyn - as well as
of the four previous Cup races two players with experience in
at The Glen and passed the goal to anchor the Racers.
No. 29 Goodwrench Chevy a
Clay was named the 2005
few laps earlier, Harvick prob- Freshman of the Year in the
ably was right about his sec- conference, while Oppegard and
ond victory of the year driv- Llewellyn were first-team Alling for resurgent Richard Chil- OVC selections.
dress Racing.
Clay and Llewellyn are keys
"I knew I was only going to Murray State's forward make. to have a couple of chances, up. But according to Acreman,
so I took my chance, it stuck, other forwards on the roster
and I went on by," said Har- - including First Region prodvick, who ranks third among ucts Melissa Curry (Lone Oak 1.
active drivers at Watkins Glen. Kayla Jones (Graves County)
and Lacey Latimer (Murray

Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270-753-9586
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Now Selling Gravestones

Nationsi League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
71 45 612
New York
15
60.483
56
Philadelphia
55 62 47016 1/2
Flonde
17
54 62 466
Atlanta
51 66 43620 1/2
Washington
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
62 55.530
St. Louis
61 57.517 1 1/2
CindONO . _
AesmiNte.
Chicago
Pittsburgh

57
55 62.470 _ 7.

19
49 68.419
45 73 38117 1/2
West Division
L Pct GB
W
62 58 525
Los Angeles
513 11/2
57
60
San Diego
59 58.504 2 1/2
Arizona
57 60 487 4 1/2
Colorado
54 63 462 71/2
San Francisco
Sunday's Scores
Atlanta 7, Milwaukee 4
N.Y Mets 3, Washtngton 1
Pittsburgh 7. St Louis 0
Cincinnati 7, Philadelphia 5, 11 Innings
San Diego 7, Houston 2
Chicago Cubs 8, Colorado 7
Flonda 6. Anzona 5
L.A. Dodgers 1, San Francisco 0, 10
innings
Today's Games
Milwaukee (Bush 8-8) at Pittsburgh
(Santos 4-1). 6.05 p.m
Atlanta (James 4-3) at Washington
(Ortiz 9-9), 605 p.m
N V Mets (P Martinez 9-4) at
Philadelphia (Harnets 4-6), 606 p.m
Chicago Cubs(Zambrano 12-5) at
Houston (Oswalt 9-7), 7:05 p.m.
Arizona (Vargas 9-8) at Colorado
(Francis 9-9), 8:05 p m
San Francisco (Hennessey 4-2) at San
Diego (Hensley 7-9), 905 p.m.
Florida (Willis 7-9) at L.A. Dodgers
(Lowe 9-8), 9.10 p.m.
Tuesday's Gimes
Milwaukee (Davis 8-6) at Pittsburgh
(Gornelanny 2-3). 6:05 p m
Atlanta (Cormier 2-3) at Washington
(Astacio 2-2), 605 p.m
N.Y. Mets(0 Hernandez 8-8) at
Philadelphia (Wott 0-0). 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Mateo 1-0) at Houston
(Clemens 4-4). 7:06 p.m
Cincinnati (Harang 12-7) at St Louis
(Carpenter 10-6), 7:10 pm
Arizona (Batista 10-5) at Colorado
(Jennings 7-9). 8:05 p.m
San Francisco (Morris 8-10) at San
Diego (Young 9-5), 9:05 p.m.
Florida (Sanchez 4-2) at L.A. Dodgers
(961ingshey 3-3), 9:10 p.m.

SportsBriefs
AP
Arkansas head coach Houston Nutt gives
instructions during the first day of practice
earlier this month in Fayetteville, Ark. Nutt
is entering his ninth season as the Razorbacks' coach.
Monday at media day. "What do you say to
somebody who's already got their head down
and beaten?"
But the Razorbacks rebounded. Although
they finished 4-7, they allowed more than 24
points only once the rest of the season.

•Racers

RACEWAY AUTO SALES•-•

American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
68 46 596
New York
1
68 48 586
Boston
7
534
63 55
Toronto
19
51 67 432
Baltimore
23
47 71 398
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
76 41 650
Detroit
a112
46.603
71)
Chicago
68 49681
Minnesota
23
53 64 453
Cleveland
41 77 34735 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
65 52 556
Oakland
61 57 517 41/2
Los Angeles
5
61 58.513
Texas
9
56 61 479
Seattle
Sunday's Scores
L A Angels 5, N.Y Yankees 3
Cleveland 13, Kansas City 0
Boston 11, Baltimore 9
Chicago White Sox 7, Detroit 3
Minnesota 5, Toronto 0
Oakland 3, Tampa Bay 1
Texas 10, Seattle 6
Today's Games
Detroit (Robertson 10-8) at Boston
(Beckett 13-6). 6:05 p.m.
L.A Angels (Lackey 10-8) at N.Y
Yankees(R Johnson 12-9), 605 p m
Kansas City (Redman 7-6) at Chicago
White Sox (Garland 12-4), 7:05 p.m.
Seattle (Washburn 6-11) at Oakland
(Zito 12-8), 905 pm.
Tuesday's Games
Detroit (Bonderrnan 11-5) at Boston
(Schilling 14-5), 605 p.m.
Baltimore (Bedard 12-8) at N.Y.
Yankees (Mussina 13-5), 6:05 p.m
Toronto (Halladay 14-3) at Tampa Bay
(Seo 3-9), 6.15 p.m
L.A Angels (E Santana 12-6) at Texas
(Padilla 12-7). 708 p.m.
Kansas City (Hernandez 2-7) at
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 11-6),
7:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Westbrook 9-7) at
Minnesota (J.Santana 13-5), 7:10 p.m.
Seattle (Pineiro 7-10) at Oakland
(Saanoos 4-6), 905 p.m.

High) - can be seen battling
for positions.
"They're all pushing each
other for those starting spots.
and I'm keeping my eyes wide
open," Acreman said. "The preseason's been a good learning
experience."
Midfield suffered the hardest losses due to graduation,
but with Oppegard and four
others in the mix, the Racers
have plenty of options.
"I'm comfortable with who's
back," Acreman said.
On defense, keepers Annie
Fortier and Heather Jones both seniors - offer experience between the pipes. Plus,
MSU got an additional boost
in the backfield with the July
signing of Katrina Meyer.
Meyer, of Trinidad and Tobago, tranferred to Murray from
USC Upstate. She has been a

THE

II Tyler Collins of Murray is one of three members of the Kentucky
Lake Ski Nuts team who will compete in the 2006 U.S. Water Ski
National Championships, scheduled for Aug. 14-19 in Bakersfield, Calif.
Collins, who will compete in the Men 1 division of the Nationals, finished third in jumping and fourth overall at the Southern Regionals qualification round, which was held last week.
Also competing at the Southern Regionals was Murray's Brittany
Collins, who was fifth overall in the Girls 3 division.

AL ROUNDUP

White Sox playing
like world champs

By The Associated Press
mainstay on her country's
All of a sudden, the Chicanational team, including its U19, go White Sox are chasing more
U2I I and senior level teams.
than a wild-card berth.
"We need to put a strong
The World Series champiteam together," Acreman said ons played like serious AL
also
which
season,
2006
of the
Central challengers, with Fredfeatures a trip to Southern Misdy Garcia pitching the White
sissippi (Sept. 1), a tournament
Sox past the slumping Detroit
at Tennessee-Martin (Sept. 8- Tigers 7-3 on Sunday for a
110) and home dates with
three-game sweep.
Evansville (Sept.5) and OklaDown by 10 games in the
homa State (Oct. 28) to close
division last Monday. Chicago
out the regular season.
pulled within 5 1/2 games of
The OVC slate begins at
the first-place Tigers. With their
SEMO on Sept. 22. The conchanting,
crowd
sold-out
ference home opener is Sept.
"Sweep! Sweep!" the White Sox
29 against Austin Peay at
won their fourth in a row.
Cutchin Field.
"We're going to keep fight"We start with IUPUI and
ing to the end, whetherfit's in
Southern Mississippi and end
a ballgame or whether it's in
with Oklahoma State, which
a pennant race," said Jermaine
will get us prepared for conDye. who hit his 31st home
Acreference tournament time,"
run.
man noted.
Detroit still has the best
record in the majors. But the
Tigers also have their longest
losing streak of the season at
five.

>TarmirasszArir •

UN* Stator
ralatyloor or

Golf Club
Chasengong by Design - Ertraordrary try Nature

Rated the #1 Public Golf Course

TV Schedule

In the State of Tennessee by Golf Digest, May 2005 Issue

Today
LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2- Regional linsl. Warns TBA.
at Bristol, Conn
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
p.m.
San Francisco at San Diego
ESPN2
NFL FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
Preseason Oakland at
F sPN
Minnesota
TENNIS
2 p.m.
ESPN2 - ATP. wswern & Southern
Financial Group Masters. early round.
at Clnalrmati
Midnight
ESPN2-ATP. Western & Southern
Finenciel Group Masters. early round,
at Cincinnati (delayed taps)

AUGUST SPECIAL
4 Golfers Play - 3 Golfers Pay
Four golfers play same time, same day
18 holes - Saturdays Excluded
Advance Tee Time Recommended
Please Present Ad
(Offer Expres Aug. 31s1)
For Tee Times Call 642-7271 or Toll Free 888-710-Goff (4853)
wvnv tennesseangotfclub corn • Spnngville, TN (near KY Lake)

"We got what we deserved
this weekend," Tigers manager Jim Leyland said.
In other AL games, Boston
held off Baltimore 11-9, Los
Angeles beat New York 5-3,
Oakland downed Tampa Bay
3-1, Cleveland routed Kansas
City 13-0, Texas defeated Seattle 10-6 and Minnesota blanked
Toronto 5-0.
Garcia (11-7) won for the
first time in six weeks and
Bobby Jenks closed for his
major league-leading 33rd save.
Alex Cintron delivered two key
early hits that set back the
Tigers.
"They have to be tired playing like that everyday," Citron said. "Sooner or later,
they're going to have a bad
week. They're going through
that right now."
The White Sox improved to
9-3 against Detroit this season. The teams play seven more
times down the stretch.
Tigers starter Zach Miner
(7-3) left after 5 1-3 innings.
His catcher, Ivan Rodriguez,
also got an early exit when
he was ejected for the first
time this year.
be
to
had
Rodriguez
restrained by teammate Carlos
Guillen after getting tossed in
the eighth. Rodriguez argued
when he was called out on
strikes, then charged from the
dugout when plate umpire Tim
Timmons ejected him.
"We need to refocus again
and try to do the things that
we did the last couple of
weeks," Rodriguez said.
Red Sox 11, Orioles 9
At Fenway Park. Mike Lowell hit a grand slam in the
first inning and made a nifty
play for the final out to help
Boston finish off a three-game
sweep.

•
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BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Nodes
841 Trade Day.
Saturday.
Every
Spaces available. For
into, call
(270)492-8093.
PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now accepting
Registration for the
class which begins
September 9th 2006.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present Job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms
website
our
t visit
www.BohleDental.com
or call our office
(270)442-0256
Enrollment is limited!
: Call Today!
THUR/FRI night fish
dinners at Sandra D's.
293-3816 94E
Lost and Foind
' JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
• Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Hers at the
Ledger a Times.

Equipment
HEAVY
Operator Very expen
enced in construction
trade. Dozer, backhoe,
excavator, full time
employee, 2-5 years
experience, Murray,
Kentucky. some blue
print knowledge. Eager
person
dependable
who desires to work in
well established growing company producing
high quality work.
270-293-2994
INSTRUCTORS wanted. Martial arts for kids.
Mon, Wed, & Fn after3:45-4:30,
noons
Family Fitness Center.
Call and ask for Sue
761-3737
LAWN
care/Landscape: Ver,
experienced in landscape/lawn care nag+
Operate tractor/blade,
commercial lawn mowers, able to trim
shrubs/trees, install
retaining walls/plants,
2-5 years expenence,
Murray, Kentucky, full
time employee. Eager
dependable person
who desires to work in
well established growing company producing high quality work.
270-293-2994

Call 753-1916
060
Hslp UMW
A cNiti needs you!
Become a foster par-ent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
ASSISTANT Manager
needed. Will train, must
have high school education or GED. 18
years or older. Full time
openings available in
Mayfield or Murray.
Please apply at Cash
Express in Murray, 310
N. 12th St.
County
CALLOWAY
Propane, located at
3040 State Route 94
East in Murray, has an
immediate opening for
Manager.
Office
Applicants with a customer service background a plus. Duties
include taking gas
orders, making a daily
deposit and researching customer accounts.
Please fax resume to
or
1-270-753-5949
bnng resume to office
for interview.
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.

Aga
DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER

Calloway Co Propane
Gas in Murray has an
opening be local
propane delivery bobtruck driver and tank
installer. Must have a
CDL-iimMet yr/Tanker
Excellent pay, great
benefits. Please call
753-7485 or toil tree
for Warren at
1-800-874-4427 ext. 142
or email him at
wvanwycitOupges.com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 8:00PM
FULL time tire tech with
mechanical abilities
person
in
Apply
Economy Tire
753-8500

LOCAL motorsports
company seeking
experienced service
manager. Please submit resumes to 1915
St. Rte 94 East,
Murray, KY 42071 or
call Wade at
270-753-8078.

MYERS Lumber needs
an experienced, selfmotivated sales percabinet
son/kitchen
Computer
designer.
skills are required.
Knowledge of bluehelpful.
is
prints
Attention to detail and
excellent people skills
are essential. Will train.
Pay plus commission.
Send resume to or
apply in person at 500
S. 4th St., Murray. Ask
for Donnie.
NEEDED: dock persoh
& server. Days only.
Must be able to work
weekends Immediate
at
opening. Apply
Kenlake Manna. No
phone calls!
NOW Hiring housekeeping. Apply in person only. Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray
NOW taking applications for Resident
position.
Assistant
Good pay, great residents, friendly staff.
Must enjoy working
with seniors. Will train.
Apply at Glendale
Place, 905 Glendale
Rd.
REWARD: $500 cash,
no questions asked.
LOST 12-Year old big
male chocolate lab,
disappeared 8/06
around 5:30p.m..
Beach Rd. Kirksey
area. wearing orange
collar w/I.D tags.
489-2950. 293-8578.
293-8579
REWARDING C.
Opporturirc
Protes,.
(
'
Post
incom+
seff-moticated, hard
working team player
Excellent fringe benefits Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to. Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy
641 N.. Murray, KY
42071.

LEDGER &TIMES

Complete Formal Wear Iletatlquarter•

INSURANCE

Alr.Ot 1.abP4)g

Advertising Sales
- Position Available -

Limousines & Vans
AnalaR10111111&•
••• Met. fit
rray, LI 42,71

MUTTII it:tiger & I 11110. has a full-time etail ads enisiL
position available immediately.
kingss iii
II you ha),e a proven track record in sales.
ic public. are motivated to earn. love a challenge and have high
looking 1,
energy - you could be the sales representatis e
.1011 responsibilities include working with established local businesses to des clop adl,crtising plans and des eloping new business

Lou V. McGary
Doe's Your Policy Pay 1009E of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

10/44011 2111"
1-406611747177

'77"11641"

All Omar Triaspartation • Airport &ernes•(MOM WW1

You are responsible for the deductible that
bledicairt• dueb not pte) $952 on Part A. $124 on
Part B Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM HUNG IrOit MY CHEWS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
— PREPLANNING ^Dallas Willeughby
Prr-Arranontent 5p/trial/sr
Avoid inflationary cost.

accounts in Mtirra and surrounding areas
I'aid holidays and vacation, health and dental plaits,
mission. are all part of an cm:client benefit package.

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Interested applicants must apply by resume only;
Interviews will be granted to qualified applicants
AFTER resumes are reviewed. Absolutely. no
on-the-spot interviews will be conducted.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

NO PHONE CALLS PEE 1SL.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray. KY 42071
\II Equal OPPorwIIII

liance
.............
(riti

Repair

Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398
492-8191

C

Serving West KY & West TN For 22 Years

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
HEALTH SERVICES
Staff Nurse. Department of Health Services, Murray State University. Ninemonth, full-time. salaried position to begin in September 2006.
Qualifications: A bachelor's degree in nursing from an accredited program,
licensed as a registered nurse in the state of Kentucky, a minimum of time
years full-time expenence is required. Preference will be given to candidates
with experience in providing primary health care in an ambulatory facility, and
in presenting health education programs. Must be able to demonstrate strong
communication and interpersonal skills, and a willingness to be part of a professional team.
Responsibilities: Provide health assessment and plan care according to clinic
protocols; provide health information for students who visit the clinic, and for
student groups on campus; demonstrate basic knowledge of computer systems.
Application Deadline: August 25, 2006. To Apply: Send a letter of application, resume, transcripts, and the names and contact information for three references to: Murray State University Health Services Search Committee, 136
Wells Hall, Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an Equal Education and Employment
Opportunity. M/F/D. AA employer

Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
. should apply at
Murray Ledger & Time1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray,KY
Please No Phone Calls

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends & have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.
SKILLED MECHANIC.
Would consider entry
level, tools required.
ASE certified a plus but
not required, must be
willing to take ASE
tests. Send resume to
1040-C,
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.
Serval! Termite Co.
accepting applications for
No experience
necessary'. Will train.
Apply in person. Women
encouraged to apply
WV=
Tam* & Pon Gerard Co.
1604 121N, Murray

Johnson Controls, Inc. offers opportunities for
advancement. Excellent benefits package (medical,
dental, vision). Team Atmosphere, 100% Tuition
Assistance, Credit Union, Automotive Vehicle
Employee Discount Programs. 401K, Paid Holidays,
& Sick leave.
Applications will be accepted at
Murray Career Services
210 Ordway Hall • Murray, Kentucky.
Or online: http://www.hopkinsville.des.ky.goN

JOHNSON CONTROLS,INC.

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

LOOKING for someone
to clean your home?
Residential cleaning
753-3328
services.
(after 2PM)
Panda's
MANDA
Funcare has openings
in her home. Looking
for children of any age.
Great at home setting.
One of the cheapest
home daycares. Call
753-7031 or 293-5212.
OPENING in child care
center for infant & toddlers on 1st & 2nd
shifts. Years of experience. CPR, 1st aid.
Call for more information 489-2699.

270-753-6433
1-800-264-1433
Full time (2PM-10PM) and part time PRN
positions available. Prefer experienced
CNA, but will train. If you enjoy working
with the elderly, we have a pleasant atmosphere and caring, friendly staff. Apply in
person at Fern Terrace Lodge. EOE

Taking applications
for all positions. 1)1
& night. Appl)jn
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th, Murray..
No phone calls.

prob
COMPUTER
web
Need
ems7
pages? Call 873-4346
in Murray.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

Call till Stephens
or Julie Ilro‘%n ,1!

753-1916
and place your ad todo

CALL IKEN
TO P‘RTS

753-5500
•%% it I PICK
150
Aides
For Sis
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

A/MOUES, Call Larry
753-3833
BUYING itink cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 438-5235

FUTON bunk bed $80
Call 759-9437 after
61,14

GRANDMOTHER will BUYING U.S. Silver
keep 2 children ages 6 coins. 753-1376, 293weeks to 3 years old. 8999
full time. 1s1 or 2nd
shift, in my home $65 JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
weekly. 753-7694

PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140
Wean fley

111Elloines For Sala
Peru.
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions,
Plasma, LCD, DLP. &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith. & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901
HOT tub/spa. Never
used. SHP, 20 jets,
digital, light. Retail:
$4,300, sacrifice:
$1,695. Can deliver.
931-538-9896, cell
931-278-0303
OFFICE desk, washer
& dryer, '92 Cougar,
misc. items. 753-4109
RESTAURANT equipment, household furniture & much more.
293-2456
buildings.
STEEL
Factory participation
30x40.
discounts.
150x300.
270-978-0413

WASHER & dryer,
HOME with owner $150. 227-5506
East
in
financing
School District Could
be fixer upper. Please
11214"kM"
[
call 270-226-8147.
FRIGIDAIRE washer &
NN N 1 I. I):
dryer, excellent conditioner, $200. 227-1916
SCIt.‘P ‘ItS

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax. Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901

EXPERIENCED,
dependable team of
two mothers will
babysit in our nonsmoking & pet tree
Murray home.
Immediate full and
afternoon positions
available. Competitive
rates, excellent references. 753-8576
767-0752

201 S. 3rel • Murray, KY 42071
,
Terry Iseuresrliaren Isaacs, Owner

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN
Johnson Controls, inc.. Cadiz, Kentucky will be
accepting applications for Maintenance Electricians.
Applicants must have a working knowledge of manufacturing machinery, electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems including robotics welding and PLC
logic controllers.

Human Resources Manager
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

II

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

?Auctbei5

Large Select
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $10,500
753-6012
Homes For UM
16X80 mobile home
'03 3 bedroom plus
extras, 3162 Dunbar
Rd., New Concord, KY
436-5952
1987 Franklin 14x70. 2
bedrooms 2 baths, fully
asking
furnished.
$12,000. Must be
moved. 753-8906
1990 Fleetwood 14x80,
313R, 2BA. covered
deck included. Must be
moved. $8,500.
489-2964 or 293-1340
28R mobile horns and
lot $12,500. 753-6012

2005 Champion 16x80.
38F1 28A, vinyl siding,
shingled roof, all appliances, wood deck factory warranty. Must set
$36.900.
270-978-2128
Wave message.
3 BEDROOM,2 BATH
land & home package
only $39.9990! Call
731-584-9430
3 BR, 2 BA DOUBLE WIDE land &
home package only
$49.99911 Call nowt!
731-584-9429
RED HOT SPECIAL 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath
only
Doublewide
$26,995!! Call now!!
731-584-9109

2BR country, large
yard, references
759-1837
Roden
2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480
Asirtmuls For Rent
2) 1 bedroom apartments, $250 month.
Also, 3 bedroom
house. 227-5737
1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2, 3 ants 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335.
•2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances. w/d, $435
753-7559
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR duplex, C/H/A.
753-8067
38R 2 full bath duplex
II
Cambridge
in
include
Amenities
W&D. dishwasher &
deck, pets allowed. 1
month rent. 1 month
deposit $750. Close to
MSU Call for spot.
(270)226-9005
BARN apt, 3-br, 1 bath,
3 stalls, tack/wash
rooms, pasture. Hazel,
Curtis (731)498-6435
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

by Jacqueline Big's

Horoscope

that
for important. You might feel
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
e is pushing you. Rather
someon
Tuesday, Aug. 15, 2006:
stop our
than distance yourself, lust work
1505 Diuguid Dris e • Murray, KY 4207!
Others look up to you. Whether
Ioreclosure'. Sint'
with the energy Ultimately, a.
or not, you are an
it
like
you
will work itself oig.
hassle
our honk. atid/or
authority figure this year. Accept Tonight: Togetherness counts.
credit lialai. Listal
2000 Polans 500
your role with grace, also under- SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
Sportsmen HO
foreclosure emerrts
g that many people are ***** Know when to let othstandin
(Inc and Two Bedroom Apartments
753-5165
can help. 76 I -4558.
ers run the show, like today. You
Central Heat and Air
confused or see life differently
Actepting Applications
will
will find life much easier as a'
e
everyon
Not
TWO story brick apartAny job welcome --.icrlj from you.you.
result. Bucking trends is a waste!
energy and
High
5
with
with
building
ment
agree
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
of energy. Matters involving'
-cagi units. Excellent
a willingness to give define your
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
,
home and family might not be as:
Durango
Dodge
2004
Cr
r.
you
roduce
income-p
presence. If you are single,
7/70
45,w,
grey,
454,
you see them. Look for a break'
$125,000. See listing
often meet people when you are
step
your rose-colored glasses.
package,
in
towing
#27720 at
and about. You will have
out
Out and about.
$15,900.
Tonight:
rails.
IWO
www.alfthelistings corn
quite a playing field. Choose SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.,
(270)210-4016
270-753-4109,
your sweetie with care. If you 21)
2004 GMC Envoy.
PREMIER
270-227-1545
4BR 2BA, all appli
full
on
lett
1
year
attached, your relationship *** Dedicate yourself to clear-,
Black,
are
ORAGE
MINIST
Ask
ances, central Ft/A.
Wend
miles,
15,000
mg your desk and to getting
warranty,
control
climate
*Inside
will benefit if you become a litabout move-in tree
Lora For Saio
condition.
must-do's done. You are not able
excellent
storage
tle less demanding and domidays. Coleman RE
A-1 Stump Removal
after
see situations with your nor--;
759-9982
to
chal•Secunty alarmed
be
can
S
TAURU
753-9898
neering.
insured.
Fully
WEST Calloway
clarity. Knowing that, make.
6:00PM.
mal
clean
&
*Safe
apart_437-3044.
lenging.
FURNISHED
County Development
decision. Others might
Denali.
Yukon
major
2003
no
boxes!
sell
•We
bedroom,
ment, 1
totsiOr saki in Landon
saying what they want. with gray
be
Carbon
U-Hauls
net
rent
'We
kitchen, living room
Hilts Subdivision or will
The Stars Show the Kind of Tonight: Keep a relaxed pace.
leather. navigation,
753-9600
large
combination,
build to suit 210-3781
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynarnic;k CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
remote
sound,
Bose
bath, microwave and
559-2032
TV,
-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-sf); **** You are full of ideas and
4
sunroof,
start,
television furnished
seats, chrome
ult
heated
1-Diffic
willing to back them up with
293-4065 We welcome
Murray
wheels. AWD, 54K
Risk-taking still could be
action.
students
707 South 12th Street.
miles, $27,000.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
problem, as some of your opina
Rentals South Center. 1200,
GARLAND
REDUCED! 3 bed(270)519-4012
*** You feel as if a restraining
ions or facts are off. Play with.
presently has 1&28R
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
oom, 2 bath, 10.5
order has come into your planeXLT.
information. Seek out other opinExplorer
2002
apartments aAilable. 1
753-1252, 753-0606
acres. 1 mile SW
tary life and is holding you back. ions. Tonight: Midweek fun.
with sunroof,
Green
year lease. 1 month
school, heated shop,
COMMERCIAL Of retail
Work with a sense of restriction, AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
74,w,$13,500.
REPAIR & PARTS
deposit. No pets. Call
horse barn, equipment
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
dreaming of what could be but *** You might be confused or
293-5916
753-2905
CHAD B. HUGHES
restrooms. shed. $199,999
C/G/H,
Services Offend
not draining yourself by fighting
might not be getting the whole
2001 Chevy Blazer. 4
parking, 753-9212, 753-3992
of
UVE Oak Apts.
22 VEAILS EXPERIENCI.
plenty
windmills. Soon you will act, and
door,
wheel drive, 4
story. Why this haze is occurring
(270) 226-9398
Newly Remodeled
excellent location near
the Force will be with you! might not be as important as recpower windows, power
HANDYMAN
(270)4924191
IBR $290.00
Judicial building. 404 N.
Acmes
Tonight: Don't push yourself, or ognizing that it is. Avoid major
locks, 132,000 miles.
do
I
Do you need help?
28R $340.00
4th St. complex.
else.
anyone
$6,500. 293-7447
decisions until you have gained
painting, concrete, carAPPLIANCE REPAIR
3BR $425.00
759-3772.
4 Acres, Beautiful
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
2001 Chevy Tahoe,
more insight. A decision made
masonry
and
pentry,
PARTS
&
E
special
SERVIC
$100 deposit
wooded building site off excellent condition,
SHOP or storage build**** Someone could hold you
right now could be difficult
work.
OR
6
(270) 293-872
for qualified applicants.
rain on your parade. Use
ing. 40x40', insulated, of hwy 783. 293-0541
champagne, leather,
Tonight: Head home
Home: 731-247-5359 back or
759-5534
Office hours 8-2
gas heat, $300 per 8 acres- Coles
your innate resourcefulness and
power everything,
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
-5933
731-234
Cell:
or
Buren
Van
Chuck
Mon-Fn
the
to
month. Located at 406 Campground area, city
strength. Others bend
125K, $12,500.
**** Say what you think, but
Call today for appointBACKHOE
Sunbury Circle. Call
incomparable endurance of the
(270)354-9973 nights.
water (approx. 9 lots)
make assumptions about
ment
NG
TRUCKI
G&T ilomebuilders Bull. Head down the path you don't
270-436-2935
210-3781
what others are feeling. Reading
1
*Miriam,
753-822
ROY HILL.
& Nome Repairs,
want. Let others move out of the
others' motives could be a misUsed Cars
Off will & Paintiag, Desks, Siding,
Septic system, gravel,
NEAR university. Like
way. Tonight: Say yes.
as on some level you could
take,
&Roofs
lanies For Silo
Pressure Washing
white rock.
new large 2BR C/H/A.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
be seeing what you want to see.
UY police impounds.
436-2113
Low utilities. Quiet,
** Intellectualize rather than
If you are tired, cut out early from
Mini
Reg.
Cars from $500. Fo
AKC
1001 Payne Street
Dozer work 8 Track
family oriented. What
act. Ponder different approachwork. Tonight: Chat with a friend.
er puppies. 4BR, 2BA, hardwood listing 800-749-8116
Schnauz
hoe
looking
you've been
es, solutions and ideas. You
father on
N526
and
ext.
ft.
Mother
sq
1,800
tile.
and
for. $420, deposit
C & C Renovation and
might not encounter a receptive
BORN TODAY
Ready $142,500
premises.
2004 BMW 330xi AWD Remodeling.
(270)978-0913
IRRIGATION.
audience, and/or others are full
Actress Debra Messing (1968),._
August 15th. 492-8519
6
753-407
miles,
your
27,000
about
Sedan.
care
We
their
of
G
use
NOW LEASIN
Problem solvers
of criticism. Can you
actor Ben Affleck (1972), actor
IEL birds. 12 3 bedroom 3 bath w/
COCKAT
condiroad
all
for
repairs,
great
Home
home.
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
auto systems. Water
comments constructively to tightMike Connors (1925)
weeks old, $60 each. garage, 24x24
roofing, Doctors, 270-293-7878
tions. Warranty remain- additions,
We accept Section
en up an idea? Tonight: Get as
***
270-436-5664
Call
very
GPS
garage,
&
detached
Factory
repair
ing.
decks, floor
8 vouchers.
much R and R as possible.
town
of
side
vehicle
e.
nice, east
DOG Obedienc
Navigation, full
LEE'S Carpet
covenngs, siding.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
$124,500
Master Trainer.
Cleaning
airbags, loads olfactory **FREE ESTIMATES902 Northwood Dr
Aim for what you want,
****
270-978-1107
436-2858.
extras. One owner, non Call (270)753-1499 or
"since 1971"
Monday,
curb any financial commitbut
smoker. No wrecks, (731)247-5464
*Carpets *Upholstery
3 BR & 3 BA. 278
Wednesday, Fnday.
ments, as you might be extravasuper safe car. $29,900. icrobertson wk.net
*Emergency Water
Camelot Dr. Asking
Phone 759-4984.
If • Me MN • II • 1M gant and/or expenses might be a
9
293-501
'Quick
or
3
Removal
753-576
$137,900. Shown by
•• elk • MI In • /11 k III • 01
Equal Housing
CATHY'S
bit too high. Don't feel intimidat'
111111wwDrying
appointment 753-5483
Opportunity
Wallpapering, Painting,
MIXED grass hay
ed, but know that there is a solus
Estimate
Free
7
Pontiac
1997
227-957
or
TOO #1-800-648-6056
Cleaning
and
$2.25 bale. 436-5442
tion. Friends surround you.
"Got Dirt?"
sq. Bonneville SE, Special
270-978-0569
RED OAKS APTS.
Tonight: Find fun and friends.
TW1-1 5 yr old sorrel 4 BR, 3 BA, 2,900
7
753-582
edition,
year
40
ft. home 4 mi, north of
Special
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
gelding for sale. Can
TER
COMPU
DIXON
everypower
in North Villa. leather,
$100 Deposit
You could come off a lot
***
trail ride all day long! Murray
TION
CONNEC
CD,
Huge closets, 2-car thing. loaded,
1BR $325
than you realize. Think
sterner
$1,200 OBO. 705-3607
NJ+
,
Detail
ES.
condition
MIRACL
attached garage, large excellent
2BR $375
decision-..wIth
thrtsigh
conaning
Ionic
I
767housecle
deck, above-ground 125K, $4,400.
Call Today!
Your fiery temperament might
.
..MI per I
7
struction clean up &
293-878
or
0707
lot.
corner
large
pool,
.
753-8668
feel hedged in or as if you cannot
yard work. 26 years
270-227-1087
Selling $10.000 below
get others to see the light. Don't
i
nit
\pii
ce.
it
expenen
25
.
$196,000
appraisal at
worry. Let it go. Tonight: Out late.
Nouns For Rent
interestIf
es.
Referenc
.
761-4558 or 293-6824
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
call
please
ed,
For sale by owner
2005 Darnell Design
**** If facts don't coincide
767-9428 or 227-4796
2BR, IBA. 5 min. north
1500 Belmont Dr.
west ky
Crappie Class 16-1/2
with what you know or think, do
of Murray. No pets
boat, 90HP Evinrude
fsbowesticy.com
Fri 8/18
Cleaning
more research. You could be a
THE
$475/mo. 759-4826
Sat 8/19
FOR sale by owner 3 high tech motor, 24 volt
bit overwhelmed by what heads
Company.
7AM-7PM
bedroom brick ranch in trolling motor Crappie
commercial
Weekly
down your path. Use your cre2BR, stove, refrigeraquiet, family neighbor- ready. For more info,
rain or shine
tor. w/d hookup, central
cleaning. Construction,
ativity within your daily life. Test
hood. Murray school call Allen
moving
1-1/A, $550 mo. 1 mo.
--apartment,
out your ideas on others.
Sale inside garage
or
6701
270-293distnct. Move-in ready
clean-ups. Insured &
High quality furnideposit, 12 mo. lease.
Tonight: Curl up with a book or
Gleaning Bonded w/ references.
with hardwood floors 270-753-2097
DAVID'S
No pets. 753-2259,
ture, tools: yard &
movie.
throughout and new
Services
527-8174
garden, kitchen
Julie Painter, 705-5516
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
•
room.
family
in
in
ze
carpet
&
Speciali
"We
items, decorations
**** Dedicate your attention
2BR. BS Rentals. 759TRAVIS Asphalt
Open floor plan w/
Cleaning"
more!
to what counts and whet is
4696
•Paving
large eat-in kitchen.
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
L&S4
•Sealcoating
$134.900. Shown by
'Mobile Homes
3bedroom foreclosure
E
SERVIC
LAWN
(270)753-2279
appointment only. Call
•Bnck
Buy for $5,025 For listMowing Muk hong
293-1100
•All External Cleaning
ing 800-749-8124 Ext
Landscaping
We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
WEST Calloway
S021
•Acid Cleaning
All Real Estate adver
Sateaartson guaranteed
Foreclosure' 3 bed 2
th.,nunl•
ohm.,
(
ment
e
•Sentor
Develop
works. You cannot get this quality of vision from, any other source
County
Available
used in the newspap
bath, $10,000. For listor
3BR. IBA. close to
Dozer & Backhoe
such as Lasik Surgery. monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens
Call 753-1816
•We Use Hot Water
S subject to the ings 800-749-8124 Ext
MSU 318-349-5877.
227-0611
work, large & small
Parking Lots &
Federal Fair Housing
glasses.
S020
270-293-9941
jobs,(new septic sysDriveways
Act of 1968, as amendNORTH of Murray in
293-4954 Affordable
tems
David Borders
ed. which makes it illeEstates
Candlelite
NICE brick house_
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
installed) 210-3781
gal to advertise any 4BR 3BA recently carpentry. decks, roofs. (270)527-7176
2BIR. IBA 5 blocks
floors Cali
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
559-2032
preference, limitation, remodeled,
walk-in sagging
DNJ HANDYMAN
from university. New
to come in and try these lens.
Greg Coffins.
We do all the odd lobs
w/d. or discnmination based
closets. new appliappliances,
270-753-4576
on race, color, religion, ances, 3 car heated 436-2867 Lamb's
you don't have time
Dr. H.C. Denham
S550/mo plus utilities
sex, or national origin, attached garage, large Professional Tree
, KY 42071
for
•
Murray
St.
12th
N.
312
trist
Optome
and deposit No pets.
Service Complete
or an intention to make
Call about our spedeck, pool, paved
(270)753-2558
any such preference. driveway and attractive removal, tnmming, etc
cials,
YE THOSE IGLI
Also Tractor work,
limitation, or discnmi293-5438
landscaping. 759-9848
STWJFAIS iOTNG
.
buildings
down
teanng
er
newspap
nation, This
FROM YOU aoor
ELECTRICIAN
OLDER home on 1.6 hauling, gutter cleannot knowingly
will
270)437-4M •f71141192
emodel/
fixer-uppConst/R
New
Great
acres
ing.
accept any advertising
or trouble. Lic, and ins.
A8F Warehousing
per Located in South 436-5141 A-AFFORDfor real estate which is
TN on Hwy 641
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
Hazel,
Near MSU $20-50
ABLE Hauling. Clean
Free Pallets
in violation of the law
753-7091
753-7668
$35,000. Call 492-8514 Out garages. gutters.
Our readers are hereby
-5737 if no
or
731-247
FUTRELL'S Tree
Loading Dock of
all
Junk & tree work
that
RobertleIer;:informed
answer, leave mesService
492-8688 ROOF
dwellings advertised in
&
Ledger
Murray
sage
removal,
Trimming,
G&C
REPAIRS. New
this newspaper are
stump grinding, fireTimes
STORAGE and
WEST Calloway
Roofs, all types 29
available on an equal
wood. Insured.
PROPANE
County Development
years Ocpenence Call
opportunity basis "
First Come
489-2839.
119 E. Main
2 new homes (energy
Carters.'
AUTO • HOME • F AF-f f.1 • BUSINESS• HEALTH & LIFE
First Serve
(270) 753-6266
1,500 ft
Local
Repair.
efficient)
Moving.
to
B
A
I,• 71t-t
Mower
Joe's
,
Haley Professional
Cell: (270) 293-4183
,
baths.
2
distance
livery.
bedroom
Please
3
and long
Free pickup/de
Appraising
9 a m - 4 p.m M-F
paved streets & conmoves. Call Brian at
436-2867
No Phone Calls
-for what it's worth"
crete dnves. 8 minutes
270-705-4156
(270)759-4218
from Murray, no city
J&L RENTALS LOT for sale: 155x170 taxes. Landon Hills
•
Division
MINI-STORAGE approx , in the city.
Subdivision $105,000
Now renting
w/garage
0
$115,00
King Drive $20.000.
S 4th St. Lot for sale. 100x175
Located At
210-3781 or 559-2032
approx., in the county
270-436-5496
w/ city
270-293-6906
Starview Trail,
tntiVirus Sc.,. Art% are Scow Monet
1210 loWnson Mei
Sean Moo other I•voka to gel wear pe
$19,500.
Huney, Ky. 42071
better shape
Turkey
753-e7cms
MURRAY Store and House for sale
Vulcan
i
Kawasak
06
Lock presently has Lane 2-3 acres mil.
water
500. 6 speed,
1-2 bedroom. IBA,
units available
cooled, 200 miles Call
753-2905 Of 753- 7536 $65,000. 293-0139 or
759-4415 after 4:30PtA
753-1500 after 5
or all day Sat.
2001 Yamaha Master,
200cc. $1.500.
44:8514 or 293-3769

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Xpressions LLC

CUSTOM SANDBLASTING

CALL 270-761-2886
OR 270-227-7080

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.

Ledger &
limes
270-753-1916

APPLIANCE

riRi

Hwy. 45 N
Mlyfield

View Our
Entire Inventory at

MOVING
SALE

www.
torsinc
ettmo
belin
.com

1-800-363-4720

INCREDIBLE VISION

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS

••

1 F,

4.L

•,•11•
AI\

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for Only

NEON BEACH 1
MINI-STORA
*All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3952

2006 Yamaha TTR90,
new, $1,375. 2001
Suzuki RM125, very
nice, $1,250 435-4041
2004 Kawasalo
Classic. 3,800 miles,
windshield, saddle
begs. Nke new. $7,500.
782-0287
2003 XLH 883 Harley
Davidson. Black.
extras, mint condition,
$7,400 270-345-2438

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

tkol
Home

Free
computer tune-up

IDEVscjr CE?
DWI LOSE YOUR COOL!
FE REPAIR AIR CONDITIONERS!

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

service

Also Alternator & Starter Repairs, Brakes.
Tires & General Maintenance

•

1.1
ID

LLAND TIRE
HO
East Maim Slraell• Murray•753-5606

96

•

••

as in
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U
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COMICS / FEATURES
Woman shrinks from stares
that bigger breasts may bring

Murray Ledger & Times

LooldogBack
le years ago
Published is a picture of
Austin Collins, a sculptor from
Dame
Notre
University,
installing his sculpture titled
"Homage to Nevelson" between
the Price Doyle fine arts centet and Ordway Hall on the
Murray State University campus. Assisting is Albert Sperath,
director of MSU art gallenes.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Mark Young.
The annual reunion of the
members of the former CCC
(Civilian Conservation Corps)
Camp 1517 was held at Lake
Barkley State Park. The camp
was located south of Sycamore
Street in Murray from 1933 to
1940.
20 years ago
Published is a picture.ofJeff
Goodin, independent contractor,
silhouetted against the morning
sky as he applies a high pressure blast of water to prepare
the home N.G. Towery at 502
South 9th St., Murray, for painting. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Dr. Charles Clark will be the
speaker at a meeting of the
Diabetics Taking Control on Aug.
21 at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Selected as yards of the month
by the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club were
Memorial Baptist Church for
business and home of Joe and
Dorothy Parker for residence.
30 years ago
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital Corp. has received tentative approval from the Murray Common Council that will
allow the hospital to sell approx-

imately $3.8 million in revenue bonds at a lower interest
rate.
DEAR ABBY: Due to childPublished is a picture of Mrs.
birth, menopause and various
Lochie Hart in the Kentucky - surgeries, my breasts aren't
area of the Calloway County
what they used to be, so at
Public Library which has been
54 years of age, I and my
named in her honor in apprehusband agree that it's time
ciation for her dedicated servfor me to have breast augice to the library program.
mentation. I'm not looking to
Linda Truett Lilly and Nelbe another
son Ray Gardner were married
Pamela
July 24 at First Baptist Church,
Anderson; I
Murray.
just want to
40 years ago
replace what
The Murray-Calloway CounI've lost so
been
has
ty Convalescent Home
my clothes
accredited by the Joint Comwill fit betmission accreditation of Hospiter.
tal and Nursing Homes.
I'm a bit
Published is a picture of Bob
self-conAbby
Dear
they
as
Allen
Jerry
and
Allen
scious about
shopped in front cif. the Factothis and fear
By Abtgad
ry Outlet Store during the Murthe stares,
Buren
Van
photo
The
ray Sidewalk Sale.
comments
was by Staff Photographer Ed
and questions from family or
Collie.
friends who think it's their
Maurice Humphrey of the Soil
right to ask me about it. What
Conservation Service was speakis a tactful response to the
Murray
the
of
meeting
a
at
er
-- DIANE IN
comments?
Kiwanis Club.
KESWICK, VA.
50 years ago
DEAR DIANE: You might
The local reserve unit, Co.
say, "Why, thank you for noticE 399th Infantry Regiment, left
ing," and change the subject.
for summer camp on Aug. 12.
But you should be aware that
26.
They will return on Aug.
many women consider breast
Murray Business & Profesaugmentation to be such an
sional Women's Club had a dinuplifting experience that they
ner meeting at the Kentucky Dam
feel compelled to share every
State Park, Gilbertsville, and
detail, including "show-andattended the play, "The Solid
tell." So don't be shocked if
Gold Cadillac" at the theater
your attitude changes after you
there on Aug. 8.
have it done.
Births reported include a girl
•••
to Dr. and Mrs. Joe Butterworth
DEAR ABBY: My wife of
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
five years has three sisters.
Franklin Darnall, Aug. 8.
She is the second oldest, and
ever since I have known her,

she has felt like she doesn't
'belong' in her family. These
feelings get worse during holiday get-togethers. She feels
isolated by her sisters and her
mother.
I thought she would eventually grow out of a, but since
they have all had kids, it has
only gotten worse. She cries
every time we leave her parents house, and I know it is
affecting our son.
What can I do to help her
get over these feelings of not
being liked or loved by her
own family? It is starting to
marriage. -our
affect
CARLA'S HUSBAND
DEAR HUSBAND: There
is nothing you can do-to'help'
your wife -get over the feeling that she doesn't measure
up. But there is something
SHE can do: start talking to
a licensed psychotherapist
about her feelings.
Because I do not know the
family or their "dynamic," I
can't offer a judgment about
the validity of her feelings.
However, because she is in tears
every time she leaves a family gathering, it might be best
if you limit your -- and her
-- exposure to those relatives,
at least for a while.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am a young
single mother of two wonderful children, yet I feel -like a
part of me is lost. I have been
separated for nearly three years
and am nearing the finalization of a divorce. There has
been only one meeting between
us in that time, and I am fine
with the divorce. I have considered myself divorced all this
at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk, time. Yet, the thought of acturity Act into law.
By The Associated Press
ally signing those papers makes
In 1947, Pakistan was estab- Poland, in a job action that resultToday is Monday, Aug. 14, the
me literally ill.
226th day of 2006. There are 139 lished as a modern state, inde- ed in the creation of the Solidarity labor movement.
pendent of British rule.
days left in the year.
Why is this? I am no longer
In 1980, President Carter and
In 1956, German dramatist
Today's Highlight in History:
in love with him, and I know
Mondale
Vice President Walter
On Aug. 14, 1945, President Benoit Brecht died in East Berlin
I'm better off now, alone and
were nominated for a second term
at age 58.
Truman announced that Japan had
making it on my own. Yet the
In 1969, British troops arrived at the Demoarc national consurrendered unconditionally, endthat it is final is hauntfeeling
York.
New
in
vention
intervene
to
Ireland
Northern
in
ing World War II.
for some reason. -me
ing
ll
Paul
John
Pope
1981,
In
between
in sectarian violence
On this date:
SCATTERBRAINED IN THE
In 1848, the Oregon Territory Protestants and Roman Catholics. left a Rome hospital, three months
SOUTH
In 1973, the U.S. bombing of after being wounded in an attempt
was established.
SCATTERon his life.
DEAR
In 1935, President Franklin D. Cambodia came to a halt.
BRAINED: Would it help you
In 1980, workers went on strike
Roosevelt signed the Social Secufeel less 'scatterbrained" to
know that your feelings are
lEt A la V la I_Li1SCE)
normal? All of them? At one
ONCE Tit e09611(404 IS NICE
time you committed yourself
SaJOSoFTIAMEt1ThTFEFFag
fully to the man you married
CF Mt% MotftU tia.10PPM TlIE
and to the dream of "happily
TWOritX/It Tot460E Iwo it
ever after." Signing the divorce
1
papers severs your last tie to
1
your husband and closes the
door behind you, even though
you exited the marriage three
years ago.
Please do not be afraid to
sign the papers. Look at it
from this perspective: One door
closes, another one opens, and
COIec)
E3L_CO
it is the door to your future.
I wish you the best of luck
I
INAT
REMEMBER
BARELY
CAN
I
I
KNOW
YOU
)4CHEY,
OSAR, DO YOU REMEJABER TWE
SEEF
ROAST
happiness in the years to
and
'NE
ORDERED
LITTLE
REMEA1130
CANT
WE
NAME 0; TNE RESTAURANT
MEDIUM, AN ENO CUT, AND IT
DETAILS UKE MAT..
come.
WENT TO ON OUR clIzsr DATE?
WAS KIND OF CNEVIY
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.
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Staph infections make
family seriously ill
DEAR DR. GOTT: For the
past year or so, my daughter
and 2-year-old grasdsoa have
been- plagued wiete maph takenone. My grandson was hospitalized for a month with a very
senous infection that was ongmalty misdiagnosed as a
bite
spider
that would
not heal. It
was finally
diagnosed as

an antibioticresistant

Dr. Gott

staph infection. Amputating his leg

had been discussed by the
By
- - cloctor before
finally
Dr. Peter Gott it
to
started
heal. My daughter has had the
infection several times. (It looks
like a boil.) A visitor to my
daughter's home also was infected.
Can you give your opinion
as to what may be causing these
ongoing infections? They have
well water, which they have
considered to be the source.
They also have a dog that they
adopted just before they started
getting the infections. Can the
dog be a carrier?
DEAR READER: Staph
infections, which can be extremely difficult to control because
the germs are often very resistant to antibiotics, are spread
easily from one living creature
to another. To confuse the issue
further, many people with staph
infection have no symptoms:
They don't even know they have
it.
From your description, I conclude that someone (or something) is a staph carrier and will
spread the infection unless treated.
For obvious reasons, I would

start by performing appropnate
staph cultures on all family members who may have been exposed
to this virulent
Then I would test the dog. Pet
mammals can harbor hidden
staph infections and, if so, need
antibiotic therapy. Therefore, my
answer to your question is "possibly." Further testing should
clarify the situation. Once the
infection — human or animal
— has been identified, treatment should solve your family's problem.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Are
blood-test results always accurate? When results come back
and they show something out
of range, like thyroid, is it a
good idea to have the test again
just to be sure it isn't a

take before taking thyroid pills?
_. My test came back slightly
below range, and I was given
Synthroid. I had another test
two weeks after taking the pills.
and it was in the normal range.
I feel I should have asked for
another test before starting the
pills. Would my thyroid numbers have been above the range
if I was taking them and didn't need the pills?
DEAR READER: No — and
I mean NO — medical test,
either of blood or of bodily
functions, is 100 percent accurate. The test may have been
analyzed incorrectly in the lab
or misinterpreted by the specialist.
I cannot comment on your
experience except to confirm
that a repeat blood test is certainly an option.
Truthfully, 1 am confused
about certain aspects of your
letter. For example, what is the
frame of reference for the blood
test?
I urge you to review this
issue with your primary care
physician, who will test you further as needed.

Controcthridge
The good news was that dummy's
clubs could be established by playing
the A-K and ruffing a club; the bad
NORTH
news was that there was no visible
*64
entry to dummy to cash the clubs
•4 2
once they were established.
•J 7 5
One possible approach to the play:
•A K 1 8 7 5
was for South to cash all his trumps
EAST
WEST
flItKQ.110875 and the king of diamonds, forcing
*3
East to come down to four cards. If
•
96 3
•S7
East discarded down to one spade
•Q 10 9 8 6 4 2 *and three clubs, the rest would be
•Q 4 3
410 9 6
easy. A spade would put him on lead,
SOUTH
and his forced club return into the A•A 9 2
K-1 would hand declarer the con- •AKQJ 105
tract.
•A K 3
The trouble with this was that if
*2
East came dow-n to two clubs and
The bidding:
two spades, South would have to
East
N orth
West
South
guess whether to play the A-K of
4*
3*
Pass
2V
clubs to drop the queen (if East had
6 If
it), or to finesse the jack (if West had
Opening lead — three of spades.
This deal was played in an Indo- the queen).
Spier solved the problem in hnlnesian pair championship many
liant fashion, finding a sure way to
years ago. The declarer was L. Spier
produce 12 tricks. At trick six he led
of Holland, who got to six hearts as
a club to the ace, then cashed the
shown and found a very unusual way
king and discarded the king of diato make the slam.
monds on it, A club ruff established
Spier won the spade lead with the
ace and drew three rounds of trumps, the suit, and the diamond three was
discarding a club from dummy. He then led toward dummy's 1-7.
West took the queen, but since he
then cashed the ace of diamonds, on
had only diamonds left, he had to
which East showed out.
East's original distribution thus return one to dummy's jack. This
allowed Spier to dispose of his two
became an open book — he had
started with seven spades, three spade losers on dummy's minor-suit :
winners, and the slam came rolling
hearts and no diamonds, and therefore had to have exactly three clubs. home.
Tomorrow: The better way.
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AP
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In this photo submitted by CNN, actors
their new film "Talladega
as their characters Ricky Bobby and Cal Naughton Jr. from
'shake and bake' handNights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby" as they demonstrate their
during a taping of the
King
Larry
host
show
shake while being interviewed by talk
Live'.
King
CNN program 'Larry

'Talladega Nights' takes pole
position at weekend box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
The Will Ferrell comedy -Talladega Nights: The Ballad of
Ricky Bobby" raced ahead of
the competition to remain the
box office champ for a second weekend with $23 million
in ticket sales, according to
studio estimates released Suic-'
day.
Last week's news of another terror plot against airliners
apparently did not dampen audience appetite for Oliver Stone's
"World Trade Center." The Paramount Pictures release beat
expectations by earning $19
million over the weekend to
place it third at the weekend
box office.
The shocker of the weekend was the high-school dance
film "Step Up" from The Walt
Disney Co., which placed second with a box office take of
$21 million.
"It stepped up out of nowhere
and surprised everyone," said
Paul Dergarabedian, president
of box office tracker Exhibitor
Relations. "It was totally unex-

Disney flooded the Internet
and music television networks
with dance videos from the
film, a strategy that broadened
the audience from the target
female teen demographic. While
70 percent of the audience was
female, about one-quarter was
in the 18-24 age range, according to exit polling.
The performance of the top
12 films was up 6.35 percent
from the same weekend last
year, making it the fourth weekend in a row that the box
office has outpaced last year's

portray events in the aftermath
of the Sept. II. 2001, attacks.
The film has earned $26.8
million since it opened nationwide Wednesday.
News of a foiled terrorist
plot allegedly targeting planes
heading to the United States
had prompted speculation that
moviegoers might shun the film,
recounting efforts to rescue two
police officers caught under
the rubble of the Twin Tow-

levels.
Diversity played a big role
in generating attendance, analysis said.
"There is so much variety.
You pick a genre and you can
find a Movie," Dergarabedian
said.
"World Trade Center" turned
in the best weekend debut ever
for director Stone, whose previous controversial films such
as "JFK and "Nixon" made
many wonder how he would

ers.
"World Trade Center" is the
second film this year to revisit 9/1 1. April's "United 93"from
Universal opened in far fewer
theaters and brought in $11.5
million in its opening weekend.
In its third week, the independent film "Little Miss Sunshine" continued its impressive
run. The film, released by Fox
Searchlight, brought in an average of $16,993 per screen in
29 cities for a total of $2.6
million over the weekend. It
is set for wider release at the
end of the month.
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